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Critical Care and Resuscitation submission
goes electronic
The College of Intensive Care Medicine is pleased to
announce that we have partnered with Rose Technology
(ICON) to launch an online submission software for the
Critical Care and Resuscitation journal.
This enables all authors submitting an article to the
journal to logon and easily check the status of their
submission at any stage, make changes and update
information. Other useful features include email alerts
sent to authors as the status of articles change, and the
ability to access the site from any mobile device.

This new software will lead to a more efficient process when submitting articles to the journal.
Articles can be submitted in 3 steps: provide submission details including an abstract; register
authors; and upload the manuscript and associated diagrams.

This new site and user
instructions will be accessible
via a link on the resources
section of College of Intensive
Care Medicine website,
www.cicm.org.au, as of
Monday 2 December 2013.
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The conference theme “Intensive Care Medicine – it’s a RISKY BUSINESS” will identify
decision points in intensive care clinical practice at which there is no risk-free solution,
outline how the various risks of a complex ICU can be mitigated and try to build consensus
on how to practice in a risk-averse but overambitious healthcare system.
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Starch solutions in Australia: the empire strikes back
Rinaldo Bellomo
All who drink of this remedy will recover ... except those
whom it does not help, who will die. Therefore, it is
obvious that it fails only in incurable cases
— Galen

On 12 July 2012 in the New England Journal of Medicine,
Crit Care Resusc
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balanced crystalloid solution versus the balanced
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crystalloid
solution itself.1 They found that patients who
received HES had an increased risk of death and of acute
kidney injury requiring treatment with renal replacement
therapy. Did these findings affect the use of starch in
Australia? Absolutely not (Figure 1).
About 3 months later, on 17 October 2012, the results
of the Crystalloid Versus Hydroxyethyl Starch Trial (CHEST)4
were published in the New England Journal of Medicine.2
CHEST, also a DB MC RCT, confirmed that HES increased
the incidence of acute kidney injury requiring renal
replacement therapy. These findings, coming from Australia and New Zealand, led to a 19.5% decrease in sales
of Voluven and Volulyte (the HES preparations marketed in
Australia) in the following month, and a 67.4% decrease
by January 2013 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Changes in sales of hydroxyethyl starchcontaining fluid in Australia
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This looked like a promising scenario for those “in a
galaxy far, far away” who believe that practice should be
based on high-level evidence. They were wrong. In an
article published in Anesthesiology in early February this
year, the other side focused on patients having surgery
and on short-term physiological changes to demonstrate
(in a warped logic that would have made Galen proud)
that all was well with starch fluids, if they were only used
in the operating theatres (a large area of starch sales).3
Despite intense protests by various correspondents about
the profound flaws of this analysis,5,6 and concern because
the four main authors reported conflicts of interest in
relation to HES producers, it “worked”. HES sales in
Australia in February 2013 doubled compared with January. They remained essentially stable until May 2013 (the
last month for which data were available) — 3415 units
(equivalent to about A$40 000) were sold in May.
Whether recent decisions by various regulatory authorities
to restrict or remove HES from use7 will prove successful
remains to be seen. As reported by the Financial Times, it
is likely that HES manufacturers will fight restrictions to
the bitter end.8 It makes one almost filled with admiration
for Lilly, who pulled Xigris from the market the day after
the results of the PROWESS-SHOCK trial were made
public.9 The lesson is clear: evidence is but a tiny part of
the practice puzzle. When translating best evidence into
practice is in conflict with the commercial interests of large
and wealthy multinational companies, the game is much
rougher than issuing guidelines or writing erudite reviews.
It is much more like Star Wars than one could ever
imagine. It remains to be seen whether the poorly armed
and poorly resourced clinician – investigator with only the
best interests of his or her patients at heart will, like the
rebels, eventually win the war.
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After publication of the Scandinavian (6S) trial,1 there were no
changes. Sales plummeted after the Crystalloid Versus Hydroxyethyl
Starch Trial (CHEST) trial.2 However, stability was restored after
release of the Anesthesiology article.3 (Data available from http://
www.imshealth.com/portal/site/imshealth upon payment.)
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Is maintenance fluid therapy in need of maintenance?
David J Gattas and Manoj K Saxena
Acute illness can cause decreased fluid intake and increased
fluid and electrolyte loss, and can be associated with
alterations in cardiovascular and other vital organ functions.
The stress response to acute illness activates inflammatory,
endocrine and other pathways that result in the retention of
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Editorials
intake during recovery and in health? And if these needs are
different, how do we recognise the clinical transition from
stress to recovery phase?
In health, the average daily sodium intake for adults in
Australia and New Zealand is around 150 mmol/day. The
National Health and Medical Research Council recommend
an intake of between 20 and 40 mmol/day, and up to
100 mmol/day is considered reasonable.1 Sodium balance is
regulated in part by the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone and
sympathetic nervous systems. Intrarenal mechanisms also
contribute via regulation of intramedullary and regional
renal blood flow. Daily sodium intake is balanced by daily
excretion through urinary and cutaneous (sweat) losses,
although other mineral intakes (potassium and calcium)
have effects on urinary loss of sodium.
In this issue of Critical Care and Resuscitation, Bihari and
colleagues describe the epidemiology of sodium administration among a broad cross-section of intensive care unit
patients in Australia and New Zealand.2 Previously, in the
findings of a single-centre exploratory study,3 two of these
authors have reported that sodium and fluid balance are
not predictably related in ICU patients and that sodium
accumulation may be associated with morbidity. The current report extends our understanding of sodium and fluid
intake during the usual clinical care of critically ill patients. It
also demonstrates the value of investing in research infrastructure and capacity — in this case, the Australian and
New Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group
(ANZICS CTG) Point Prevalence Program.4-6
This report describes sodium intake in 356 patients from
40 Australian and New Zealand ICUs on a single day and
has several key findings. First, the median amount of
administered sodium was 224.5 mmol/day (interquartile
range, 144.9–367.6 mmol/day), which is well in excess of
the recommended daily sodium intake in health. Second,
this daily dose appears to persist throughout intensive care
admission. Third, although maintenance fluid is the main
source of sodium administration (around 35%), a significant amount of sodium is administered with fluid boluses

(around 20%), in vehicles for drugs and in flushes (around
30%). Fourth, sodium administration varies markedly
among different ICUs, suggesting significant practice variation as part of usual care. Finally, hypernatraemia was more
prevalent than hyponatraemia.
We administer fluid and sodium to patients concurrently,
but ICU clinicians think and prescribe predominantly in
terms of fluid volume only. There is clinical evidence of an
association between positive cumulative fluid balance and
adverse clinical outcomes in ICU patients,7-9 but these data
from Bihari and coworkers raise the question of whether
sodium balance is also important to help understand the
association between fluid accumulation and morbidity. Is it
possible that maintenance fluid (together with the fluid
used as a vehicle for drugs and electrolytes) is an iatrogenic
factor that “maintains” sodium and fluid overload? Is
maintenance fluid an intervention whose volume and composition can influence the outcomes of patients in hospital?
Bihari et al also observed that bolus fluid resuscitation
was the second most significant source of intravenous
sodium input, particularly on the second and third days
after intensive care admission. The requirement for bolus
fluid resuscitation varies during the course of critical illness,
and clinicians determine whether bolus fluid is indicated
using vital signs and their assessment of perfusion. However, recent clinical investigation is making it less clear what
the net benefits of bolus fluid administration are for
patients in the ICU. Colloids offer no general superiority
over crystalloids.10 Specific colloids are associated with
harm.11 Bolus fluid resuscitation is an established practice
for early management of sepsis12 (perhaps albumin has an
advantage13), but there is a case to be made for reviewing
established practice in this diagnostic group.14 How should
we apply evidence from a recent high-quality, large-scale
clinical trial which showed that bolus fluid resuscitation
(albumin or saline) is associated with increased mortality in
children with severe febrile illness presenting to resourcelimited clinics in Africa?15 The study by Bihari et al documents that sodium administration is substantial in ICU
patients and suggests an association with some adverse
outcomes. We cannot be certain of the importance of these
findings, but they contribute to an emerging theme of
unclear benefits and possible harms associated with liberal
bolus fluid use.
An impressive cross-section of patients has been arrayed
from across two countries on a single day, but the study is
limited by its inability to report sodium balance; some sources
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of sodium input have not been captured, and there are no
data for sodium output. The ability of these data to associate
sodium with patient outcomes is hypothesis-generating at
best. There is no reason to think that recommended daily
intake for sodium during health should apply in critical illness,
but the physiological rationale for reducing high and persistent levels of sodium administration in the recovery phase of
critical illness is plausible. We need to ask the question: what
are we maintaining with maintenance fluid? The unknown
medical wit who said that the dumbest kidney is still smarter
than the smartest doctor may be correct, but this is no excuse
for us to stop trying to constantly improve fluid administration to our critically ill patients.
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Can social media bridge the gap between research and
practice?
Paul J Young, Christopher P Nickson and Dashiell C Gantner
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endeavour unless clinicians implement the study’s findings.
Gaps between evidence and practice are increasingly
recognised in all areas of medicine. Health research funding
bodies, cognisant of this, frequently require grant applicants to plan the dissemination of their results before
completion of the trial, and there are a growing number of
funding streams specifically for knowledge translation
research (eg, National Health and Medical Research Council
Translating Research Into Practice fellowships).
The spotlight fell on such research–practice gaps in 2001
with the report Crossing the quality chasm, which described
the widespread failure to implement high-level evidence in
the United States health care system.2 This report highlighted the finding that the average lag time between the
demonstration of an effective treatment and its implementation into practice was 17 years!3 The archetypal example
is the use of thrombolytic therapy in acute myocardial
infarction.4 The first trial to report the efficacy of thrombolysis in acute myocardial infarction was published in 1959.5
A meta-analysis of 24 RCTs of 6000 patients published by
1985 demonstrated that intravenous thrombolytic therapy
reduced the relative risk of early death by 22% (P < 0.001).6
However, even after more than 55 000 patients had been
randomly allocated to trials of thrombolysis for acute myocardial infarction, and after publication of several more metaanalyses demonstrating benefit, large observational studies
conducted across Europe and the US found implementation
rates ranging from only 18%–55% into the mid 1990s.7-9
Knowledge translation is difficult to achieve for many
reasons including financial barriers, entrenched institutional
practices and the nature of medical education.10 However,
perhaps the foremost component of knowledge translation
is winning the hearts and minds of practitioners. The
publication of trial results in a high-profile journal alone
does not achieve this. Ironically, the precise, understated
conclusions that are the hallmark of high-quality scientific
writing may actually impede this aim. Consider the following statement from the NICE-SUGAR study:11 “our findings

suggest that a goal of normoglycemia for glucose control
does not necessarily benefit critically ill patients and may be
harmful”. This measured conclusion comes from a definitive
randomised trial demonstrating a significant treatment
effect on patient mortality, yet does not convey any urgency
with respect to practice change.
This is important because the results of clinical trials are
likely to be weighed against the biases of individual clinicians and against anecdotes. For example, the impact of the
results of the DECRA trial12 might be undermined by the
narrative of an individual patient, treated with early decompressive craniectomy when death appeared imminent, who
subsequently made a “miraculous recovery”. Doctors, like
all humans, are captivated by stories; it is easy for an RCT
and a good story to assume equal weight in the battle to
win their hearts and minds. This is partly because of the
inherent cognitive biases that influence our decision making, such as the “availability heuristic”,13 in which the more
easily something comes to mind, the more probable it
seems.
Publication of high-quality trials in high-impact journals is
important, but it is only a single step on the path of
achieving beneficial practice change. The reality is that
knowledge translation results from teaching at the bedside
and conversations between clinicians. Traditionally, these
conversations happened in hospital corridors, but increasingly they are occurring online, using social media and free,
open-access medical education internet resources.14 These
virtual corridor conversations are potentially the most rapid
means of achieving widespread dissemination of trial results
to a global audience.
Social media and the internet are the modern communication paradigm and are already being used for knowledge
translation in critical care. The CRASH-2 trial15 investigators
are using several internet-based strategies to increase the
uptake of tranexamic acid into clinical practice in major
trauma patients. These include a user-friendly study website
with slides for download, links to various study-related
videos, as well as a brief podcast outlining the trial results,
and even a song! 16 Meanwhile, the ARISE trial
investigators 17 are tweeting updates on Twitter as
@TheARISEstudy, and updates for the HEAT trial18 are
regularly tweeted by @DogICUma.
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Researchers need to harness social media and the internet in a systematic way to sell their messages and make
them stick, so that their research findings are translated into
practice. In essence, this is a marketing exercise that needs
to be carefully planned.
Clearly there are risks. Consider the example of delayed
sequence intubation. Scott Weingart published his
approach, described as procedural sedation to achieve
oxygenation, in 2011 in the Journal of Emergency Medicine
with minimal fanfare.19 He subsequently created a podcast20
on the topic that led to worldwide discussion, debate, early
adoption and rapid refinement of the technique. All of this
occurred despite a lack of any evidence stronger than
theoretical plausibility and case reports. This could mean
that more patients are receiving benefits sooner, but there
are obvious dangers. Conventional translation is slow but
traditional mechanisms of translation, including confirmatory studies and meta-analyses, reduce the likelihood of
translating poor-quality evidence.
Even among high-profile trials, medical reversals (when
therapies initially thought to be effective are found to be
ineffective or harmful) are common.21 The risk with social
media is that knowledge dissemination and practice change
may occur prematurely. Although this risk is real, rapid
dissemination by social media and internet-based communication is here to stay, whether or not researchers get
involved. There is also the opportunity to accelerate the
reversal process through free and open discussion”. Clinician–researchers are often recognised as opinion leaders
and have the potential to be influential in the online
environment. While some may feel uncomfortable with the
ethics of self-marketing, researchers, despite potential conflicts of interest, are still arguably in a better position than
most to weigh up evidence.
A structured approach to knowledge translation that
harnesses social media and the internet may have tangible,
practical benefits for researchers. Increased social media
activity within the first 3 days of an article being published is
associated with an increased citation rate.22 Moreover, a
recent study demonstrated that a release of research articles
by social media increases the number of people who view
and download those articles in the subsequent week.23
Facebook, Twitter and various critical care blogs and podcasts including lifeinthefastlane.com, intensivecarenetwork.com, emcrit.org, and crit-iq.com.au provide the
means to deliver research directly to the end user, complementing traditional disemination methods. They provide
researchers with a means to tell clinicians around the world
what they believe their research means for clinical practice
in a frank, honest and open way.
Researchers and clinicians must embrace this opportunity
because there is a moral imperative to close the gap
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between research and practice. To defeat dogma and
improve patient outcomes, we need to enter the battle for
hearts and minds wherever it takes place, whether that is in
the hospital corridors or on the internet.
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Intensive care unit mobility practices in Australia and New
Zealand: a point prevalence study
Susan C Berney, Megan Harrold, Steven A Webb, Ian Seppelt,
Shane Patman, Peter J Thomas and Linda Denehy
Immobility, deconditioning and muscle weakness are a
consequence of critical illness. This results in longstanding
impaired physical function for survivors of intensive care.1,2
Early mobilisation for patients who are intubated and
receiving mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit is
advocated as a treatment intervention that may attenuate
the development of weakness.3-6 To date, several cohort
studies have shown that early mobilisation for these
patients is feasible and safe,6-8 and is associated with a
reduction in ICU length of stay, hospital length of stay6 and
hospital readmission up to 1 year after discharge.9 There are
few large randomised controlled trials showing the effects
of early mobilisation on patient-centred outcomes.
Survey data suggest that physiotherapists incorporate
mobilisation as part of their clinical practice in the ICU.10 No
widespread prospective audit of mobilisation in the ICU has
occurred in Australia or New Zealand. Our aim was to
document current physiotherapy mobilisation practices
Crita Care
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of general
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patients and focus specifically on mobilisation practices in
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patients
requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation,
www.jficm.anzca.edu.au/aaccm/journal/publications.htm
defined
as more than 48 hours.
Original articles

Methods
Sites and ethics approval
Our study was conducted within the Australian and New
Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group (ANZICS
CTG) point prevalence program and was endorsed by the
ANZICS CTG. All ICUs in Australia and New Zealand were
invited to participate. The point prevalence program is a
mechanism to conduct multiple prospective one-day observational epidemiological studies and was approved by the
appropriate institutional, state or national multicentre ethics
committee for each participating hospital, with the need for
participant consent waived. Data were de-identified before
submission to the coordinating centre.
Survey
Our study was performed in each site on one of three
designated days in 2009 and 2010. A 30-item general case
report form (CRF) was completed by a research nurse, and a
25-item physiotherapy-specific CRF was completed by a
research nurse or physiotherapist. The physiotherapy CRF
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: To develop a comprehensive set of items
describing physiotherapy mobilisation practices for critically
ill patients, and to document current practices in intensive
care units in Australia and New Zealand, focusing on
patients having > 48 hours of mechanical ventilation.
Design: Prospective, observational, multicentre, single-day,
point prevalence study.
Participants and setting: All patients in 38 Australian
and New Zealand ICUs at 10 am on one of three designated
days in 2009 and 2010.
Main outcome measures: Demographic data, admission
diagnosis and mobilisation practices that had occurred in
the previous 24 hours.
Results: 514 patients were enrolled, with 498 complete
datasets. Mean age was 59.2 years (SD, 16.7 years) and
45% were mechanically ventilated. Mobilisation activities
were classified into five categories that were not mutually
exclusive: 140 patients (28%) completed an in-bed exercise
regimen, 93 (19%) sat over the side of the bed, 182 (37%)
sat out of bed, 124 (25%) stood and 89 (18%) walked.
Predefined adverse events occurred on 24 occasions (5%).
No patient requiring mechanical ventilation sat out of bed
or walked. On the study day, 391 patients had been in ICU
for > 48 hours. There were 384 complete datasets available
for analysis and, of these, 332 patients (86%) were not
walked. Of those not walked, 76 (23%) were in the ICU for
⭓ 7 days.
Conclusion: Patient mobilisation was shown to be low in a
single-day point prevalence study. Future observational
studies are required to confirm the results.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 260–265

consisted of two items about service provision, two about
respiratory care, 10 about mobilisation practices (including
respiratory support and barriers to mobilisation), 11 items
about factors interfering with physiotherapy (such as renal
replacement therapy or procedures outside the ICU), and
two items about unplanned or adverse events occurring
during physiotherapy. The survey questions are available
from the author.
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Table 1. Safety assessment for patient mobilisation,
using selected elements of the SOFA score11 and
RASS12 for patients with an ICU LOS > 48 hours
Characteristic
SOFA score
PaO2/FIO2
Cardiovascular
parameters
RASS
Assessment

Measurement
0

1

2

> 400

301–400

201–300;* < 301†

MAP
> 70 mmHg

MAP
< 70 mmHg

Dopamine ⭓ 5 μg/
kg/min‡

–1

0

1

Drowsy§

Alert, calm

Restless¶

SOFA = sequential organ failure assessment. RASS = Richmond agitation
and sedation score. ICU = intensive care unit. LOS = length of stay.
MAP = mean arterial pressure. * With respiratory support. † Without
respiratory support. ‡ Or any dose of dobutamine, milrinone or
levosimendan. § Not fully alert but sustained (10-second) awakenings
with eye contact to voice. ¶ Anxious or apprehensive, movements not
aggressive or vigorous.

Data on all mobility and rehabilitation activities undertaken by patients in the previous 24 hours were collected
from the nursing or physiotherapy notes, or from the daily
observation chart. Each activity was predefined, using a
data dictionary. Mobilisation activities included in-bed exercise activity, sitting in bed or sitting out of bed, and all
walking that occurred. “Walking” was defined as taking
three steps on the spot or away from the bedside.

mobilisation and on two of our Australian trials that were
then underway. These criteria were presented to the
ANZICS CTG in 2009 and agreed on by senior medical,
nursing and physiotherapy clinicians present. The definitions of these criteria are shown in Table 1.
We retrospectively applied the safety criteria using the
Richmond agitation and sedation score (RASS) and the
respiratory and cardiovascular components of the
sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score to each
patient, and classified patients as safe or unsafe to
mobilise. We used these safety criteria to investigate if
consistent safety criteria were used in the decision to sit
patients out of bed or walk them away from the bed, and
to determine if there was potential for greater levels of
mobilisation.
Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SAS version 9.1
(SAS Institute). Variables that were normally distributed
were reported as means with standard deviations, and
non-normally distributed data were reported as medians
with interquartile ranges. Proportions were reported as
percentages.

Results
ICU and patient data
Thirty-eight units participated in the point prevalence study
(33 in Australia and five in New Zealand). All were closed
multidisciplinary ICUs, with patient management supervised
by accredited ICU specialists. There are 182 ICUs in Australia and New Zealand. The sample from our study represented 30 of 35 tertiary units in Australia and New Zealand
(86%), six of 39 metropolitan units (15%), one of 49 rural
and regional units (2%), and one of 59 private hospital
units (2%).

Patients
All adult patients (aged 16 years or over) who were
admitted to the ICU at a 10 am census point on the
designated day were included. Demographic data including
age, sex and admission diagnosis were recorded. Admission
diagnoses were categorised by the Acute Physiological and
Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score in the 24 hours
before the study day, and according to whether the patient
was admitted to or discharged from the ICU
on the study day. A subset of patients in the
ICU for more than 48 hours was analysed
Figure 1. Ventilatory status of all patients
separately to determine the prevalence of
Total patients from
early mobilisation in patients with prolonged
38 intensive care units
stays in the ICU.
N = 514
Safety criteria
Safety criteria were developed and defined by
five of us (four of whom had over 10 years’
clinical ICU experience): two senior ICU staff
specialists and three experienced ICU physiotherapists. Criteria were developed using
available data from the general section of the
CRF, and were based on parameters used in
clinical trials that had examined ICU patient

Missing data
n = 16
Mechanical ventilation
n = 222

Spontaneous breathing,
no ventilatory assistance
n = 276

Artiﬁcial airway
n = 26

Non-invasive ventilation
n = 11
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Table 2. Demographic data of ICU patients
Characteristic

Figure 2. Ventilatory status of patients in the
intensive care unit (ICU) for > 48 hours

n (%)*

Total patients
N = 514

Mean age, years (n = 504)
20–59

219 (43%)

60–79

236 (47%)

> 80

Missing data and patients
in ICU ⭐ 48 hours
n = 123

Patients in ICU > 48 hours
n = 391

49 (10%)

Missing data
n=7

Overall mean 59.2 years; SD, 16.7 years
Weight, kg (n = 513)
< 70

150 (29%)

70–100

294 (57%)

> 100

Spontaneous breathing,
no ventilatory assistance
n = 184

Artiﬁcial airway
n = 25

Non-invasive ventilation
n=9

69 (13%)

APACHE II (n = 480) score
< 10

53 (11%)

10–20

232 (48%)

21–29

149 (31%)

⭓ 30
Emergency department

133 (26%)

Elective surgery

127 (25%)

Emergency surgery

86 (17%)

Other

168 (33%)

Reason for ICU admission (n = 465)
Postoperative care

213 (46%)

Sepsis

123 (26%)

Trauma

77 (17%)

ALI

26 (6%)

ARDS

26 (6%)

Length of ICU stay, days (n = 419)
<2

177 (42%)

2–7

106 (25%)

>7

136 (32%)

ICU = intensive care unit. ALI = acute lung injury. ARDS = acute
respiratory distress syndrome. APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic
Health Evaluation. * Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

Figure 3. Frequency of mobilisation activities undertaken by patients in
the intensive care unit for > 48 hours
111

In-bed exercise*

Mobilisation activity

Data were collected on 514 patients
who had spent any time in the ICU
after 10 am on the study day. Of the
514 patients, 16 had some missing
data. Of the remaining 498 patients,
222 (45%) were receiving mechanical
ventilatory support and 276 (55%)
patients were breathing spontaneously with oxygenation but not ventilatory assistance (Figure 1). The
demographic data for the cohort are
shown in Table 2. For 90% of
patients, this was their first ICU
admission during that hospital stay.

Oxygen therapy
n = 150

Mobilisation activities
Mobilisation activities of all 498 patients were classified into
five categories that were not mutually exclusive: 140 (28%)
completed an in-bed exercise regimen; 93 (19%) sat over
the side of the bed; 182 (37%) sat out of bed; 124 (25%)
stood and 89 (18%) walked.
Predefined adverse events occurred on 24 occasions
(5%). No serious adverse event occurred resulting in death,
cardiac or respiratory arrest or a patient fall. Of the 24
adverse events recorded, patients were returned to bed on
seven occasions (30%) because of a reduction in mean
arterial blood pressure. On six occasions (25%), the patient
required an increase in positive end-expiratory pressure
(PEEP) to > 10 cmH2O, or > 20% increase in PEEP if already
> 10 cmH2O. The remaining 11 adverse events included
arrhythmia, bronchospasm and deterioration in mental
state. No loss of airway or intravascular line occurred during
mobilisation exercises. Physiotherapists were involved in
mobilisation activities, including sitting out of bed, on 90%
of occasions.

46 (10%)

Source of ICU admission (n = 514)

262

Mechanical ventilation
n = 200

Sit over edge of bed

†

Stand

‡

51
74
128

Sit out of bed‡
Walk

52

‡

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100 110 120 130

Number of patients

MV = mechanical ventilation. * Fifty-four patients of 111 (49%) were on MV. † Six patients of 51
(12%) were on MV. ‡ No patient on MV stood, sat out of bed or walked.
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Table 3. Main reasons for not sitting out of bed or
walking
Not sitting out Not walking
of bed n (%)
n (%)

Reason
Unconscious or unresponsive

49 (20%)

5 (7%)

Sedated or agitated

Table 4. Safety criteria for sitting out of bed
Sat out of bed

Walked

Criterion

Yes

No

Yes

No

Within SOFA and RASS
parameters (n = 125*)

69

56

30

93 (88)†

42 (17%)

NA

207

22

245

5

NA

Not within SOFA and RASS
parameters (n = 266*)

59

No RASS recorded
RASS recorded

37

NA

Total

128

263

52

388

SOFA = sequential organ failure assessment. RASS = Richmond agitation
and sedation score. * SOFA parameters: cardiovascular 0–2, respiratory
0–2; RASS parameters: 1 to –1 (1 = restless, anxious, movements not
aggressive; 0 = alert, calm; –1 = drowsy, not fully alert but has sustained
awakenings). † Due to trauma such as spinal cord injury and stroke in
five patients, only 88 patients were potentially able to walk.

RASS –1 to –3

22

NA

RASS < –4

11

NA

RASS > 0

4

NA

No stated barrier

33 (13.4%)

31 (41%)

Haemodynamic instability

28 (11.4%)

NA

No inotropic support detailed

23

NA

Weakness

23 (9.4%)

22 (29%)

Unstable trauma

11 (4.5%)

2 (3%)

Severe respiratory failure

11 (4.5%)

NA

With ARDS

2

NA

No ARDS or ALI

9

NA

Renal replacement therapy

8 (3.3%)

NA

Femoral access

2

NA

Subclavian or jugular access

6

NA

RASS = Richmond agitation and sedation score. ARDS = acute
respiratory distress syndrome. ALI = acute lung injury.

Respiratory support during out-of-bed mobilisation
No patients on mechanical ventilation were sat out of bed
or walked. Twenty patients with artificial airways, but not
mechanical ventilation, were mobilised out of bed. Two of
the 20 patients had an endotracheal tube in situ and were
sat out of bed, and one was mobilised; both patients were
on T-piece oxygenation at the time. Eighteen patients with a
tracheostomy tube in situ were sat out of bed, and eight of
these were also mobilised. One hundred and fifty patients
(30%) were mobilised on face mask oxygen, and one was
mobilised while receiving non-invasive ventilation. On 10
occasions, respiratory support was not recorded.
Out-of-bed mobilisation for patients in the ICU > 48
hours
All further results pertain to a subgroup of the original 514
patients, the 391 patients (76%) who were in the ICU > 48
hours. Seven had missing data, and of the 384 complete
data sets, 200 (52%) were receiving mechanical ventilatory
support. The ventilatory status of these patients is given in
Figure 2.
The numbers of patients undertaking different mobilisation activities are shown in Figure 3. Of the 384 patients,
332 (86%) were not walked. Of these 332 patients, 76

(23%) were in the ICU for 7 days or longer. All predefined
adverse events previously described occurred in this longerstay cohort of patients. Similarly to what was observed in
the entire cohort, physiotherapists performed mobilisation
activities on 81% of occasions.
Of the 150 patients receiving oxygen therapy via a face
mask, 85 (57%) sat out of bed and 45 (30%) walked. All
previously described out-of-bed mobilisation activities for
patients with an artificial airway in situ occurred in patients
whose length of stay in ICU was > 48 hours.
The barriers to sitting patients out of bed and/or walking
them were reported by the clinical staff caring for the
patients and are shown in Table 3.
Application of objective safety criteria
Of the 384 patients with a length of stay > 48 hours and
complete datasets (Figure 2), 125 patients (33%) met the
predefined safety criteria to sit out of bed and walk (Table
4). Sixty-nine sat out of bed and 30 walked.
Of the 266 patients (68%) who did not meet the
predefined safety criteria, 59 sat out of bed, and 22 of
those 59 walked. On 58 occasions, the patient did not meet
the respiratory criteria, and on one occasion, the patient did
not meet the cardiovascular criteria. On one occasion,
mobilisation occurred when the patient did not meet the
respiratory and RASS safety criteria, and on all other
occasions one safety criterion was not met. No patient who
sat out of bed or was mobilised when they did not meet the
safety criteria experienced an adverse event.
On 73 occasions, patients had a procedure in the ICU or
were transported outside the ICU, and these procedures may
have interfered with mobilisation in the 24 hours of data
collection. Thirty-eight of these occasions (52%) were associated with imaging, which on three occasions resulted in a
surgical procedure being performed in the ICU. On 16
occasions (22%), patients underwent surgical procedures in
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the operating room. On 11 occasions (15%), these patients
were sat out of bed or mobilised, and on 15 occasions (21%)
these patients met safety criteria but were not mobilised.

Discussion
Recent evidence suggests that survivors of intensive care
may suffer longstanding muscle weakness.1,13 Early mobilisation, particularly walking, that begins in the ICU in
patients who are intubated and ventilated is advocated as a
treatment intervention to attenuate muscle weakness and
improve patient outcomes.3,6,14 The results of our point
prevalence study indicate that critically ill patients in Australia and New Zealand perform a range of mobilisation
activities either in bed or sitting out in a chair. However, only
18% of all patients in the ICU walked and, for those staying
in the ICU for > 48 hours, this decreased to 13%. No
patient requiring mechanical ventilation either sat out of
bed or walked on the day of our study.
This was a mixed medical and surgical cohort, and about
40% of patients were postoperative. We were most interested in physiotherapy practices for patients admitted for >
48 hours, rather than for patients admitted for routine
postoperative surveillance who were likely to be discharged
within 24 hours. Physiotherapists in Australia and New
Zealand are part of the multidisciplinary team. They provide
respiratory care and rehabilitation for patients in the ICU.
Most ICUs in Australia have at least one physiotherapist on
staff, with half the therapists having > 5 years of clinical
experience in intensive care.10,15 No data describing the
profile of physiotherapists in New Zealand ICUs has been
published but we would expect it to be similar.
Self-reporting surveys of physiotherapists working in the
critical care setting have described the provision of mobilisation practices.10,16-18 A survey by Skinner and colleagues of
Australian mobility practices in ICUs reported that 94% of
physiotherapists would routinely prescribe mobilisation
exercise for patients.10 That survey of 111 physiotherapists
reported that 103 respondents (93%) would prescribe inbed mobilisation exercises, 100 (90%) would sit patients
over the edge of the bed, and over 100 (90%) would walk
patients on the spot or away from the bed. Skinner and
colleagues also reported that, in patients who were
mechanically ventilated, 56 of 102 physiotherapists (55%)
would mobilise the patient away from the bed. Our results
do not support those results, with fewer than 50% of
patients in our study having received any form of mobilisation activity.
United Kingdom survey data reported similar findings to
those of Skinner and colleagues, with almost all physiotherapists surveyed stating that they provide mobilisation exercises in the ICU. These results may highlight potential issues
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with self-reporting surveys compared with prospective data.
To date, no prospective data are available to compare
physiotherapy practices in the UK.
The results of this study reflect a lack of consensus on
safety criteria for mobilising patients, particularly for sitting
out them of bed and walking them, in ICUs across Australia
and New Zealand. This was reflected by the number of
patients who did not meet our predefined safety criteria
and who sat out of bed (46%) and walked (42%). While
there was broad agreement about which patients were not
safe to sit out of bed or walk, there was little agreement
about who was safe to mobilise out of bed. In our study,
using our safety criteria, 15% more patients could have sat
out of bed and 36% more could have walked. This is
despite the low rate of adverse events reported in our study
and in the literature on early mobilisation of patients in the
ICU.6,7,19 The low rate of adverse events reported in our
study is consistent with other studies of functional mobility
practices in the critical care setting, with reported rates
between 0% and 5%.6,8,19
An alternative explanation for our low observed rates of
ICU patients sitting out of bed and walking may be that we
have not yet developed a culture of early mobility across
Australia and New Zealand. Haemodynamic instability was
reported on 28 occasions as a reason for the patient not to sit
out of bed, but 23 of these patients were not receiving
inotropic support. On 45 of the 76 occasions that patients
were not walked once they were sitting in the chair, no reason
was given for why they were not walked. These barriers may
reflect a reluctance of staff to engage in early mobilisation of
patients who are critically ill, and there may be many variables
that have an impact on ICU mobilisation practices.
A solution may be to develop stepwise protocols that
prescribe mobilisation activity based on the cognitive level
and physical capacity of the patient. Protocols such as these
have been safely and effectively introduced into clinical
practice.6 In one centre in the United States, they have
resulted in patients walking at least 3 days sooner, an
adverse event occurrence of < 1% and an increase in
mobility of up to twofold.6 In another US centre, an increase
in routine mobilisation occurred.19
Patients were unavailable for part of the 24 hours of data
collection on 73 occasions. While we acknowledge that
some of the procedures affecting our data collection, such as
surgical interventions in the operating theatre, may have had
an impact on ICU patient mobilisation, they were not
common enough to influence the overall results of our study.
Limitations
There are several limitations to our study. Point prevalence
data may not be representative of usual practice, but in this
study we documented all mobilisation in the previous 24
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hours, not just what had occurred at a single time on the
study day. Prevalence data (compared with incidence data)
can be biased in favour of long-term patients, but in our study
this was precisely our group of interest, and even with this
bias, our observed number of mobilisation episodes was low.
At different sites, physiotherapists and research nurses
carried out the data collection, and the variation in training of
these two professions may introduce bias in the reporting.
There were also missing data in the cases, which changes the
sample size for different responses. This may also introduce
bias in results. The pragmatic safety criteria that were applied
to the data retrospectively to determine if further mobilisation
may have been possible were not comprehensive. We were
limited to information already collected as part of the point
prevalence survey and, although based on safety criteria used
in trials of early mobilisation, we acknowledge that other
potentially important factors may have contributed to the
observed rates of mobilisation.

Conclusion
On a single day in 38 ICUs in Australia and New Zealand, the
number of patients mobilised was low, and much lower than
predicted by our prespecified safety criteria and previous selfreported descriptions of practice. By restricting a patient’s
capacity to sit out of bed and walk, we may be limiting their
functional recovery. A further program of research starting
with a prospective observational study is required to confirm
these data. We are awaiting similar audit data to compare
our results with international ICU cohorts.
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Missed medical emergency team activations: tracking
decisions and outcomes in practice
Jessica L Guinane, Tracey K Bucknall,
Judy Currey and Daryl A Jones
Despite efforts to improve early recognition of abnormal
vital signs and response to the affected patient, ward
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to this
is the medical emergency team (MET). An MET is
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activated
based on the measurement and recognition of
Original articles
clinical deterioration by clinicians, and their response. Clinical deterioration is identified by predefined vital sign
derangements or subjective concern for a patient’s condition. The MET consists of critical care clinicians who make
time-critical decisions. These might include continuing current treatment; transferring a patient to an area for higher
acuity patients; implementing a limitation-of-medical-therapy directive; or facilitating a transition to palliative care.1,2
Failed MET activation or delayed MET calls commonly occur
and are associated with worse patient outcomes.3-5 Patients
who are subject to an MET call or who fulfil MET criteria
have an inhospital mortality rate of around 25%6-8 and
about 10% will require intensive care unit services.6-7
Despite this observation, compliance with activation
remains suboptimal.9
To our knowledge, no study has assessed the proportion
of patients who fulfil MET criteria during their admission in
a private institution, or how clinicians respond to abnormal
vital signs if MET activation does not occur. Buist and
colleagues have prospectively reported the incidence of
abnormal clinical observations for patients’ entire admission
durations.10 However, this study took place in a public
setting and the major aim was to assess the association
between abnormal vital signs and subsequent inhospital
mortality.
We assessed the incidence of patients fulfilling MET criteria
during their hospital admission, and their outcomes. We also
compared the outcomes of patients with documented vital
signs which fulfilled MET criteria, with the outcomes of
patients whose documented vital signs did not fulfil MET
criteria. Finally, we examined the actions that staff took in
response to documented vital signs fulfilling MET criteria, and
the time taken for aberrant vital signs to resolve.

Methods
Following ethics approval (approval 03-26-10-09), an
observational study using a retrospective chart audit was
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ABSTRACT
Background: Despite extensive work to improve early
recognition of and response to abnormal vital signs, a
failure or delay in response to clinical deterioration by
activating a medical emergency team (MET) can affect
patient safety.
Objectives: To determine incidence, management and
outcomes of patients having vital signs fulfilling MET call
criteria during their entire admission, and to compare
baseline characteristics and outcomes of patients who
fulfilled MET call criteria with patients who did not.
Design: A retrospective chart audit was conducted in a
private Melbourne hospital. All patients hospitalised for
⭓ 24 hours in general wards and discharged in the 7-day
study period were included. Medical records were reviewed
for all patients who fulfilled MET criteria to assess escalation
of care.
Results: Of the sample (N = 568), 82 patients (14%) had
one or more documented vital signs fulfilling MET criteria.
Hospital length of stay (LOS) for these patients was twice
that of those who did not (8.6 days versus 4.3 days;
P < 0.001). Medical patients were more likely to meet MET
criteria than surgical patients (P = 0.03), and there were no
significant differences for sex or between elective and
emergency admissions. In the 79 patients not reviewed by
the MET, the primary nurse escalated care for 36 patients
(46%). Nurses independently initiated treatment for 23 of
these patients (64%) and when unable to, they referred the
patient for medical review (36%). Presence of MET criteria
had resolved within 1 hour for 37 patients (45%) who
fulfilled criteria.
Conclusions: Despite one in seven patients fulfilling MET
criteria, MET activation occurred infrequently. The presence
of MET criteria was associated with a doubling of the
hospital LOS. Escalation of care in response to detection of
MET criteria fulfilment was variable. Further research
tracking patient management is needed to understand the
decision-making process that occurs in the presence of
clinical deterioration.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 266–272
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Table 1. Study inclusion criteria for adult and
paediatric vital sign values
Vital sign

Value

Adult
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

< 90

Heart rate (beats/minute)

> 130

Respiratory rate (breaths/minute)
Oxygen saturation

> 30 or < 6
< 90% on oxygen therapy

Paediatric
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Age term–3 months

< 50

4–12 months

< 60

1–4 years

< 70

5–12 years

< 80

⭓ 12 years

< 90

Heart rate (bradycardia; tachycardia)
(beats/minute)
Age term–3 months

< 100; > 180

4–12 months

< 100; > 180

1–4 years

< 90; > 160

5–12 years

< 80; > 140

⭓ 12 years

< 60; > 130

Respiratory rate (breaths/minute)
Age term–3 months

> 60

4–12 months

> 50

1–4 years

> 40

5–12 years

> 30

⭓ 12 years
Oxygen saturation

> 30
< 90% on oxygen therapy

conducted for patients hospitalised between 10 and 16
October 2009. Data were collected using a standardised
case report form (CRF). Vital sign charts were reviewed to
determine if patients had documented vital signs that
fulfilled the MET calling criteria at any stage during their
admission. The study parameters included systolic blood
pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate and oxygen saturation. Only objective MET criteria from the institution were
reviewed. Subjective criteria were purposely excluded; this
decision was based on the knowledge that there is
generally a large discrepancy in the interpretation and
measurement of these criteria by nursing staff. Further, it
would have been difficult to ensure reliability and consistency in results by retrospectively collecting these data, as
they may not have been documented. The adult and
paediatric MET calling criteria are shown in Table 1.
Patients who fulfilled MET criteria were cross-referenced
with the ICU database to determine whether they received
an MET review.

Setting
Our study was conducted in a private health care facility in
Melbourne, Australia. The hospital has about 400 beds, an
emergency department (ED), a coronary care unit and a 12bed ICU. The hospital implemented an MET in 2003, and all
staff were trained in when and how to activate an MET call
and the reason for doing so. MET training is compulsory for
all new staff during their hospital orientation. The MET can
be activated by any staff member if a patient fulfils one or
more of the objective criteria or for any subjective concern.
At the time of our study, vital signs were transcribed on a
hospital-specific observation chart in a horizontal manner,
so no graphical trends were possible to establish. Hospital
policy stated that observations were to be performed 4hourly for all patients, and were to include temperature,
heart rate, respiration rate, blood pressure and pulse oximetry, unless otherwise ordered by medical staff or determined
by the patient’s clinical status.
Participants
Adult, paediatric and neonatal medical and surgical patients
were included in the study if they were hospitalised for 24
hours or more in general ward areas or the postanaesthetic
care unit (PACU), and discharged from the hospital during
the 7-day study period.
Patients were excluded if they were hospitalised for less
than 24 hours (eg, day oncology, day procedure unit or ED
short-stay patients) or had a documented not-for-resuscitation order. If a patient had a concurrent ward and ICU
admission, vital signs taken during the ICU stay were
excluded.
Data collection
Patient characteristics and demographics were recorded for
every patient. For patients who fulfilled MET criteria, the
date and time of the criteria being met and specific vital
signs were documented. If MET activation did not occur,
patient progress notes and intravenous and medication
charts were reviewed to ascertain if other clinical escalation
responses occurred. Alternative escalation responses were
categorised as follows:
• the nurse in charge or doctor was notified and treatment
ordered
• the primary nurse managed the patient
• the nurse in charge or doctor was notified and no
treatment orders were made
• there was no documentation of recognition or response.
The time taken for the aberrant vital sign to resolve was
determined as the time from the initial documented time
that the vital sign parameter fulfilled an MET call criterion,
to the documented time that the parameter returned to
normal (did not fulfil an MET call criterion).
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documented MET review; one
patient in the PACU and the other
two on wards. One ward patient
with an MET activation was transTotal patients
ferred to the ICU and the other
N = 568
patient was stabilised and remained
on the ward. The patient reviewed in
Satisﬁed MET criteria
Did not satisfy MET criteria
the PACU was transferred to the
n = 82 (14%)
n = 486 (86%)
ward once haemodynamic stability
was achieved.
Two patients of the sample of 568
Ward patients
PACU patients
(0.35%)
died while in hospital, both
n = 69 (84%)
n = 13 (16%)
with vital signs fulfilling MET criteria;
only one patient received an MET
No MET call
Did not satisfy criteria
No MET call
Did not satisfy criteria
review (Figure 1).
n = 67 (97%)
n = 2 (3%)
n = 12 (92%)
n = 1 (8%)
Hospital LOS for patients who fulfilled MET criteria was double that of
Died in hospital
Died in hospital
patients who did not (8.6 days vern=1
n=1
sus 4.3 days, respectively; P < 0.001).
MET = medical emergency team. PACU = postanaesthetic care unit.
Medical patients were more likely to
fulfil MET call criteria compared with
surgical patients (18% versus 11%,
Outcome measures
respectively; P = 0.03). Although not statistically significant,
more female than male patients fulfilled MET call criteria
Our primary aim was to determine the incidence of patients
(16.8% versus 11.9%; P = 0.121). The mean ages for
who had vital signs that fulfilled the MET activation criteria
patients who did and did not fulfil MET call criteria were
at any stage during their admission, and the proportion
similar (61.5 years versus 60.8 years; P = 0.782).
who received an MET review.
We compared differences in baseline characteristics (genAlternative escalation processes in the absence of an
der, admission type and parent unit) and outcomes (length
MET review
of stay [LOS] and inhospital mortality) for patients who
When an MET was not activated in response to aberrant
fulfilled MET criteria with patients who did not. If MET
vital signs, the primary nurse escalated care in 36/79 cases
activation failed, we examined if any alternative interven(46%). Of those 36, a nurse-initiated response occurred for
tions occurred. Finally, we documented the time taken for
23 patients (64%) and, when an intervention outside the
aberrant vital signs to resolve.
nursing scope of practice was required, a referral to the
Data analysis
patient’s treating doctor was made in 13 cases (36%).
Subsequently, treatment was ordered for 12 of the 13
All data were analysed using SPSS version 16 (SPSS Inc).
patients (92%) (Figure 2).
Categorical variables (gender, admission type and parent
2
The four study parameters (blood pressure, heart rate,
unit) were analysed using the χ value for determining
respiratory rate and oxygen saturation) were grouped to
significance, and obtained using the Yates correction for
ascertain the overall proportion that fulfilled MET criteria
continuity. The P value set at 0.05 was considered statistiand resolved in less than 1 hour. Notably, we found 37
cally significant. Continuous variables (age and LOS) were
patients (45%) demonstrated clinical improvement within 1
compared using student t tests based on two independent
hour and no longer fulfilled MET criteria. Of that proporsamples.
tion, 26 (70%) had documentation indicating that the
aberrant measurement was recognised and that a subseResults
quent intervention had taken place. Most instances were
Patient characteristics
responded to by the nurse initiating treatment (21; 81%)
Of the sample (N = 568), 82 patients (14%) had an aberrant
and, in five patients (19%), the nurse referred the patient to
vital sign during their admission that fulfilled MET criteria;
medical staff (Figure 3). Nursing interventions included
69 patients (84%) were situated on a ward, and 13 (16%)
administering or increasing supplemental oxygen supply in
were located in the PACU. Only 3 of 82 patients (4%) had a
response to hypoxia, and patients who were hypotensive
Figure 1. Summary of numbers of patients who did and did not satisfy MET
activation criteria (N = 568)
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oxygen saturation was the trigger for an MET
activation, 17 patients (63%) had a nurse who
responded immediately by administering or
Fulﬁlled MET criteria
increasing supplemental oxygen, and made freN = 82
quent assessments to ensure the patient
responded appropriately. In all 17 patients, oxyNo MET call
MET call
gen saturations increased within 1 hour. Another
n = 79 (96%)
n = 3 (4%)
five patients (19%) with documented hypoxia
were referred to medical staff for review. All
these patients were administered bronchodilaDocumented response
No documented response
tors and attended medical imaging for a chest xn = 36 (46%)
n = 43 (54%)
ray to further investigate their condition.
Of the 11 patients with documented tachyNurse self-managed
Nurse referred to doctor
arrhythmia, two (18%) were referred to and
n = 23 (64%)
n = 13 (36%)
reviewed by a doctor. In response, an ECG was
recorded and antiarrhythmic agents were
administered to treat the diagnosed clinical conIntervention implemented
No treatment
dition. For these patients, clinical stability was
after medical review
n = 1 (8%)
n = 12 (92%)
achieved in less than 3 hours. A further six
patients who satisfied MET criteria for an aberMET = medical emergency team.
rant heart rate did not have documentation
indicating that nursing or medical staff had been
received repositioning and an increased frequency of blood
alerted or that an intervention took place. Reasons for this
pressure measurements. In response to tachycardia a 12remain unknown.
lead electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded, and the treatTwo patients fulfilled MET criteria with tachypnoea, and
ing doctor was asked to review the patient. In all cases, the
neither had any documentation suggesting this was
nurse reassessed the patient’s vital signs and condition to
responded to.
ensure clinical stability was achieved after the intervention.
No documentation indicated that aberrant vital sign
Discussion
measurements were only reported to the nurse in charge.
Major findings
Typically, the doctor and nurse in charge were simultanWe conducted a retrospective observational study to detereously notified of a problem, and the documentation
mine the incidence and outcomes of patients fulfilling MET
reflected the treating doctor’s assessment and orders.
criteria during their entire hospital admission. We found
that one in seven patients (14%) had vital signs that fulfilled
Vital sign parameters fulfilling MET criteria
one or more MET call criteria. Only three patients received
For the 82 patients who fulfilled the MET criteria, the most
an MET review. Despite the low MET activation rate,
common vital signs documented as meeting the criteria
aberrant vital signs were still responded to in 46% of the
were, in descending order: systolic blood pressure (42;
cohort. During the study period, two patients died in
51%), oxygen saturation (27; 33%), heart rate (11; 13%)
hospital. Significantly, hospital LOS for patients who fulfilled
and respiratory rate (2; 2%).
MET criteria was double that of patients who did not.
Of the 42 patients whose blood pressure was the trigger
for an MET activation, 33 patients (79%) had a systolic blood
Comparison with previous studies
pressure < 90 mmHg and no documentation indicating recOur findings add to previous research reporting that 3%–
ognition or escalation to senior nursing or medical staff
27% of patients had vital signs fulfilling MET criteria.9,11-13
(Figure 4). For five patients (12%) who were hypotensive, the
In a single-centre study in Sweden and Denmark, the point
primary nurse intervened by placing the patient in the
prevalence of MET criteria being met was 4.5% and 18%,
Trendelenburg position and increased the frequency of blood
respectively. The study of Casamento and colleagues
pressure measurements until clinical stability was assured. A
prospectively examined the prevalence of patients who
further five patients (12%) were referred to medical staff and
fulfilled hospital-specific criteria for MET action, and
in response received intravenous fluid therapy.
reported that 3.26% of the 1688 patients had vital signs
Documentation showed nursing staff were most responsufficient to warrant an MET review.7 A study by Vetro and
sive to low oxygen saturations. Of the 27 patients whose
Figure 2. Nurse response to aberrant vital signs (N = 82)
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Figure 3. Proportion of aberrant vital signs documented to have resolved in less than 1 hour (N = 82)
Patients fulﬁlling MET criteria
N = 82

Documentation of resolution in ⭐ 1 hour
n = 37 (45%)

Documentation of resolution in ⭓ 1 hour
n = 45 (55%)

Documentation of intervention
n = 26 (70%)

Documentation of intervention
n = 10 (22%)

Nurse self-managed
n = 21 (81%)

Medical referral and intervention ordered
n = 5 (19%)

Nurse self-managed
n = 2 (20%)

Medical referral and intervention ordered
n = 8 (80%)

MET = medical emergency team.

colleagues revealed that of 22 patients who had a cardiac
arrest, six patients (27%) had had vital signs fulfilling MET
criteria in the preceding 6 hours but none had had an MET
call.14
Differences in these reported incidences may relate to
differences in MET criteria thresholds and patient demographics. The studies reporting MET incidence reviewed
only a proportion of patient vital signs taken at their
admission. Similarly to our study, Buist and colleagues
prospectively assessed patients’ vital signs from five general
wards for their entire admission duration.10 He reported
that 8.9% of the cohort had had abnormal bedside observations, of which 67% spontaneously resolved and 21.6%
were brought back to normal with treatment on the ward.
The higher proportion of patients with abnormal vital signs
and the proportion that spontaneously resolved could be
attributed to the larger sample size, institutional variances
and a longer study period.
Implications
We found that one in seven patients fulfilled one or more
MET criteria during their hospital admission. Therefore, the
likelihood of nurses encountering patients who may deteriorate during a routine shift is high. In addition, patients
with vital signs fulfilling MET criteria had an associated LOS
that was double that of patients who did not. Similarly,
Fuhrmann and colleagues reported a significant association
between patients with abnormal vital signs and hospital
LOS (median difference, 7 days; P < 0.0001).9 An increased
LOS has implications for patient morbidity, hospital
resources and bed availabilities. Both these findings emphasise the importance of nurses recognising signs of clinical
deterioration and valuing the importance of early escalation
and intervention.
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We found that MET activation occurred in a minority of
patients fulfilling MET criteria, which initially suggested that
nurses may not consistently recognise the clinical significance of or urgency in responding to aberrant vital signs. It
was encouraging that half of patients had documentation
indicating that nurses interpreted the meaning behind
aberrant vital sign measurements and escalated care in
ways other than activating an MET. Nurses mostly
responded within their scope of practice or referred patients
to medical staff for review and treatment orders. Importantly, in many patients, MET criteria resolved in less than 1
hour. This indicates that clinicians felt confident managing
certain clinical situations without activating an MET. Nurses
at the study institution favoured a multitiered response, as
proposed by the Australian Commission on Safety and
Quality in Health Care.15 Similarly, Kansal and Havill
reported an increase of 50% in escalation of care with the
implementation of a two-tiered rapid-response system
(along with new observation charts and MET calling criteria)
for patients who were at risk of deteriorating.16
We found that hypotension and hypoxia were the most
common parameters which fulfilled MET criteria. This finding was also reported in Buist’s study, in which decreased
oxygen saturation comprised 51% of all events and hypotension accounted for 17.3%.10 Only two patients in our
study had a documented respiratory rate fulfilling MET
criteria for tachypnoea. Despite a large body of evidence
indicating that an abnormal respiratory rate is an important
predictor of serious adverse events,17-20 neither of these
patients had documentation indicating responsiveness in
terms of therapeutic management or further investigation
of causes.
We found that respiratory rate was infrequently documented and often missing as part of a full set of vital sign
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Frequency

Figure 4. Escalation responses to individual study parameters when medical emergency team activation failed
35

Blood pressure

30

Heart rate

25

Oxygen saturation
Respiratory rate

20
15
10
5
0
Doctor notiﬁed
no treatment

Doctor notiﬁed
treatment
implemented

No documentation Nurse in charge
Nurse in charge
of recognition notiﬁed no treatment notiﬁed treatment
or response
ordered

Nurse selfmanaged

Clinical escalation response

measurements. It is unknown if this represents infrequent
assessment or poor documentation, both of which have
been reported in previous studies.20-23 Incomplete vital sign
measurement undermines the objective basis of ascertaining the clinical status of a patient and the value associated
with a response system.24 Medical students and clinicians
should be taught that respiratory rate is the most useful
marker for identifying patients at risk of serious adverse
events, and therefore warrants frequent assessment and
documentation.
Further research
Further research is needed to understand the decisionmaking processes of nurses when they are faced with
clinical deterioration of a patient. Other factors that need
investigating are those influencing which clinicians summon
an MET call immediately compared with those who do not.
Insight into the routine documentation practices of clinicians would be useful, to ascertain the intervention, referral
and management decisions that are formally documented
and those that are not.
Research to inform the optimal frequency of vital sign
measurement to ensure clinical deterioration does not go
unrecognised and to prevent associated complications
would be beneficial. Understanding the factors that contribute to a doubling of LOS would benefit patient management and outcome decisions.
Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, our study is the first to review the
incidence and outcomes of patients fulfilling MET criteria
for their entire hospital LOS in a private population. The
private setting may have restricted our ability to generalise
our findings, but the study institution represents a typical

large metropolitan private hospital in a developed country.
Therefore, the results and study methodology may be
relevant to other institutions with similar characteristics. We
cannot comment on the proportion of objective concerns
that were not escalated.
Our results further contribute to existing MET literature
by investigating the trajectory of care provided in the
absence of an MET review. Our CRF had predefined
questions to efficiently capture information so that we
could meet our research aims and make data collection
consistent. Clinicians were not aware of the study taking
place, so their decision making was not altered by the
presence of researchers.
Documentation bias is a potential limitation of our study.
Data obtained from this chart review relied on accurate
measurement and documentation of vital signs, escalation
procedures and interventions implemented by clinicians.
While this documentation is a legal requirement for nurses,
we recognise that it may not always occur accurately and
completely. The data collection period occurred during 1
week in October, therefore seasonal and institutional variations cannot be accounted for. We had limited information
on admission and presence of baseline comorbidities. We
cannot comment on whether intervention by the MET
would have resulted in a reduction in the increased LOS
observed.
Conclusions
The MET is a major component of the modern health care
system. Recognising the significance of altered physiological observations and responding appropriately is a highly
complex process, and involves nurses integrating knowledge with clinical experience. Patients fulfilling MET criteria
had twice the hospital LOS. Further research is needed to
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assess nurse decision making in the context of abnormal
vital signs, and the actions taken in the absence of MET
review.
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Mortality of rapid response team patients in Australia:
a multicentre study
The ANZICS-CORE MET dose investigators
Rapid response teams (RRTs) have been introduced in
hospitals to identify and treat deteriorating patients. Such
teams have been introduced in many countries around
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happens to the outcomes of an entire hospital
Original Articles
population when an RRT is introduced. The most commonly studied outcomes include unexpected deaths,
unplanned intensive care unit admissions and cardiac
arrest rates. There is much less information on the
resource implications of introducing an RRT service or the
characteristics and outcome of patients who are actually
reviewed by the RRT.7
Three single-centre studies have reported a progressive
increase in the use of an RRT service with time,8-10 but no
studies exist to assess such time-related changes over
several years in multiple hospitals. Other single-centre
studies suggest that the inhospital mortality of adult
patients subject to RRT review is about 20%11-13 — much
greater than the 11% inhospital mortality typically
reported for ICU admissions in Australia.14 If these
findings were true in multiple hospitals, this would have
major implications for workload and resource use (particularly for ICUs15,16) as well as for public health.
We conducted a retrospective observational study in 35
Australian adult hospitals to estimate the mortality of
patients subject to RRT review from financial year 2000–
01 to 2009–2010. In addition, we assessed the broader
resource implications of RRT services, by assessing the
changes in annualised RRT reviews. Finally, we investigated the role of the RRT in end-of-life care, by calculating the proportion of inhospital deaths that were seen by
the RRT.

Methods
We obtained ethics approval from all participating hospital research and ethics committees and from Monash
University (CF10/1531 – 2010000820). The need for
informed patient consent was waived by all committees.
This study is part of a larger study of 39 hospitals.15 Of
these, for the present study, we excluded three paediatric hospitals and one hospital that was not able to
provide data.

ABSTRACT
Background: Most studies of the rapid response team
(RRT) investigate the effect of introducing an RRT on
outcomes of all hospitalised patients. Less information exists
on RRT patient epidemiology, or changes in RRT call
numbers with time.
Objectives: To estimate the inhospital mortality of patients
subject to RRT review, the proportion of inhospital deaths
reviewed by the RRT, and changes in annual RRT call
numbers with time.
Method: Retrospective observational study in adult RRTequipped Australian hospitals for up to 10 years (2000–2009).
Participants and outcome measures: Thirty-four per
cent (35/102) of the Australian adult RRT-equipped
hospitals provided annual hospital admissions and deaths,
intensive care unit admissions and RRT calls. They also
provided the number of patients reviewed by the RRT and
the number of inhospital deaths in such patients.
Results: Over the study period, there were 4.91 million
hospital admissions, 196 488 ICU admissions and 99 377
RRT calls. Most data arose from Victoria, New South Wales
and Western Australia, and from public tertiary hospitals.
Among the 27 hospitals contributing at least 4 years of
data, annual RRT calls per 1000 admissions was higher in
the last year compared with the first year of data
submission in 23 hospitals (range of increase, 11.9%–
777.4%; median, 90%; interquartile range, 40%–180%).
In the remaining four hospitals, annual RRT calls per 1000
admissions were lower in the last year compared with the
first year (range of decrease, − 5.5% to − 29.8%). Among
the 70 924 RRT patients for whom the outcome was
known, there were 17 260 deaths (24.3%). We calculate
that the RRT reviewed 17 260 of 79 476 patients (21.7%)
who died in hospital over the study period. In the 2008–09
financial year, there were 18 800 RRT calls for at least
14 743 patients.
Conclusions: Annual RRT calls are increasing in many
Australian hospitals, and now affect more than 14 700
patients annually. Inhospital mortality of RRT patients is
about 25%, and about 20% of patients who die in hospital
are reviewed by the RRT. Further research is needed to
understand the reason for the high inhospital mortality of
RRT patients.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 273–278
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Table 1. Hospital admissions, intensive care unit admissions and total rapid response team (RRT) calls for 35
adult Australian hospitals over a 10-year period
Hospital admissions

ICU admissions

Total RRT calls

4 914 746

196 488

99 377

Metropolitan

27.1%

14.2%

16.5%

Private

9.1%

10.0%

3.3%

Rural/regional

21.0%

15.6%

12.3%

Tertiary

42.8%

60.2%

67.9%

Total number
ICU classification

Jurisdiction
Australian Capital Territory

1.5%

2.4%

2.7%

New South Wales

26.1%

23.3%

25.9%

Northern Territory

0.7%

1.3%

0.2%

Queensland

11.7%

6.3%

5.1%

South Australia

8.3%

9.7%

8.5%

Tasmania

0.9%

0.7%

0.3%

Victoria

36.6%

45.6%

45.1%

Western Australia

14.1%

10.7%

12.2%

ICU level
1

0.6%

0.8%

0.4%

2

33.6%

23.8%

19.8%

3

65.8%

75.4%

79.7%

Study infrastructure and coordination
The study was coordinated from the Australian and New
Zealand Intensive Care Society Centre for Outcome and
Resource Evaluation (ANZICS-CORE). A management committee (Appendix) oversaw all aspects of the study, including
study design and development, obtaining funding, development, review and distribution of the study protocol and data
dictionary, collation of results, query resolution with participating sites, data analysis, and manuscript writing.
Staff from the 102 adult hospitals known to have an
RRT were invited to participate via email in early 2010, and
the protocol and data dictionary were finalised in May
2010. At each hospital, the investigators obtained sitespecific data from clinical information systems and
inhouse RRT databases. These were collated into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and emailed to the coordination
centre. Data enquiries were handled by one or more site
investigators at each hospital (Appendix).
Funding was obtained from the Australian Commission
on Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC) to fund a
part-time research officer, and cover partial costs at
participating sites.
Data collected
At each site, the investigators obtained retrospective data
for each financial year (1 July to 30 June) as aggregate
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numbers, collated in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The
2000–01 financial year is represented by the year 2000.
Only aggregate data were provided, and no individual
patient data were submitted to the management committee. All sites provided identical data and a data dictionary
was provided to investigators to standardise data collection. Only years where data were available for the complete financial year were included. Thus, data for each
year were classified as “unavailable” if the hospital did not
collect data for that year, or if data were only available for
part of the year.
At each site, investigators collected data on numbers of
hospital admissions lasting more than 24 hours (excluding
day cases, endoscopies, same-day dialysis and chronic/
rehabilitation patients), inhospital deaths in acute
patients, ICU admissions and total RRT calls.
In addition to collecting data on annual RRT calls or
admission numbers, we also calculated the inhospital mortality of RRT patients. To achieve this, site investigators collated
data on the number of “RRT patients where the inhospital
mortality was known”. This group calculated the number of
patients subject to RRT review by excluding repeat RRT
reviews (so outcome was not counted twice), and excluding
RRT calls where the inhospital outcome was not known.
Finally, site investigators collected data on “RRT call
patient deaths”, which was the number of patient deaths
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Table 2. Comparison of site characteristics for study participants and nonparticipants over a 10-year periodICY =
Non-participant

Participant

Total

P*

Jurisdiction
Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania

1 (1.5)

1 (2.9)

2 (2.0)

23 (34.3)

6 (17.1)

29 (28.4)

0 (0)

1 (2.9)

1 (1.0)

18 (26.9)

3 (8.6)

21 (20.6)

4 (6.0)

4 (11.4)

8 (7.8)

2(3.0)

1 (2.9)

3 (2.9)

15 (22.4)

15 (42.9)

30 (29.4)

4 (6.0)

4 (11.4)

8 (7.8)

Metropolitan

14 (20.9)

8 (22.9)

22 (21.6)

Private

29 (43.3)

6 (17.1)

35 (34.3)

Rural/regional

16 (23.9)

10 (28.6)

26 (25.5)

Tertiary

8 (11.9)

11 (31.4)

19 (18.6)

Private

29 (43.3)

6 (17.1)

35 (34.3)

Public

38 (56.7)

29 (82.9)

67 (65.7)

Victoria
Western Australia

0.07

ICU classification
0.02

Public/private

ICU level
1

6 (9.0)

1 (2.9)

2

33 (49.3)

16 (45.7)

3

28 (41.8)

18 (51.4)

Total

67

35

ICU = intensive care unit. * Significance, < 0.05.

among the group of “RRT patients where the inhospital
mortality was known”. Mortality in RRT patients was
estimated by dividing the number of deaths by the
number of RRT patients where this outcome measure was
known.
Data analysis and statistics
We present descriptive statistics as crude numbers and
percentage of totals, and distributions are presented as
median and interquartile range (IQR). Details on hospital
admissions, ICU admissions and total RRT calls are presented as aggregate data, and according to hospital type,
jurisdiction of Australia, and College of Intensive Care
Medicine level (1, 2 or 3).14
Annual RRT reviews were presented as RRT calls per
1000 admissions. We present the range, median and IQR
for call numbers overall. Additionally, in hospitals that
contributed data for at least four consecutive years, we
plot the trend for annual RRT calls per 1000 admissions
versus year since implementation, and describe changes
in annual RRT reviews by comparing calls per 1000
admissions in the last versus the first year of data
submitted.

0.008

Inhospital mortality was derived
by dividing deaths over admissions
for years where both data were
available, and are expressed as a
percentage. RRT call patient mortality was obtained by dividing RRT
call patient deaths by the number
of RRT patients where the inhospital mortality was known (also
expressed as a percentage).
Statistical analysis was performed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS
Institute). Comparison of proportions was performed using χ2 tests
for equal proportion with Yates’
continuity correction, and a twosided P < 0.05 was taken to indicate statistical significance.

Results

Details of overall cohort
At the time of study enrolment,
7 (6.9)
102 adult hospitals were known to
49 (48.0)
0.41
have an RRT and, of these, 35
46 (45.1)
(34.3%) participated in the study.
102
Based on the known RRT start date
at each hospital, data were available for 198 of 270 (73.3%) possible years. In the 2000–01 financial
year, five sites contributed data, and this increased to 35
sites in the 2008–09 financial year.
Overall, there were 4.91 million hospital admissions,
196 488 ICU admissions, and 99 377 RRT calls (Table 1).
Most data arose from hospitals in Victoria, New South
Wales and Western Australia, and from level 2 and 3 ICUs
(Table 1 and Table 2). Participating sites were more likely to
be public and tertiary level hospitals (Table 2).
Change in annualised RRT reviews
The annualised RRT reviews varied almost 53-fold, from
1.35 per 1000 admissions in a rural/regional hospital in
2007–08, to 71.32 per 1000 admissions in a tertiary-level
hospital in 2009–10. The median number of RRT reviews
was 14.0 (IQR, 8.0–30.0) calls per 1000 admissions.
Among the 35 participating sites, 27 contributed at
least 4 years of data (Figure 1). Among these 27 hospitals,
in 23 hospitals, the annualised number of RRT reviews per
1000 admissions was higher in the last year compared
with the first year of data submission (range of increase,
11.9%–777.4%; median, 90%; IQR, 40%–180%). In the
remaining four hospitals, the annualised number of RRT
reviews per 1000 admissions was lower in the last year
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compared with the first year (range of decrease, − 5.5% to
− 29.8%).
Inhospital mortality of hospital admissions and patients
subject to RRT review
Over the 10-year period, there were 4 818 277 hospital
admissions where the inhospital mortality was known;
among these, there were 79 476 deaths (1.6%). Among
the 99 377 RRT calls, there were 70 924 RRT patients for
whom the outcome was known; among these, there were
17 260 deaths (24.3%).
As there were 79 476 hospital deaths and 17 260 RRTrelated deaths, we calculate that the RRT services reviewed
21.7% of the patients who died in the participating
hospitals over the 10-year study period.

Figure 1. Percentage change in annualised rapid
response team review rate compared with baseline
for 27 hospitals contributing at least 4 years of
continuous data

Details of data from the 2008–09 financial year
In the 2008–09 financial year, all 35 hospitals contributed data. During the year, there were 862 886 hospital
admissions, 33 842 ICU admissions and 18 800 RRT calls.
Among the 14 743 RRT patients for whom the outcome
was known, there were 3305 deaths (22.4%). In the
2008–09 financial year, the RRT reviewed at least 3305/
13 611 (24.3%) of all patients who died in hospital.

Discussion
We studied 35 RRT-equipped Australian adult hospitals
over a 10-year period. We found that in 23 hospitals there
was an increase in annual RRT calls after adjusting for
hospital admissions. We further found that the mortality
of RRT patients was around 24%, and that the RRT
reviewed about one in five of all hospital deaths. As these
findings now affect more than 14 000 patients annually,
they have important public health implications.
Our findings suggest that patients reviewed by the RRT
are at increased risk of death, with inhospital mortality
greater than the 11% typically reported for ICU admissions in Australia14 but less than the 80% mortality seen in
patients who suffer cardiac arrest.17,18 It is likely that many
of the patients subject to RRT review had limitations of
medical therapy and do-not-resuscitate orders. A previously published multicentre study has shown that RRT
patients with limitations of medical therapy have an
inhospital mortality of about 50%.19
Other studies have also shown high mortality in adult
patients subject to RRT review, ranging from 23.6% to
31.8%.11-13,19 The mortality presented here (24.3%) is very
similar to that seen in a recently published seven-hospital
multinational prospective observational study (23.6%).19 It
is also similar to that of patients urgently admitted to the
ICU from the ward.20
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Our findings suggest that RRT reviews are increasing in a
substantial number of hospitals and now involve more
than 14 000 patients in Australia every year. As the study
hospitals represented here comprise about a third of adult
RRT-equipped hospitals, it is highly likely that this number
is substantially larger.
Given the high inhospital mortality of patients subject to
RRT review, our findings suggest that novel strategies are
required to prevent patients deteriorating before RRT
criteria are fulfilled, and to optimise the outcome of
patients reviewed by the RRT. If part of the mortality is
related to not-for-resuscitation orders, then there is a need
for systematic improvements of ward-based end-of-life
care. As only a quarter of these hospitals are specifically
funded to provide such services,15 our findings also suggest there may be a need to better resource RRTs. Finally,
as RRT patients represent a large proportion of ICU
workload and are subject to high inhospital mortality,
there may also be a need to develop centralised databases
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for RRT calls similar to that performed for ICU admissions
in Australia and New Zealand.21
Our study has a number of strengths. It involved 35
hospitals, a 10-year inception period, and examined and
compared the outcomes of more than 4.8 million hospital
admissions and 70 000 RRT call patients. It is the largest
multicentre study to demonstrate high inhospital mortality
in RRT patients. It involved the collection of simple
aggregate data sets, use of a data dictionary to standardise data collection, and data queries to optimise data
quality.
Despite these strengths, our study has important limitations, including its retrospective design, single-country
representation, incomplete data sets, low participation
rate, and disproportionate representation from limited
jurisdictions and large teaching hospitals. Thus, we cannot
comment on the details of the breakdown of the relative
numbers of repeat RRT calls and patients for whom the
outcome was not known. Despite these limitations, the
overall RRT call mortality observed accords well with a
recently published multinational prospective observational
study19 and a single centre study from Sweden.5
A further limitation was our inability to provide explanations for the high mortality, the timing of death in relation
to RRT review, and inability to comment on the proportion
of patients subject to end-of-life care and the impact of
these factors on RRT patient mortality. We were also not
able to comment on factors contributing to the variability
of annual RRT rates between hospitals, including local
cultural factors, differences in maturation effects, release
of guidelines and published studies on the RRT.
Further research is required to better elucidate the
epidemiology of patients reviewed by the RRT in order to
identify patient, disease and system factors that may
contribute to a patient needing RRT review, which can be
addressed to improve patient outcomes. Importantly,
strategies need to be developed to prevent deterioration
in the period before RRT review. In addition, the findings
of our study require confirmation in similar studies from
other countries.
Our study suggests that RRT calls are increasing in
number in many adult Australian hospitals. Further studies
are required to identify patient, disease and system factors
that contribute to the high mortality of RRT patients, and
to develop strategies to reduce it. In addition, improved
resources are likely to be required to treat this at-risk
group of patients.
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Statistical analysis plan for the HEAT trial:
a multicentre randomised placebo-controlled trial of
intravenous paracetamol in intensive care unit patients
with fever and infection
Paul J Young, Mark Weatherall, Manoj K Saxena, Rinaldo Bellomo, Ross C Freebairn, Naomi E Hammond,
Frank M P van Haren, Seton J Henderson, Colin J McArthur, Shay P McGuinness, Diane Mackle, John A Myburgh,
Steve A R Webb and Richard W Beasley and the Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group

This article outlines the statistical analysis plan for the
Permissive Hyperthermia through Avoidance of Paracetamol
in Known or Suspected Infection in the Intensive Care Unit
(HEAT) trial; a multicentre, double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trial of intravenous (IV) paracetamol in
intensive care unit patients with fever and known or
suspected infection.1
This trial is endorsed by the Australian and New
Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group
(ANZICS CTG). Publication of a statistical analysis plan
(SAP)
analysis
of 1441-2772
study data
has been used for
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Evaluation and Survival Using Glucose Algorithm Regulation (NICE-SUGAR) study,3 and the Hydroxyethyl Starch or
Saline for Fluid Resuscitation in Intensive Care (CHEST)
study.4 Use of a prespecified SAP in the HEAT study aims
to reduce the risk of analysis bias arising from knowledge
of the study findings as they emerge during analysis of
the study data.5
The SAP for the HEAT trial was developed by the chief
investigator (P Y) in consultation with the study statistician
(M W) at the Medical Research Institute of New Zealand,
before completion of the first interim analysis by the data
safety and monitoring board (DSMB), and was approved by
the study management committee.

Overview
Design
The HEAT trial is a prospective, Phase IIb, multicentre,
parallel-groups, double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trial of IV paracetamol for the treatment of fever in
critically ill patients with known or suspected infection. The
primary outcome variable used in the study is “alive ICUfree days” to Day 28. The trial was prospectively registered

ABSTRACT
Background and objective: We describe the statistical
analysis plan (SAP) for the Permissive Hyperthermia through
Avoidance of Paracetamol in Known or Suspected Infection
in the Intensive Care Unit (HEAT) trial, a 700-patient,
prospective, randomised, Phase 2b, multicentre, doubleblind, parallel-groups, placebo-controlled trial of
paracetamol administration for the treatment of fever in
critically ill patients with known or suspected infection.
Methods: The data fields described are those outlined in
the study protocol published previously. We describe the
plan for the presentation and comparison of baseline
characteristics, process measures and outcomes. We
describe baseline characteristics, and define and categorise
trial outcomes according to their assigned importance.
Results and conclusions: We developed an SAP for the
HEAT trial, and produced a mock Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials diagram and tables. Our prespecified SAP
accords with high-quality standards of internal validity and
should minimise future analysis bias.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 279–286

(ACTRN12612000513819) and the study protocol has been
previously published.1
Funding and support
The HEAT trial is primarily funded by a grant from the
Health Research Council of New Zealand. In addition,
funding has been provided by the Intensive Care Foundation and the Waikato Medical Research Foundation. The
funding bodies had no input into the design or conduct of
the trial or into the SAP, and all analyses and reports will be
conducted independently of them. The George Institute for
Global Health and the Medical Research Institute of New
Zealand are providing subsidised project management and
monitoring.
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Table 1. Summary and time schedule of data to be collected in the electronic case report form
Time of study

Data collected

Baseline

Date and time of randomisation, demographic data, comorbid conditions, date and time of ICU admission, ICU admission
source, physiological and laboratory data, physiological support received, sepsis status, microbiological data.

Day 0–Day 28

Peak temperature: Day 0–Day 28. Temperature: 6-hourly, Day 0–Day 7.
Mean arterial pressure, heart rate, minute ventilation: 6-hourly, Day 0–Day 3; daily, Day 4–Day 7.
Hours of individual ICU supports (inotropes/vasopressors, mechanical ventilation, RRT, other extracorporeal supports): Day
0–Day 28.
Daily use of steroids, NSAIDs, aspirin, antimicrobial agents, physical cooling, study medication, open-label paracetamol:
Day 0–Day 28.
Creatinine, bilirubin, prothrombin time, AST or ALT: Day 0–Day 7.
CRP, CK: Day 1, Day 3, Day 5, Day 7.

End of study

Vital status at Day 28 and Day 90, cause of death, ICU length of stay, hospital length of stay, ICU-free days, ICU supportfree days, hospital-free days, mechanical ventilation support-free days, inotrope/vasopressor support-free days, RRT-free
days.

Adverse events

Description, timing and resolution of adverse events from randomisation until Day 90.

Protocol deviations

Randomisation of an ineligible patient, use of an incorrect treatment pack, double randomisation, other deviations.

ICU = intensive care unit. RRT = renal replacement therapy. NSAID = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. AST = aspartate aminotransferase. ALT = alanine
aminotransferase. CRP = C-reactive protein. CK = creatine kinase.

Study population and treatment
A total of 700 ICU patients aged 16 years or older will be
enrolled in the study, at 22 centres in Australia and New
Zealand. All potential participants are being screened for
study eligibility. A patient who fulfils eligibility criteria is
randomly assigned to receive IV paracetamol or placebo
(5% dextrose) every 6 hours until he or she:
• develops a contraindication to paracetamol or permissive
hyperthermia
• ceases antimicrobial therapy
• is discharged from the ICU
• reaches study Day 28 (672 hours after randomisation), or
• achieves resolution of fever.
Randomisation is achieved using a secure, passwordprotected, encrypted, internet-based randomisation system
with 24-hour on-call back-up provided by the study management committee and project team. Randomisation is
stratified by study centre.

• their aspartate aminotransferase or alanine aminotransferase level is > 5 times the upper limit of normal, or their
bilirubin level is > 2 times the upper limit of normal, or
they have any other contraindication to receiving paracetamol 4 g/day
• there is a requirement for a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug or for aspirin use in excess of 300 mg/day
• admission to the ICU follows a cardiac arrest being
treated with therapeutic hypothermia, or such a need is
anticipated
• there is evidence of acute brain injury (any acute traumatic brain injury, subarachnoid haemorrhage, acute
ischaemic stroke, acute intracerebral haemorrhage or
acute intracranial infection) diagnosed during the current
hospital admission
• there is a hyperthermic syndrome such as heat stroke,
thyrotoxicosis, malignant hyperthermia, neuroleptic
malignant syndrome or other drug-induced hyperthermia

Inclusion criteria
Patients being treated in one of the study ICUs are eligible
for inclusion in the study if they meet all the following
criteria:
• they are aged 16 years or older
• their body temperature was ⭓ 38°C in the ICU within the
previous 12 hours, and
• they are receiving antimicrobial therapy for a known or
suspected infection.

• there is a limitation-of-therapy order in place or aggressive treatment is deemed unsuitable

Exclusion criteria
Patients are excluded from the study if they meet one or
more of the following criteria:

• the patient was previously randomised into the HEAT
trial, or was previously eligible for enrolment during the
current ICU admission but not enrolled in the study.
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• the patient is moribund and death is perceived to be
imminent (within 24 hours)
• rhabdomyolysis is present and deemed clinically significant
• the patient was transferred from another ICU, fulfilled all
inclusion criteria in the other ICU, and spent > 12 hours in
the other ICU before transfer
• the patient is pregnant, or
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Figure 1. Flow of participants through the HEAT trial
Assessed for eligibility (n = xxx)

Met inclusion criteria (n = xxx)

Met an exclusion criterion (n = xxx):
• Contraindication to paracetamol (n = xxx)
• Ongoing requirement for NSAIDs (n = xxx)
• Requirement for therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest (n = xxx)
• Acute brain injury (n = xxx)
• Hyperthermic syndrome (n = xxx)
• Limitations of medical therapy (n = xxx)
• Moribund (n = xxx)
• Rhabdomyolysis (n = xxx)
• Transferred from another ICU (n = xxx)
• Pregnant (n = xxx)
• Previously enrolled (n = xxx)

Did not consent (n = xxx)
Eligible but missed (n = xxx)
Randomised (n = xxx)

Randomised to paracetamol group (n = xxx)
• Received allocated intervention (n = xxx)
• Did not receive allocated intervention (give reasons) (n = xxx)

Randomised to placebo group (n = xxx)
• Received allocated intervention (n = xxx)
• Did not receive allocated intervention (give reasons) (n = xxx)

Lost to follow-up (give reasons) (n = xxx)
• Consent withdrawn (n = xxx)
• Unable to locate patient (n = xxx)

Lost to follow-up (give reasons) (n = xxx)
• Consent withdrawn (n = xxx)
• Unable to locate patient (n = xxx)

Analysed (n = xxx)

Analysed (n = xxx)

HEAT = Permissive Hyperthermia through Avoidance of Paracetamol in Known or Suspected Infection in the Intensive Care Unit trial. NSAIDs = non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs.

Aims
Primary aim
Our primary aim is to estimate the difference in alive ICUfree days to Day 28 attributable to the administration of
paracetamol in a population of ICU patients with fever and
known or suspected infection.
Secondary aims
Our secondary aims are to:
• estimate the difference in the 28-day and 90-day allcause mortality attributable to paracetamol administration, and to use the estimates for a sample size calculation for a Phase III study
• estimate the effect of paracetamol administration on ICU
and hospital support requirements
• estimate the effect of paracetamol administration on
body temperature, development of liver dysfunction,
creatinine levels, and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels

• determine if there are differences in outcomes in four
patient subgroups (those with severe hyperthermia at
baseline [temperature ⭓ 39°C]; ICU-acquired versus community-acquired versus other hospital-acquired infection;
septic shock; and those taking aspirin)
• estimate the likely recruitment rate at Australian and New
Zealand sites for a Phase III trial using the current study
design.

Definitions of outcome variables
Primary outcome variable
Our primary outcome variable is alive ICU-free days to Day 28.6
The number of ICU-free days will be calculated as 28 minus
the number of days or part-days in ICU (excluding days of ICU
readmission). All patients who die before the Day 90 follow-up
will be counted as having zero ICU-free days, on the basis that
they should be counted as having the worst possible outcome.
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Table 2. Baseline patient characteristics
Characteristic

Paracetamol Placebo

Age (years)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Sex (male)

n (%)

n (%)

Weight (kg)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

New Zealand–European ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Australian–European ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Maori ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Pacific Islander ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Other ethnicity

n (%)

n (%)

Cancer

n (%)

n (%)

Chronic pulmonary disease

n (%)

n (%)

Congestive heart failure

n (%)

n (%)

Diabetes

n (%)

n (%)

End-stage renal failure

n (%)

n (%)

HIV

n (%)

n (%)

Ischaemic heart disease

n (%)

n (%)

Severe neurological dysfunction

n (%)

n (%)

From emergency department

n (%)

n (%)

From hospital ward

n (%)

n (%)

From another intensive care unit

n (%)

n (%)

From another hospital*

n (%)

n (%)

From operating theatre after elective surgery

n (%)

n (%)

From operating theatre after emergency surgery

n (%)

n (%)

Time from admission to randomisation (hours)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Peak temperature, previous 24 hours (°C)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Comorbid conditions

Intensive care unit admission data

Physiological and laboratory data

Mortality and survival
• All-cause mortality at Day 90.
• All-cause mortality at Day 28.
• Survival time from randomisation to Day 90, with
participants still alive after 90 days treated as censored
at that time.

ICU and hospital support requirements
• ICU and hospital length-of-stay from time of randomisation censored at death or Day 90 (whichever is
sooner).
• Hospital-free days, mechanical ventilation-free days,
inotrope and vasopressor-free days and ICU supportfree days will be assessed at Day 90. To be deemed
ICU support-free, a patient must be free of any ICU
support for an entire calendar day and must remain
free from such supports until the time of physical
discharge from the ICU. For hospital-free days,
mechanical ventilation free-days, and inotrope and
vasopressor-free days, the number of individual hours
of particular supports will be used to calculate the
number of support-free days to Day 28. All patients
who die during study follow-up will be assigned zero
“free days” for all “free day” outcome measures.

Physiological and biochemical outcome variables

Heart rate (beats per minute)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Minute ventilation (breaths per minute)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)
xx (SD)

Most recent creatinine (μmol/L)

xx (SD)

Baseline pre-illness creatinine (μmol/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Creatine kinase (U/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Bilirubin (μmol/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Prothrombin time (seconds)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

C-reactive protein (mg/L)

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

APACHE-II score

xx (SD)

xx (SD)

Receiving physiological support (% yes)
Inotropes or vasopressors

n (%)

n (%)

Invasive ventilation

n (%)

n (%)

Non-invasive ventilation

n (%)

n (%)

Renal replacement therapy

n (%)

n (%)

Other extracorporeal therapy

n (%)

n (%)

Steroid therapy

n (%)

n (%)

Aspirin therapy

n (%)

n (%)

APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation. * Except from
another intensive care unit.
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Secondary end points
The secondary outcome variables are, in order of importance:

• Mean and maximum axillary temperatures, measured
using a Protec BX/144 digital thermometer (Protec
Solutions).
• Proportion of patients who stop study treatment due
to development of liver dysfunction (as defined in
exclusion criteria).
• Mean CRP levels, as measured on Days 1, 4, 5 and 7.
• Proportion of patients with creatine kinase level
> 5000 units on Day 1, 3, 5 or 7 will be compared.
• Highest creatinine level measured in the ICU in the
first 7 days after randomisation.

Recruitment rate
Average weekly recruitment rate.

Analysis principles
Analyses will be by intention-to-treat. All statistical tests
will be two-sided with an α of 0.05, except for the
primary outcome variable where a P of 0.0379 will be
used to allow for appropriate α spending in the two
planned interim analyses to preserve the overall α of
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Table 4. Intensive care unit admission diagnoses

Table 3. Microbiological and sepsis data
Paracetamol Placebo
n (%)
n (%)

Variable

Diagnosis

Paracetamol
n (%)

Placebo
n (%)

Operative admission diagnoses

Sepsis status
Sepsis

n (%)

n (%)

Cardiovascular

n (%)

n (%)

Severe sepsis

n (%)

n (%)

Gastrointestinal

n (%)

n (%)

Septic shock

n (%)

n (%)

Gynaecological

n (%)

n (%)

Neurological

n (%)

n (%)

Where sepsis was acquired
Community

n (%)

n (%)

Orthopaedic

n (%)

n (%)

Hospital (intensive care unit)

n (%)

n (%)

Renal

n (%)

n (%)

Hospital (outside intensive care unit)

n (%)

n (%)

Respiratory

n (%)

n (%)

Trauma

n (%)

n (%)

Other postoperative

n (%)

n (%)

Primary site of infection
Lung

n (%)

n (%)

Abdomen

n (%)

n (%)

Pleura

n (%)

n (%)

Cardiovascular

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Gastrointestinal

n (%)

n (%)

Other thoracic site

n (%)

Non-operative admission diagnoses

Ear, nose, throat, teeth

n (%)

n (%)

Haematological

n (%)

n (%)

Vascular catheter

n (%)

n (%)

Metabolic

n (%)

n (%)

Bone or joint

n (%)

n (%)

Neurological

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Other medical diseases

n (%)

n (%)

Skin or soft tissue

n (%)

Urinary tract

n (%)

n (%)

Renal

n (%)

n (%)

Gynaecological site

n (%)

n (%)

Respiratory

n (%)

n (%)

Endocardium

n (%)

n (%)

Sepsis

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

Trauma

n (%)

n (%)

Blood stream

n (%)

Neutropenic sepsis

n (%)

n (%)

No clear source

n (%)

n (%)

Causative organisms
Infecting organism identified

n (%)

n (%)

Blood culture positive

n (%)

n (%)

Gram-positive bacteria

n (%)

n (%)

Gram-negative bacteria

n (%)

n (%)

Other (fungi, viruses, etc)

n (%)

n (%)

0.05 for the primary end point. All analyses will be conducted masked for treatment allocation. We will maintain
allocation concealment until all analyses (including any
post-hoc analyses) are completed.
Analyses for the primary outcome variable will be unadjusted. We will use sensitivity analysis incorporating adjustment for important prognostic variables (described below)
for Day 90 mortality and survival, as described in subsequent
sections. Some important participant characteristics will be
the subject of possible subgroup analysis (described below).
Whether or not the characteristics are associated with a
different treatment outcome will be tested by an interaction
term between the characteristic and the treatment. We will
not impute missing values and, where there are missing
values, we will use a complete case analysis. No adjustment
of P values for multiple comparisons will be undertaken.

Design issues
Data collection follow-up
Table 1 shows a summary and time schedule of data to be
collected; patient consent before randomisation may not be
possible. If subsequent consent to the use of data is not
provided, that patient’s data (except for data related to
consent) will be removed from the analysis. Censoring will
only apply when there is no information available beyond a
particular time, in which case the date of censoring applied
will be the last day of contact with the patient, or the date
of hospital discharge if no other information is available.
Patients who withdraw consent to continue study treatment but consent to the use of their data will be analysed
on an intention-to-treat basis.
Justification of the sample size
Our study is substantially larger than all previous studies of
paracetamol in febrile, critically ill patients combined.7,8 The
sample size calculation for ICU-free survival to Day 28 is
based on an unpaired t test. Based on our pilot work, we
estimate that the baseline alive ICU-free days to Day 28 is
16 days (SD, 9.2 days).9 The consensus of the investigators
is that a difference of 2.5 days is likely to represent a
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Table 5. Primary outcome and key secondary outcome variables
Paracetamol

Placebo

Point estimate
(95% CI)

Statistical
significance

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

Hospital-free days, median (IQR)

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

Mechanical ventilation-free days, median (IQR)

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

Inotrope-free or vasopressor-free days, median
(IQR)

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

RRT-free days, median (IQR)

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

ICU support-free days, median (IQR)

xx (xx–xx)

xx (xx–xx)

Difference in medians (95% CI)

P

Day 28 mortality

n (%)

n (%)

Relative risk (unadjusted) (95% CI)
Relative risk (adjusted) (95% CI)

P (unadjusted)
P (adjusted)

Day 90 mortality

n (%)

n (%)

Relative risk (unadjusted) (95% CI)
Relative risk (adjusted) (95% CI)

P (unadjusted)
P (adjusted)

Variable
Primary outcome
ICU-free days, median (IQR)
Secondary outcomes

ICU = intensive care unit. IQR = interquartile range. RRT = renal replacement therapy.

clinically important difference. We previously identified that
the distribution of alive ICU-free days to Day 28 is not
Gaussian.9 To account for this, we inflated our sample size,
which is based on a t test, by 15% to allow for subsequent
use of a Mann–Whitney test for analysis.10 A sample size of
700 patients thus has 80% power to allow us to detect a
difference of 2.2 days, with an α of 0.05, allowing for a 5%
dropout rate. In a secondary power calculation, we determined that our sample size will provide 80% power to
detect a reduction in 28-day mortality from a baseline
mortality of 16% to a mortality of 9% at an α of 0.05.
Interim analyses and the DSMB
The DSMB will review data at interim analyses planned after
data collection has been completed for one-third and twothirds of the enrolled patients. For the planned interim
analyses after one-third and two-thirds of the data collection,
we will use a P of 0.00021 and 0.01189, respectively, to
define early stopping criteria. We will use a group sequential
α-spending function, calculated using the O’Brien–Fleming
method, with two-sided symmetric bounds.
The DSMB will also review summaries of adverse events.
There is potential for Type 1 error in examining multiple
adverse events, there is considerable existing knowledge
about the safety of paracetamol,11 and paracetamol is
commonly used in routine practice.11 Therefore, the guidelines from the management committee indicate that advice
to stop the clinical trial early on the basis of reported
adverse events should be given only in exceptional circumstances.
The DSMB consists of three members: Jeff Lipman, Chair
(Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Royal Brisbane
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and Women’s Hospital), Michael Bailey (Australian and New
Zealand Intensive Care Research Centre), and Brian Anderson (Paediatric Intensive Care Unit, Auckland District Health
Board). The members of the DSMB have changed since the
study protocol was published,1 but the current committee
was established shortly after the commencement of trial
recruitment and met before any interim analyses and before
any serious adverse events or protocol deviations had been
reported.

Statistical analysis
Trial profile
The flow of patients through the study will be presented in
a Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
diagram12 (Figure 1).
Characteristics of patients and baseline comparisons
Baseline characteristics will be presented by treatment
group (Table 2). Discrete variables will be presented as
numbers and percentages (calculated using the number
of patients for whom data are available). When values
are missing, the denominator will be stated. Continuous
variables will be summarised as a mean (with SD), and a
minimum, maximum and median (with interquartile
range) will be provided for each variable in a supplementary appendix. Microbiological and sepsis status data will
be reported in a separate table from other baseline data,
as outlined in Table 3. ICU admission diagnoses will be
presented in a supplementary appendix as shown in
Table 4.
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Concomitant treatments
In this study, open-label paracetamol use is only allowed in
patients who have completed the course of study medication. Any use of open-label paracetamol in the ICU will be
recorded daily until Day 28 for patients who remain in ICU.
Similarly, the use of treatments that alter temperature
management will be recorded: physical cooling measures,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, low-dose aspirin
and steroid use. Time until cessation of antibiotics, for
paracetamol and placebo groups, will be reported as a
process measure in a time-to-event analysis with data
truncated at death or ICU discharge.

Consent and permanent discontinuation of study
medication
Patient consent type will be recorded and categorised into
the following groups, with number and percentage:
• prior informed consent from the patient
• prior informed consent from a legal surrogate
• delayed informed consent from the patient
• delayed informed consent from a legal surrogate
• consent from another legal body before the patient’s
consent
• no consent obtained; data withdrawn.
The reason for discontinuation of study medication will
be documented in all patients and will be categorised into
the following groups, with number and percentage:
• discharge from the ICU
• resolution of fever
• cessation of antimicrobials
• reached Day 28
• withdrawal of consent while study drug is indicated
• acute myocardial infarction
• rhabdomyolysis
• liver dysfunction
• accidental administration of non-study paracetamol
• other treatment-related adverse event
• focus changed to palliative care because death imminent
• death
• clinician’s decision to withdraw for other reasons
• other reason.
Description of analyses

Primary outcome
A Mann–Whitney test will be used as the primary analysis of
the effect of treatment allocation on alive ICU-free days to
Day 28. Data will be presented as point estimates of the
difference in medians between the treatment groups, with
95% CI, calculated using the Hodges–Lehmann method.13

Secondary outcomes
The risks of death at Day 28 and Day 90 will be
calculated by logistic regression, estimated as odds ratios
with 95% CI. For Day 90 mortality, multivariate logistic
regression analysis will be used to adjust for important
potential predictors of outcome: age, ICU admission
source and Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II score. Survival time from randomisation to Day 90
will be analysed using the log-rank test and supplemented by a Cox proportional hazards model to calculate
hazard ratios for survival. The proportional hazard
assumption across treatment arms will be checked
graphically using a log-cumulative hazard plot or the
addition of time-dependent covariate to the model.
Probability of survival by treatment group will also be
presented as Kaplan–Meier curves.
ICU and hospital length-of-stay will be calculated from
randomisation until discharge, death, or Day 90 (whichever
comes first). In addition to comparing the ICU and hospital
length-of-stay between treatment groups for all patients,
we will also report ICU and hospital length-of-stay for
survivors and non-survivors separately. Data distribution
assumptions will be tested for normality. If data are normally distributed, comparisons between groups will be
undertaken using an unpaired t test. If normality assumptions are not met, we plan to compare groups using the
Mann–Whitney test and Hodges–Lehmann confidence
intervals.
Hospital-free days, mechanical ventilation-free days, inotrope-free and vasopressor-free days, renal replacement
therapy-free days, and ICU support-free days will be compared between treatment groups using the Wilcoxon ranksum test. The effect of treatment will be represented using
point estimates of the difference in medians between the
treatment groups, with 95% CI, calculated using the
Hodges–Lehmann method.
Peak and mean temperature measurements will be analysed in mixed linear models incorporating the peak temperature in the 24 hours before randomisation as a fixed effect
covariate, to account for the repeated measurements.
Different possible covariance matrices will be fitted and
assessed by the Akaike information criterion to find a
suitable structure less complex than a full unstructured
matrix. CRP levels will be analysed similarly.
The highest recorded creatinine level during the first 7
days in the ICU will be compared between treatment
groups, using a regression approach incorporating baseline
creatinine as a covariate. The proportion of patients whose
creatine kinase level, measured on Day 1, Day 3, Day 5 and
Day 7, exceeds 5000 units will be compared between
treatment groups by logistic regression.
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Subgroups
The primary outcome for planned subgroup analyses will be
28 day ICU-free survival. Subgroup analyses are exploratory
analyses which aim to generate new hypotheses. Four
prespecified subgroup analyses will be undertaken, for
patients:
• with severe hyperthermia at baseline (temperature
⭓ 39°C)
• with ICU-acquired, community-acquired or other hospital-acquired infection
• with septic shock
• taking aspirin.

3 Wellington School of Medicine, University of Otago, Wellington,
New Zealand.

Presentation of outcome data
We will present principal outcome data as shown in Table 5;
daily temperature data in a figure that compares the mean
and peak temperatures between treatment groups over
time; and survival time up to Day 90, by treatment group, as
Kaplan–Meier survival curves.

12 Intensive Care Unit, Royal Perth Hospital, Perth, WA, Australia.
Correspondence: paul.young@ccdhb.org.nz

Conclusion
We propose that this prespecified SAP accords with high
quality standards of internal validity and should minimise
future analysis bias.
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Oxygen therapy in non-intubated adult intensive care
patients: a point prevalence study
Rachael L Parke, Glenn M Eastwood, Shay P McGuinness on behalf of the
George Institute for Global Health and the Australian and
New Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group
Oxygen is one of the most widely available and prescribed
therapeutic drugs in medicine.1 Intensive care unit patients
are usually given supplemental oxygen to avoid or treat
hypoxaemia or as routine postoperative care. Optimisation
of oxygen delivery remains the cornerstone of treatment for
common ICU syndromes such as sepsis, multiorgan dysfunction, acute respiratory distress syndrome and acute
lung injury.2 When administered correctly, oxygen may be
life-saving, but if given without careful management it can
lead to adverse effects and poor patient outcomes.1
The risks associated with hypoxaemia are well recognised, but there is growing evidence that prolonged hyperCare also
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oxygen may cause damage to the lungs and have other
detrimental
systemic effects.3-5 Furthermore, findings from
Original articles
previous intensive care-based studies have shown that
oxygen is poorly prescribed, monitored and administered in
the critical care setting.6-8 To optimise the safe and effective
administration of oxygen, there should be a prescription
detailing the oxygen flow rate, concentration and delivery
method, and a method of assessing treatment should be
available.1,7
There is currently little published evidence to guide ICU
clinicians in their selection and use of oxygen delivery
devices or the prescription of oxygen therapy for nonintubated patients.9 In 1999, Mao et al surveyed 52 medical
directors of ICUs in 48 institutions via a structured postal
questionnaire.10 All respondents considered oxygen toxicity
to be a concern, yet only 71% reported assessing tissue
oxygenation on a routine basis, as there was considerable
variation in the attitudes, beliefs and self-reported practice
of oxygen therapy. Two Australian surveys have been
published describing the attitudes of ICU doctors and
nurses to oxygen therapy.11,12 Eastwood et al, in an online
survey of intensivists, suggested that variability in oxygen
therapy practice is likely to continue until there is evidence
from clinical trials to support clinical practice guidelines, and
concluded that there is a need to further explore factors
that influence clinical decisions about oxygen therapy.11 A
large international study providing information on the
characteristics and outcomes in 15 757 adult patients in 20
countries receiving mechanical ventilation was performed in
2002 by Esteban et al.13 Although this prospective cohort

ABSTRACT
Background: Oxygen is commonly administered to
intensive care unit patients. Although there is knowledge of
how oxygen is administered to mechanically ventilated
patients, there are few data about its use in non-intubated
ICU patients.
Objective: To describe how oxygen therapy is prescribed,
administered and monitored for non-intubated patients in
New Zealand and Australian ICUs.
Design, participants and setting: Prospective,
observational, binational, multicentre, 1-day point
prevalence study of all adult patients in 40 New Zealand
and Australian ICUs at 10 am on a study day.
Main outcome measures: We collected patient
demographic data, 28-day mortality and details of oxygen
therapy (oxygen therapy prescription, oxygen delivery
device use and oxygen saturation targets).
Results: We audited 506 patients, of whom 178 (35.2%)
were not intubated but receiving oxygen therapy; 59.5%
were men. Their mean age was 57.3 years (SD, 18.8 years),
mean Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation
(APACHE) II score was 16.2 (SD, 7.3) and 47.2% were
admitted after surgery. Most patients (66%) received
oxygen via simple nasal cannulae, and patients also received
oxygen via open face mask, nasal high-flow and noninvasive ventilation. A documented prescription for oxygen
therapy was in place for 24.4% of patients, and we
considered 7% to be complete and comprehensive.
Conclusions: Oxygen therapy is commonly administered
to non-intubated adult patients in New Zealand and
Australian ICUs. Most patients received oxygen by simple
nasal cannulae, and oxygen therapy prescriptions were
often absent or incomplete. We advise continuing
education to ensure that oxygen is prescribed, administered
and documented correctly.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 287–293

study detailed current practice in intubated patients in the
ICU, it does not provide evidence on current oxygen therapy
practice in non-intubated patients.
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Table 1. Estimated inspired oxygen concentration
Nasal cannulae

Face mask

Flow rate
(L/min)

Estimated FIO2
(%)

Flow rate
(L/min

Estimated FIO2
(%)

1

24%

5

30%

2

28%

6

35%

3

32%

7

40%

4

36%

8

45%

5

40%

9

50%

6

44%

10

55%

FIO2 = fraction of inspired oxygen.

There appears to be minimal literature describing oxygen
therapy in non-intubated adult ICU patients. In response,
we sought to describe how oxygen therapy was prescribed,
administered and monitored to non-intubated ICU patients.

Methods
Design and approval
Our observational study was embedded in the Australian
and New Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials
Group (ANZICS CTG) point prevalence program (PPP). Infrastructure support for the ANZICS CTG PPP was provided by
the George Institute for Global Health. The PPP is a
prospective, 1-day, binational research initiative of the
ANZICS CTG used by researchers to support avenues of
clinical enquiry. Ethics committee approval to conduct the
audit and for collection of data related to the study was
obtained by all sites. The need for informed patient consent
was waived by each committee.
Data collection
Data for this study were collected on 13 November, 21
November or 6 December 2012. A choice of dates allowed
flexibility for sites to participate. Trained research staff
collected data on all adult patients (aged 16 years or older)
in their ICU at 10 am on the study day. General demographic data (eg, age, sex and admission diagnosis) and
care and therapeutic intervention data for 24-hour and 28day mortality were collected. For all non-intubated patients,
the oxygen therapy data collected included:
• oxygen prescription (oxygen flow rate or inspired oxygen
concentration, oxygen delivery device, level of monitoring
and target oxygen saturation)
• method of administration (delivery device use and oxygen
flow rate or inspired oxygen concentration)
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• monitoring of therapy (presence of arterial or cutaneous
oxygen saturation monitoring).
Details of the highest and lowest partial pressure of
oxygen (PaO2) and carbon dioxide (PaCO2) in the previous 24
hours were recorded in patients who had had routine
arterial blood gas sampling performed. The fraction of
inspired oxygen concentration (FIO2) was measured for highflow devices and was estimated for low-flow devices,
according to Table 1.14 A survey of ICUs about oxygen
therapy protocols and devices available for oxygen therapy
within the unit was sent to each site.
Data analysis
Data were entered by the participating sites into a single
electronic database managed by The George Institute for
Global Health. Data for this study were extracted into Excel
(Microsoft) spreadsheets, and then entered into Stata,
version 12 (StataCorp) for analysis. Descriptive statistics
were used for all clinical and demographic data.

Table 2. Baseline patient characteristics of nonintubated patients receiving oxygen therapy
(N = 178)
Characteristic
Mean age, years (SD)

Data (% unless
otherwise stated)
57.3 (18.8)

Sex (male), number (%)

110 (59.5%)

Mean body weight,* kg (SD)

81.1 (24.3)

Mean APACHE II score (SD)

16.2 (7.3)

ICU admission source, number (%)
Operating theatre

84 (47.2%)

Emergency department

42 (23.6%)

Hospital ward

33 (18.5%)

Transfer from other hospital

17 (9.6%)

Transfer from other ICU

2 (1.1%)

APACHE II diagnostic categories, number (%)
(N = 175)
Cardiovascular

38 (21.7%)

Respiratory

35 (19.7%)

Gastrointestinal

29 (16.3%)

Neurological

15 (8.4%)

Sepsis

18 (10.1%)

Trauma

11 (6.2%)

Renal/genitourinary
Other
Mortality 28 days after study day, number (%)

7 (3.9%)
22 (12.4%)
11 (6.2%)

APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation.
ICU = intensive care unit. * Body weight is estimated or measured.
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Results
Cohort characteristics
In total, 506 patients were enrolled from 40 New Zealand
and Australian ICUs. Of these patients, 178 (35.2%) were
not intubated but were receiving oxygen therapy and have
been included in the analysis. The mortality of non-intubated patients who received oxygen therapy at Day 28 was
6.2%. Baseline patient characteristics of the non-intubated
patients receiving oxygen therapy are shown in Table 2.
When compared with the intubated patients, non-intubated patients on the study day were older (mean, 61.2 years
[SD, 17.5 years] versus mean, 57.3 years [SD, 18.8 years];
P = 0.02) and had lower Acute Physiology and Chronic
Health Evaluation II scores (mean, 16.2 [SD, 7.3] versus
mean, 21.4 [SD, 7.2]; P < 0.001).
Indication for oxygen therapy
The primary indications for oxygen therapy were (N = 177):
• hypoxaemia (measured by peripheral oxygen saturation)
in 30.5% of patients (n = 54)

Figure 1. Oxygen therapy device used at time of
survey

Figure 2. Reasons cited for oxygen therapy device
used

Table 3. Oxygen therapy prescriptions (N = 43)
Oxygen therapy prescription

n (%)

Oxygen flow rate

22 (51)

Inspired oxygen concentration

16 (37)

Delivery device to be used

31 (72)

Monitoring required

12 (28)

Target oxygen saturation parameters

28 (65)

Patients receiving therapy as prescribed

41 (95)

• routine therapy (not protocolised) in 29.9% of patients
(n = 53)
• hypoxaemia (measured by arterial blood gas analysis) in
23.7% of patients (n = 42).
• protocolised care in 11.9% of patients (n = 21).
Oxygen delivery devices
Of the 506 eligible participants 208 patients (41.1%) were
not mechanically ventilated. Of these non-ventilated
patients, 178 (85.6%) were receiving oxygen therapy at the
time of the survey. Of these, 94 patients (52.8%) had been
mechanically ventilated previously during this ICU admission. Of the 178 patients receiving supplemental oxygen:
117 (65.7%) received it via simple nasal prongs, 10 (5.6%)
via simple face mask, five (2.8%) via restricted-flow mask,
five (2.8%) via high-flow mask, 33 (18.5%) via nasal highflow (NHF), four (2.2%) via non-invasive ventilation (NIV)
and four (2.2%) via other devices (Figure 1).
There were no differences in baseline demographics or
indications for current oxygen therapy device used between
the group receiving oxygen therapy via simple nasal prongs
when compared with all others receiving oxygen therapy.
There was a significant difference in the mean FIO2 when
comparing those using simple nasal prongs to all others
(30.5% [SD, 7.9%] versus 43.3% [SD, 14.9]) There was also
a significant difference in mean ages of those comparison
groups (59.8 years [SD, 19 years] versus 53.7 years [SD,
17.6 years]). The primary reasons the device in use had
been employed is shown in Figure 2.
Oxygen therapy prescription
Patients who were receiving supplemental oxygen had a
mean estimated FIO2 of 34.2% (SD,11.9%; range, 24%–
100%). Forty-five patients (25.4%) were receiving oxygen
therapy which was humidified, all by means of an active
humidification device, such as a water bath or heated
humidifier. Most of these patients (73.3%) were receiving
NHF oxygen therapy, and all of those received humidification. Of the patients not receiving humidified oxygen
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Figure 3. Comparison of highest and lowest PaO2 and PaCO2 values in study patient

PaO2 = arterial partial pressure of oxygen. PaCO2 = arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.

therapy, two were receiving NIV. The remaining patients
were using a restrictive flow mask, eg, Venturi mask, simple
facemask or simple nasal cannulae.
When we assessed oxygen therapy prescriptions, we
found that 43 patients (24.4%; N = 176 due to missing
data) had a current written therapy order, with only three
(7%) covering all suggested parameters for a complete
oxygen therapy prescription. Table 3 shows how oxygen
therapy prescriptions were detailed.

mean upper oxygen saturation target was 94.4% (SD,
3.5%; range, 90%–99%).
For patients with arterial lines in situ for at least part of
the previous 24 hours, the highest and lowest arterial blood
gas measurements of PaO2 and PaCO2 for 108 patients were
available for analysis. The mean highest Pa O 2 was
129 mmHg (SD, 94 mmHg; range, 58–681 mmHg), the
mean lowest PaO2 was 88 mmHg (SD, 52 mmHg; range, 35–
383 mmHg), the mean highest PaCO2 was 47 mmHg (SD,
23 mmHg; range, 31–192 mmHg), and the mean lowest
Monitoring oxygen therapy
Pa CO 2 was 40 mmHg (SD, 16 mmHg; range, 24–
139 mmHg). Figure 3 shows the mean and standard deviaOverall, 73 patients (41.2%) had an oxygen saturation
tions for the highest and lowest PaO2 and PaCO2 recorded in
target documented. The mean lower oxygen saturation
the 24 hours before 10 am on the study day.
target was 92.5% (SD, 2.8%; range 80%–99%), and the
Of the patients receiving oxygen therapy, 106 (59.9%*) had
an arterial line in situ, 161
Figure 4. Patient status at Day 28 of oxygen therapy study
(91%*) had continuous respiratory rate monitoring available,
Day 28 data available
n = 177 patients
176 (99.4%*) had continuous
pulse oximetry monitoring in situ
Discharged from study
and 173 (98.3%*) had continuStill in study on ICU Day 28
ICU on Day 28
n = 2 patients
ous electrocardiographic monin = 175
toring in place. All patients had
Alive at ICU discharge
Dead at ICU discharge
Missing data
one or more of the above monin = 166
n=8
n=1
toring devices in situ. (*N = 177
due to missing data.)
At Day 28 discharged
from hospital
n = 139
Alive at hospital
discharge n = 136

ICU = intensive care unit.
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Dead at hospital
discharge n = 3

At Day 28 still in hospital
n = 27

28-day patient outcome
Mortality data at Day 28 were
also assessed (see Figure 4). Day
28, data were available for 177
patients. Of these, 175 patients
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(98.9%) had been discharged from the study ICU and two
patients (1.1%) remained in the ICU. Eleven patients
(6.2%) had died by Day 28 in the ICU or between ICU
discharge and Day 28.
Data about ICUs
Twenty-six ICUs (65%) submitted data detailing the availability of oxygen therapy protocols and devices available for
use within their unit. Only 13 of these ICUs (50%) had a
protocol to guide oxygen therapy in the unit. All 26 ICUs
used NHF oxygen therapy, with 16 (61.5%) having a
protocol to guide use of this therapy. The mean starting
flow rate for NHF therapy recommended by these protocols
was 38 L/minute (SD, 5 L/minute; range, 30–50 L/minute)
and the mean highest flow rate recommended was 57 L/
minute (SD, 12 L/minute; range, 35–70 L/minute). NIV was
actively humidified by ICUs 100% of the time in 16 units
(61.5%), 50%–99% of the time in nine units (34.6%), and
never in one unit (3.8%). Some hospital wards (including
respiratory, cardiothoracic, neurology, oncology and ear,
nose and throat wards and coronary care units) were
identified as being able to receive patients receiving humidified oxygen therapy, NHF or non-invasive oxygen therapy.

Discussion
Key findings
In our point prevalence study, describing how oxygen
therapy is prescribed, administered and monitored for nonintubated adult patients admitted to New Zealand and
Australia ICUs, we made three key findings:
• On the study day, 85.6% of non-intubated adult patients
in the ICUs were receiving oxygen therapy, and this
sometimes resulted in supraphysiological arterial oxygenation.
• Most patients (66%) received oxygen via simple nasal
cannulae, and fewer patients received it via face masks,
NHF or NIV.
• Oxygen therapy was poorly prescribed and failed to meet
the recommended standards.
Comparison with previous studies
The patient cohort we describe is similar to that described in
other ICU studies, internationally and from Australasia.13,15-17
To the best of our knowledge, no other study has described
how oxygen therapy is administered to non-intubated
patients in the ICU, therefore comparisons of the range of
delivery devices employed and the reasons for oxygen therapy cannot be made. Oxygen therapy has been described in
patients on hospital wards and in emergency departments
but poorly described in the ICU.18-21

Our study confirms that supplemental oxygen administration is almost universal in non-intubated patients in ICUs.
Despite the availability of monitoring for oxygenation
parameters, including pulse oximetry and arterial blood gas
analysis, there is little apparent attempt to titrate oxygen to
physiological levels.
In our study, only 24.4% of patients had a prescription
for oxygen therapy, meaning that 75.6% were receiving
oxygen therapy that was not prescribed. Failure to have a
documented oxygen therapy prescription may result in
inappropriate administration of oxygen and may contribute
to prolongation of therapy that is no longer required.
Differing results have been found in other studies, eg, in
one study, only 8% of patients receiving oxygen therapy in
a medical ward had an oxygen prescription,7 and in another
study 93.4% had a current prescription.18 The criteria we
used to determine if a prescription covered all necessary
components is consistent with other studies which have
assessed similar points for inclusion.19
Our findings support previously identified concerns about
the safety of oxygen administration in New Zealand and
Australian ICUs.7,9,19 Although they receive high-level monitoring, ICU patients still need a current prescription for
oxygen therapy in order to ensure high-quality care. Further
training in oxygen therapy prescription is required, and
more frequent surveys of practice should be undertaken,
with feedback of results to individual sites. Results could be
used as the basis for future quality assurance projects.
A possible reason oxygen therapy may be poorly prescribed is that most ICUs use large-format bedside charts,
which may not have a specific area for oxygen therapy, or
the allocated space may be small or located on the reverse
side of the chart. Oxygen therapy-related variables are also
often termed “ventilation orders” and may be better
termed “oxygen therapy” to include intubated and nonintubated patients. Many institutions are now moving
towards prescribing oxygen therapy on combination drug
charts. Two studies have shown that the institution of
specific documentation for prescribing oxygen results in
improved prescription.19,22 We were pleased to find (as did a
previous audit19) that all patients had some form of oxygen
monitoring in place and that essentially all had continuous
pulse oximetry in situ. However, it was unclear how often
these devices were being used to wean patients off oxygen.
Strengths and limitations
Our study has several strengths, including a prospective
design, standardised data-collection methods, robust outcomes and the capture of data from multiple sites from two
countries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study of the use of oxygen in an undifferentiated, nonintubated adult patient population in the ICU.
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The actual FIO2 delivered using low-flow systems (or any
systems in which a patient’s peak inspiratory flow exceeds
the flow provided by the device) is difficult to estimate
accurately and varies according to patient characteristics
(including respiratory rate, peak inspiratory flow and
mouth-open breathing versus mouth-closed breathing).23,24
Despite this, we employed a widely used conversion chart
to convert device and flow data into FIO2.14 In clinical
practice, the actual FIO2 delivered in the range possible for
low-flow devices (0.24–0.55) is less important than the
ability to titrate oxygen to a measured end point. In our
study, there was little evidence that down-titration, in
particular, is widely practised.
Our findings should be interpreted with caution as they
represent a snapshot of oxygen therapy administered to
non-intubated patients in the ICU and cannot be compared
with other longitudinal data. Also, depending on the clinical
condition of the patients on the study day, the study cohort
may not be representative of the broader ICU population on
another day. However, because oxygen therapy is essentially
given to all ICU patients, our study findings can be generalised to a degree to reflect oxygen therapy practice in other
New Zealand and Australian ICUs.

Conclusion
We found that a large proportion of ICU patients were
receiving oxygen therapy but that it was rarely titrated to
monitored end points. The most commonly used oxygen
delivery device were simple nasal cannulae. Generally,
oxygen therapy was poorly prescribed and prescriptions did
not meet standard recommendations. These findings are
important for understanding current oxygen therapy practice in ICUs and will inform future interventional clinical
trials of oxygen therapy. We advise continuing education
interventions to ensure that oxygen therapy is prescribed,
administered and documented correctly.
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Sodium administration in critically ill patients in Australia
and New Zealand: a multicentre point prevalence study
Shailesh Bihari, Sandra L Peake, Ian Seppelt, Patricia Williams, Andrew Bersten,
for the George Institute for Global Health and the Australian and
New Zealand Intensive Care Society Clinical Trials Group
Critically ill patients are at risk of sodium retention due to
activation of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system1
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have important clinical implications such as hypernatraemia,4 which has been associated with poor outcomes,5,6
and changes in extracellular and intracellular fluid volumes.
Two of us (S B and A B) were involved in running a singlecentre study7 that reported that the amount of sodium
administered to intensive care patients receiving invasive
mechanical ventilation for more than 5 days was over twice
the recommended daily intake of 100 mmol.8 We also
found that the main sources of sodium administration were
intravenous (IV) maintenance fluids, flushes and drugs.7
However, the results of a single-centre study reflect local
practice and are not generalisable to other centres. To
confirm these results, a multicentre, single-day point prevalence study was undertaken in conjunction with the Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society (ANZICS)
Clinical Trials Group (CTG) and the George Institute for
Global Health.
The primary aim of the study was to determine the total
amount of sodium administered in critically ill patients in
Australian and New Zealand intensive care units and to
determine the most common sources of administration.

Methods
All Australian and New Zealand CTG-affiliated ICUs were
invited to participate. Approval was obtained, when
required, from the individual research ethics committees of
participating sites. The study was a prospective, crosssectional, observational audit and, as such, the requirement
for individual patient consent was waived at all sites.
All adult patients (⭓ 16 years) present in participating
ICUs at 10 am on the study day (Wednesday 21 September
2011, with a back-up day, 19 October 2011) were enrolled.
Routine survey data for all patients included age, sex,
weight (estimated or measured), Acute Physiology and
Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score on ICU admis-
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ABSTRACT
Background: Inadvertent sodium administration in excess
of recommended daily requirements has been reported
during routine care of critically ill patients.
Aim: To determine the amount and sources of sodium
administered in Australian and New Zealand intensive care
units.
Design, setting and participants: Prospective,
observational, single-day, point prevalence survey conducted
in 46 Australian and New Zealand ICUs on 21 September
2011. All patients present in ICU at 10 am and not receiving
an oral diet on the study day were evaluated. Demographic
data, ICU admission diagnosis, Acute Physiology and Chronic
Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score and sources of sodium
administration over the study day were recorded.
Results: 356 patients (64% male) were enrolled. Mean
(SD) age and weight were 58.5 years (18.0 years) and
81.6 kg (24.0 kg), respectively. Mean ICU admission
APACHE II score was 20 (SD, 8). Overall median
(interquartile range [IQR]) sodium administration was
224.5 mmol (IQR, 144.9–367.6 mmol), or 2.8 mmol/kg (IQR,
1.6–4.7 mmol/kg). Among patients who were on Day 2–10
of their ICU admission on the study day, sodium sources and
amounts administered were: i) maintenance or replacement
intravenous (IV) infusions, 69.3 mmol; 30.9% of all sodium
sources; ii) IV fluid boluses, 36.5 mmol; 16.3%; iii) IV drug
boluses, 27.6 mmol; 12.3%; iv) enteral nutrition,
26.5 mmol; 11.8%; v) IV drug infusions, 19.3 mmol; 8.6%;
vi) IV flushes, 16.6 mmol; 7.4%; vii) blood products,
13.5 mmol; 6%; viii) IV antimicrobials, 11.2 mmol; 5%; and
ix) parenteral nutrition, 4.3 mmol; 1.9%. Factors associated
with sodium administration were site (P = 0.04), age
(P < 0.001), administered fluid (P = 0.03) and day of ICU stay
(P = 0.01) (multiple linear regression).
Conclusion: This point prevalence study suggests that
sodium administration in excess of recommended daily
requirements may be common in Australia and New
Zealand ICUs. The main sodium source was IV maintenance
fluids, followed by fluid boluses and drug boluses.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 294–300
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Table 1. Patient characteristics (n = 356)
Characteristic

No. of patients (%)*

Age, years†

58.5 (18)

Male sex

229 (64.3%)

Weight, kg

†‡

81.6 (24)

APACHE II score†

20 (8)

Intensive care unit admission source
110 (30.8%)

Emergency department

75 (21.1%)

Hospital ward

109 (30.6%)

Operating theatre

62 (17.4%)

Other
APACHE III diagnosis categories
Cardiovascular

40/247 (16.2%)

Respiratory

65/247 (26.3%)

Gastrointestinal

15/247 (6.0%)

Neurological

39/247 (15.8%)

Sepsis

35/247 (14.2%)

Trauma

22/247 (8.9%)
29/247 (11.7%)

Other
SOFA score on study day

§

7 (4–11)
§

Respiratory SOFA score on study day
Sepsis on study day

38 (10.6%)

ALI/ARDS on study day

41 (11.5%)

Renal replacement therapy
Hospital length of stay, days
28-day mortality

2 (1–3)
127 (35.6%)

§

5.0 (2.0–13.0)
45 (12.6%)

APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation. SOFA =
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment. ALI = acute lung injury. ARDS =
acute respiratory distress syndrome. * Unless otherwise specified. † Mean
(SD). ‡ Weight estimated or actual.§ Median (interquartile range).

sion, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score
within the 24 hours preceding the study day, and ICU
admission source. Data related to ICU admission diagnoses
(operative v non-operative, burns, trauma) and specific
diagnoses on the study day (acute lung injury [ALI], acute
respiratory distress syndrome [ARDS], sepsis) were collected.
Requirement for renal replacement therapy (RRT) on study
day was also collected. The highest serum sodium level on
the study day was recorded, and patients were defined as
having hypernatraemia (⭓ 150 mmol/L6) or hyponatraemia
(< 130 mmol/L9). Vital status 28 days after study day was
ascertained using hospital administrative databases.
Patients receiving an oral diet (at least 50% of dietary
requirements met by oral intake, and enteral and/or

Table 2: Sodium administration according to
diagnostic category
Diagnostic
category*

No. (%)

Sodium
administered, mmol†

109 (30.6%)

224.3 (142.0–368.5)

61 (17.0%)

256.7 (165.1–445.0)

Burns

3 (0.8%)

464.9 (168.6–686.5)

Sepsis

127 (35.6%)

224.3 (142.0–368.5)

38 (10.6%)

200.8 (140.9–367.7)

Postoperative
Trauma

ALI or ARDS

* Postoperative, trauma (operative and non-operative) and burns
diagnostic categories were at intensive care unit admission. Sepsis and
ALI/ARDS diagnoses were on study day. † Data expressed as median
(interquartile range). ALI = acute lung injury. ARDS = acute respiratory
distress syndrome.

parenteral nutrition not administered on the study day)
were excluded for the purposes of ascertaining the sources
of sodium administration.
Data on all remaining patients included:
• IV bolus fluids administered for volume expansion or
“fluid resuscitation” (ie, crystalloid infusion ⭓ 5 mL/kg/h
or ⭓ 400 mL/h or any colloid bolus or infusion);
• blood products (ie, red blood cells, platelets, fresh frozen
plasma);
• IV maintenance or replacement fluids (ie, crystalloids
given by continuous infusion);
• IV drug infusions (ie, drugs administered by continuous
infusion) together with their vehicles;
• IV drug boluses together with their vehicles;
• IV flushes associated with haemodynamic monitoring (eg,
intra-arterial or central venous catheter);
• enteral nutrition;
• parenteral nutrition.
For all IV fluids and blood products, the type and volume
administered over the 24-hour study day were recorded
and the amount of sodium administered was calculated
based on published sodium concentrations.7 For drug
infusions and boluses, sodium content was calculated
from both the sodium content of the drug and the type
and volume of carrier fluid or diluent. For enteral and
parenteral nutrition, information on the type and volume
of feed was recorded and the sodium content was
calculated accordingly. For custom parenteral nutrition,
the sodium content was recorded. No data on oral sodium
intake were collected.

Statistical analysis
Variables are reported as mean and standard deviation (SD) or
median and interquartile range (IQR) as appropriate. Sources
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Figure 1: Sodium and fluid balance on study day according to day of stay in the intensive care unit after ICU
admission*

* Data presented as box plot representing median, upper and lower quartile with the 10th and 90th percentile either side, dots are 95th and 5th percentiles.
Day 1 has 14 h (median; IQR 11–18 h) of data. “n =” represents the total number of patients according to the day of stay in ICU on study day.

of sodium administration are reported as percentages with
95% CI. Antimicrobials were analysed separately to other IV
drugs due to the high sodium load of some agents.7
Pearson correlation was used to test for the association
between sodium administered (log transformed for normal
distribution) and the following factors: age, weight,
APACHE II score and day of ICU stay, SOFA score, serum
sodium, fluid administered and 24-hour fluid balance on
study day. Predictor variables for sodium administration
(age, sex, APACHE II score, site, and variables significant at
α ⭐ 0.10) were analysed using multiple linear regression
(SPSS version 2.0). Day 1 data were not included in the
model as 24-hour data were incomplete (median [IQR] ICU
length of stay, 14 [11–18] hours). In addition, the amount
of sodium administered during routine care as opposed to
the initial resuscitation phase that occurs at ICU admission is
potentially different.
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For all analyses, a P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Patient characteristics
Five hundred and eleven patients from 46 tertiary referral,
metropolitan and rural hospital ICUs were enrolled in the
point prevalence survey (Appendix). One hundred and fiftyfive patients (30.3%) were excluded, either because of oral
intake (148; 28.9%) or missing data (7; 1.4%).
Of the remaining 356 patients (40 sites), 64.3% (229)
were men and the mean (SD) age and estimated body
weight (on study day) were 58.5 years (18.0 years) and
81.6 kg (24.0 kg), respectively. Twenty-eight-day mortality
was 12.6%. Other patient characteristics are shown in
Table 1.
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Figure 2: Sodium administration on study day at different sites*

* Box plot representing median, upper and lower quartile with the 95 and 5 percentile either side; dots are outliers. Horizontal line represents the median
level of administered sodium, 224.5 mmol.

Serum sodium
Mean (SD) serum sodium level on study day was
140.5 mmol/L (5.0 mmol/L). Sixty-nine patients (19.3%) had
a serum sodium ⭓ 145 mmol/L and 18 (5.1%) were hypernatraemic (serum sodium, ⭓ 150 mmol/L). Fifty-seven
patients (16.0%) had a serum sodium < 135 mmol/L and 6
(1.7%) were hyponatraemic (serum sodium, ⭐ 130 mmol/L)
on study day.
Sodium and fluid administration
The median (IQR) total amount of sodium administered at
individual study sites ranged from 90.0 mmol (56.5–
243.3 mmol) to 500.1 mmol (199.5–604.1 mmol). Overall
sodium administration across all the sites was 224.5 mmol
(144.9–367.6 mmol) or 2.8 mmol/kg (1.6–4.7 mmol/kg).
Twenty-four hour fluid balance was +503.5 mL (+2.5 to
+1345 mL). Sodium administration according to diagnostic
category is shown in Table 2. Sodium administration and
fluid balance according to the day of stay in ICU is shown in
Figure 1.
Among patients for whom the study day was Day 1
(median [IQR] ICU length of stay 14 h [11–18 h]) of their ICU
admission (48/356; 13.4%), 202.9 mmol (101.5–
352.9 mmol) of sodium was administered. The main sodium
source was IV maintenance or replacement fluids
(77.5 mmol; 38.2% [95% CI, 37.3%–39.0%] of all sodium
administered). Other sources included IV fluid boluses
(44.4 mmol; 22.0% [95% CI, 21.3%–22.7%]), IV drug
boluses other than antimicrobials (22.9 mmol; 11.3% [95%
CI, 10.7%–11.8%]), IV drug infusions (19.1 mmol; 9.4%
[95% CI, 8.9%–9.9%]), IV flushes (12.6 mmol; 6.2% [95%
CI, 5.8%–6.6%]), blood products (12.4 mmol; 6.1% [95%

CI, 5.6%–6.5%]), IV antimicrobials (7.2 mmol; 3.5% [95%
CI, 3.2%–3.8%]), enteral nutrition (6.2 mmol; 3.1% [95%
CI, 2.7%–3.3%]), and parenteral nutrition (0.3 mmol; 0.1%
[95% CI, 0.0–0.1%]). The total amount of fluid administered as a bolus on Day 1 was 800 mL (467–1048 mL).
Among patients for whom the study day was Day 2–10
of their ICU admission (223/356; 62.6%), 255.1 mmol
(163.2–390.5 mmol) of sodium was administered. Twentyfour hour fluid balance was +550 mL (− 126 to +1515 mL)
(Figure 1). The main source of sodium administration was IV
maintenance or replacement fluids (69.3/224.5 mmol;
30.9% [95% CI, 30.6%–31.2%] of all sodium administered). Of the 225 patients receiving IV maintenance or
replacement fluids, 33.7% (76/225) received 0.9% saline.
The four other most common fluids infused were Hartmann’s solution (in 55/225 patients; 24.4%), 5% dextrose
(34/225; 15.1%) and 4% dextrose and 0.18% saline (21/
225; 9.3%).
Other sodium sources included IV fluid boluses
(36.5 mmol; 16.3% [95% CI, 16.0%–16.4%]), IV drug
boluses other than antimicrobials (27.6 mmol; 12.3% [95%
CI, 12.1%–12.5%]), enteral nutrition (26.5 mmol; 11.8%
[95% CI, 11.5%–12.0%]), IV drug infusions (19.3 mmol;
8.6% [95% CI, 8.4%–8.8%]), IV flushes (16.6 mmol; 7.4%
[95% CI, 7.2%–7.5%]), blood products (13.5 mmol; 6%
[95% CI, 5.8%–6.4%]), IV antimicrobials (11.2 mmol; 5%
[95% CI, 4.8%–5.1%]) and parenteral nutrition (4.3 mmol;
1.9% [95% CI, 1.8%–2.0%]). Saline 0.9% was the most
commonly used vehicle for IV drug boluses (177/234;
75.6%) and IV drug infusions (152/236; 64.4%).
Heparinised saline was the most commonly used IV flush
fluid (214/218; 98.1%).
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The highest proportion of sodium administered from IV
fluid boluses occurred on Days 2 and 3 of ICU admission.
Seventy-four patients (20.8%) received a fluid bolus on Day
2 (513 mL [332–1637 mL]) that delivered 66.0 mmol of
sodium (22.3% [95% CI, 21.8%–22.8%]) of all sodium
administered). Patients for whom the study day was Day 3
of their ICU admission (31/356; 20.8%), received 467 mL
(257–1971 mL) as fluid boluses, amounting to 55.2 mmol
(18.8% [95% CI, 18.1%–19.4%]) of administered sodium.
Overall, albumin (4% or 5%) was the most commonly
administered bolus fluid (46/125 fluid boluses; 36.8%),
followed by 0.9% saline (30/125; 24%) and Hartmann
solution (16/125; 12.8%).
Sodium administration was weakly correlated with study
day total SOFA score (P = 0.001; r = 0.19), the respiratory
component of the SOFA score (P = 0.032; r = 0.14), 24-hour
administered fluid (P = 0.038; r = 0.11) and fluid balance
(P < 0.001; r = 0.45). Using multiple linear regression modelling (R2 = 0.115), factors associated with administered
sodium were site (standardised β coefficient, 0.105; P =
0.044) (Figure 2), age (− 0.227; P < 0.001), administered
fluid on study day (0.121; P = 0.03) and day of stay in ICU (−
0.167; P = 0.01) (Figure 1).

Discussion
In this multicentre point prevalence study of Australian and
New Zealand ICUs, the median sodium administration was
greater than 220 mmol on the study day. In contrast, fluid
balance on the study day was only 500 mL positive, suggesting that ICU patients, despite a small positive fluid
balance, receive a high sodium load in excess of recommended daily requirements for a healthy population8 (albeit
there is no recommended daily intake for critically ill
patients in ICU).
The principal source of sodium administration was not IV
fluid resuscitation as one may have presupposed, but was IV
infusions — in particular, maintenance fluids — as well as IV
drug infusions, boluses and flushes. These sources of
sodium are inadvertent and potentially modifiable, depending on clinician choice for “routine” IV fluid administration.
These findings are also similar to the results of our singlecentre study.7 A high level of non-dietary sodium administration has been similarly reported in cardiac patients.10
Furthermore, although the selection of fluid type varied
between participating sites, 0.9% saline was the most
common IV fluid, contributing to 59.2% of all sodium
administered. While the reason(s) for choosing 0.9% saline
cannot be ascertained from this point prevalence survey, it is
noteworthy that recent studies have indicated that after a
bolus of 0.9% saline, excretion of both water and sodium is
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slower11 and may result in reductions in renal blood flow
velocity and renal cortical tissue perfusion.12
Sodium retention might be more relevant in critically ill
patients owing to activation of the renin–angiotensin–
aldosterone system.1 This is especially so in mechanically
ventilated patients, where positive pressure ventilation and
positive end-expiratory pressure both raise intrathoracic
pressure, which results in reduced venous return and
consequent complex neurohumoral responses13,14 leading
to sodium15 and water retention. As seen in this current
study, sodium administration on the study day had a weak
correlation with the SOFA score and with a net positive
fluid balance. Importantly, a positive fluid balance has been
shown to be associated with poor lung and kidney function,16,17 delayed return of gastrointestinal function after
surgery18 and an increased risk of mortality.19 The adverse
effects of positive fluid balance are probably due to
extracellular fluid expansion. Therefore, both water and
sodium may be important because water distributes to
both intracellular and extracellular spaces. In contrast,
sodium distributes into the extracellular spaces leading to
cellular dehydration and interstitial oedema in both the
lungs15 and the systemic circulation. Current strategies
using conservative fluid balance therapy without attention
to concomitant sodium balance could potentially lead to
intracellular dehydration, and it could have been one of the
mechanisms contributing to abnormal neurocognitive
effects in patients with lung injury managed with conservative fluid balance.20
Sodium administration is often coupled with chloride,
usually as a 1 : 1 ratio except for fluids such as Hartmann
solution, where the ratio is 1.2 : 1. Although chloride
administration was not directly measured in our study, it can
be hypothesised that high sodium administration would
have accompanying high chloride administration, which
may have adverse effects; effects of chloride restriction on
the acid–base status of ICU patients has recently been
investigated,21 and implementation of a chloride-restrictive
strategy in a tertiary ICU was associated with a significant
decrease in the incidence of kidney injury and the requirement for dialysis in ICU.22 Irrespective of these considerations, the issue of sodium restriction is increasingly
recognised as important in ICU patients.23
Large amounts of administered sodium, together with
the propensity for sodium retention and a conservative fluid
balance, can lead to hypernatraemia. Hypernatraemia is not
uncommon in the critically ill;4 in our study, 19.3% of
patients had a serum sodium ⭓ 145 mmol/L and 5% had
hypernatraemia (⭓ 150 mmol/L). This rate of hypernatraemia is consistent with the literature6 and has previously
been associated with poor outcomes.5,6
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Limitations
Our single-day point prevalence study conducted across
multiple ICUs in Australia and New Zealand represents a
snapshot of current practices for critically ill patients not
receiving oral nutrition on study day. Despite our best
efforts to record all IV and enteral fluids administered, it is
possible that other sources of sodium were not included.
Formal sodium balance and the indications for the prescription of high-sodium fluids such as 0.9% saline were also
not collected. Finally, inferences regarding sodium administration on Day 1 are limited, as data collection covered less
than 24 hours.
Future directions
Inadvertent high levels of sodium administration are potentially modifiable as IV sodium sources are primarily maintenance fluids, vehicles for infusions and drug boluses, and
flushes. Future studies should include both prospective
observational studies examining the relationship between
sodium administration, sodium balance and important clinical outcomes (eg, mortality) and interventional trials to
assess whether it is desirable and/or safe to modify daily
sodium administration in critically ill patients, and can be
coupled with simultaneous measurement of chloride
administration and balance.
Conclusion
We have shown high levels of sodium administration in
multiple ICUs across Australia and New Zealand in a large
cohort of patients. Most administered sodium is from
inadvertent sources. However, there is wide variability in the
use of infusions and vehicles for drug infusions and boluses.
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Appendix List of participating sites and investigators
Albury Base Hospital, Albury, NSW, Australia: P Harrigan, C
Mashonganyika
Alfred Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia: A Davies, S Vallance, V
Bennett
Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand: S McGuiness, R Parke,
V Cochrane
Auckland DCCM Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand: C McArthur, L
Newby, C Simmonds
Austin Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia: R Bellomo, G Eastwood
Box Hill Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Nepean Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: I Seppelt, L Weisbrodt
North Shore Private Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: A Delaney, S
Ash, DL Hogben
North Shore Hospital, Takapuna, New Zealand: J Liang
Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane, QLD, Australia: C Joyce
Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adelaide, SA, Australia: M Chapman, S
O’Connor
Royal Darwin Hospital, Darwin, NT, Australia: D Stephens, J Thomas
Royal Hobart Hospital, Hobart, TAS, Australia: A Turner, D Cooper

Calvary Mater Hospital, Newcastle, NSW, Australia: K Ellem

Royal Melbourne Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia: C Macisaac, T
Caf

Canberra Hospital, Canberra, ACT, Australia: I Mitchell, E Crawford, R
Ashley

Royal Perth Hospital, Perth, WA, Australia: S Webb, G McEntaggart,
J Chamberlain

Central Gippsland Health Service, Gippsland, VIC, Australia: J Dennett,
H Connor

Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: D Gattas, D
Rajbhandari, H Buhr

Christchurch Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand: S Henderson, J
Mehrtens

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, WA, Australia: S Baker, B
Roberts

Concord Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: D Milliss, H Wong

St George Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: J Myburgh, V Dhiacou

Dandenong Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia: S Vij, B O’Bree, K
Shepherd

St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia: J Santamaria, R
Smith

Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, SA, Australia: S Verghese, E Ryan, A
Waters

St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia: P Nair, C Burns, C
Reynolds

Geelong Hospital, Geelong, VIC, Australia: C Carrington, M Fraser, T
Elderkin

Tauranga Hospital, Tauranga, New Zealand: T Browne, J Goodson

Gold Coast Hospital, Southport, QLD, Australia: B Richards, M Tallot

The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Adelaide, SA, Australia: S Peake, P
Williams, C Kurenda

Gosford Hospital, Gosford, NSW, Australia: R Cameron, S Hatter

Toowoomba Hospital, Toowoomba, QLD, Australia: I Chatterjee

Hawke’s Bay Hospital, Hastings, New Zealand: R Freebairn, L Chadwick

Townsville Hospital, Townsville, QLD, Australia: G Gordon, L Jones
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short-term mortality when using a structured, physiological approach to resuscitation in the first 6 hours of
care, delivered via a protocol of fluids, vasopressors,
blood or inotropes. The absolute change in mortality was
high (46.5% in control patients, compared with 30% in
protocol patients), but use of the approach and protocol
specified by Rivers and colleagues is hampered by concerns about its generalisability and the contribution of
individual components.2
The Protocolized Care for Early Septic Shock (ProCESS)
study is a randomised, multicentre, prospective, three-arm,
parallel-group trial of alternative resuscitation strategies for
early septic shock. Institutional review board (IRB) approval
was obtained from the University of Pittsburgh and all
participating sites, and the trial is registered with Clinical
Trials.gov (NCT00510835).
Our primary goal is to determine the clinical efficacy of
two protocolised resuscitation strategies, compared with
usual care. We will also assess the effect of these resuscitation strategies on markers of biological pathways and on
cost and resource use. Our design randomises patients to
receive one of two resuscitation strategies or usual care
(“wild type”, without any structured care). The experimental resuscitation strategies are:
• early goal-directed therapy (EGDT), based on the Rivers
protocol and guided by systolic blood pressure, central
venous pressure and central venous oximetry;1 and
• protocolised standard care (PSC), an approach that delivers fluids and vasopressors based on simple bedside
criteria without the use of invasive monitoring.
Our trial is harmonised with but independent from similar
studies in Australia and the United Kingdom.3 The three
studies target the same group and use the same basic
approach — resuscitation in the first 6 hours of recognition
of septic shock, testing the River’s approach in one arm, and
using a randomised, controlled design. The leaders of the
three trials are maximising the consistency of their data

ABSTRACT
Background: The Protocolized Care for Early Septic Shock
study is a randomised, multicentre, prospective, three-arm,
parallel-group trial of alternative resuscitation strategies for
early septic shock.
Objective: To state our analysis plan for trial data.
Methods: Our plan is to guide data collection and analysis
using pre-existing definitions and testing, with local
consensus-based efforts where needed. We examine
protocolised care (two experimental approaches) and
compare this to usual “wild type” care.
Results: Our plan is to address three aims (clinical efficacy,
biology of illness and recovery, and costs and costeffectiveness) and four hypotheses, and we specify rules for
handling data and determining outcomes.
Conclusion: By using measures to maintain study conduct
and analysis rigour, we hope to improve understanding of
early septic shock resuscitation and care of patients.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 301–308

collection to allow a future patient-level meta-analysis,
allowing more insight into early septic shock care. A
separate study group drawn from the parent trials will
define research questions and an analysis plan before the
data merge.
Here we report our statistical analysis plan for the
ProCESS study, before unblinding of researchers and perarm outcome assessments.
Patient population
Based on census data from the emergency departments
(EDs) of participating sites and United States federal claims
data, we are enrolling a population that we expect to be
56% men, 68% white, 25% African American and 7%
other races. We expect this distribution but are enrolling
patients without regard to sex, race or age. The trial is not
designed to make inferences about non-black minority
groups.
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Inclusion criteria
Our study is using similar inclusion criteria to that of Rivers
and colleagues.1 Patients must:
• be ⭓ 18 years of age
• have a suspected infection
• meet two or more of the criteria for systemic inflammatory response syndrome, and
• have refractory hypotension (systolic blood pressure
< 90 mmHg despite an intravenous [IV] fluid challenge of
⭓ 1000 mL over a 30-minute period), or evidence of
hypoperfusion (blood lactate concentration > 4 mmol/L).
To identify refractory hypotension, we initially required a
20 mL/kg minimum crystalloid bolus over 30 minutes
(identical to that of Rivers and colleagues1) but modified
this to the simpler 1000 mL bolus in April 2010 to ease
logistics.
Exclusion criteria
We are excluding patients who:
• are currently pregnant
• have a primary diagnosis of acute cerebral vascular event,
acute coronary syndrome, acute pulmonary oedema,
status asthmaticus, major cardiac arrhythmia, active gastrointestinal haemorrhage, seizure, drug overdose, burn
or trauma
• need immediate surgery
• have a CD4 count < 50/μL
• have an absolute neutrophil count < 500/μL
• have a “do not resuscitate” code status or an advance
directive restricting implementation of the protocol
• have a contraindication to central venous catheterisation
• are likely to refuse a blood transfusion (eg, Jehovah’s
Witnesses)
• have a treating doctor who deems aggressive care unsuitable
• are participating in another interventional study
• have been transferred from another inhospital setting.
Objectives and aims

Aim 1
To compare the clinical efficacy of alternative resuscitation
strategies for patients with septic shock, using sequential
hypothesis testing, we are testing the following:
• Hypothesis Ia: structured care (EGDT and PSC) will produce superior short-term mortality outcomes compared
with usual care.
• Hypothesis Ib: if Ia is true, EGDT will produce superior
outcomes to PSC.
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Aim 2
To understand the mechanisms of illness and recovery and
how resuscitation strategies affect them, and affect clinical
outcomes, we are testing the following:
• Hypothesis IIa: protocolised resuscitation changes the
expression of markers of illness and recovery.
• Hypothesis IIb: the clinical efficacy of protocolised resuscitation changes markers of illness and recovery.

Aim 3
We aim to assess the costs and cost-effectiveness of the
alternative resuscitation strategies.

Variable definitions
Primary outcome
The primary outcome is all-cause hospital mortality, truncated at 60 days, which is parallel to the approach of the
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network trials of the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. We will unblind
researchers and begin analyses only after all data collection
forms are complete, to the best of the abilities of the sites,
and at least 120 days have passed from the last enrollee
entering the trial.
Secondary outcomes
We will assess survival at 90 days and 1 year, clinical
evidence of organ dysfunction and, in subsets of patients,
absolute values and changes in markers of inflammation,
oxidative stress, cellular hypoxia, coagulation and thrombosis. As part of Aim 3, we will also assess inpatient resource
use, up to 60 days, including duration of mechanical
ventilation, acute dialysis, hospital stay, intensive care unit
stay and, in subsets of patients, total hospital charges. We
will assess return-to-work, usual activities and health utility
using EuroQol-5D scores at 90 days.

Safety
At trial design and start, we expected this study population
to have an inhospital mortality rate in the control arm of
30%–46%, based on existing data.4 To ensure optimal
patient exposure and safety, the granting agency, independent safety board and coordinating centre is tracking
overall mortality throughout the trial. Only the data and
safety monitoring board has seen any per-arm outcome
data.
Our reporting plan maximises the ability to detect any
signal of differential treatment-related event rates across
study arms without being encumbered by large numbers of
reported events that accompany the illness (eg, background
events). Therefore, our plan is to collect:
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• detailed information regarding all serious adverse events
occurring until Hour 72
• central venous oximetry catheter serious adverse events
for the duration of hospitalisation or until Day 60,
whichever period is the shorter
• all late-occurring (after Hour 72) serious adverse events
detected by sites and potentially related to the study
intervention (including late infections).

• Site and aetiology of infection: assignments will be made
retrospectively, based on the criteria of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the Interscience
Conference on Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy,
and using the schema adopted previously in several
multicentre trials on severe sepsis.5,6
• Severity of illness: APACHE III, sequential organ failure
assessment (SOFA) scoring systems.6-9

Intervention period (Hour 0–Hour 6)

Analysis principles
• All primary analyses will be conducted on an intention-totreat basis.
• Only patients who decline use of outcome data will be
excluded from analysis. Exclusions will be reported per
arm (see below). Patients who have protocol violations
are analysed per the assigned treatment arm.
• All hypothesis tests will be two sided, with an α of
0.0494 unless otherwise specified.
• All analyses are unadjusted unless otherwise specified.
• Subgroup analyses are performed irrespective of treatment efficacy.

Design
Data collection and follow-up
There is the potential for two separate datasets: one for all
randomised patients, and one with only randomised
patients for whom data are available. For patients who
decline participation by withholding consent, we will collect
a limited set of demographic data (to the extent allowed by
each site IRB) to compare patients who did and did not
enrol in the study.
The stages of data collection and follow-up are randomisation, baseline, intervention (Hour 0–Hour 6), postintervention (Hour 7–Hour 72), other hospital follow-up (Day 2–
Day 60 or at discharge), postdischarge survival, and data
collection supporting Aims 2 and 3. The data collected at
each of these stages are as follows.

Randomisation
• Patient demographics and inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Baseline
• Sociodemographics: age, sex, race, ethnicity, residence
before admission and employment status.
• Comorbid conditions and medications: Charlson comorbidity index score, chronic illness components of the
Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation
(APACHE) III score and exposure in the preceding 7 days
to antibiotics and other selected medications.

• Time of randomisation: the time of randomisation is
“time zero” for data collection, although data are collected before randomisation, to assess care.
• Measurements and therapies (all patients): we measure
vital signs initially and hourly, until the end of Hour 6.
Therapy data include IV fluid volumes, packed red blood
cell transfusions, vasoactive agents and inotropic agents.
Data are also collected on central line placement and
mechanical ventilation before and during the protocol
period. We are also recording data on all prehospital and
prerandomisation IV fluid administration.
• Additional measurements (EGDT arm only): central
venous pressure and central venous oxygen saturation
hourly until the end of Hour 6.

Postintervention period (Hour 7–Hour 72)
• Haemodynamics and therapies: vital signs are recorded at
Hour 12, Hour 24, Hour 48 and Hour 72.
• Organ dysfunction: we are collecting daily SOFA scores
and will use the worst level recorded for each organ
system over the time.

Other hospital follow-up data (Day 2–Day 60 or at
discharge)
• Daily SOFA scores while in the ICU (data collection
resumes for patients who are discharged from the ICU
and readmitted within 48 hours of initial admission; any
subsequent ICU discharge and readmission will not be
collected).
• Hospital location (hospital floor or ICU), timing and type
of cointerventions (eg, steroid supplementation and activated protein C) and adverse events.
• At hospital discharge, we are assessing and recording
ongoing renal and respiratory support, and discharge
disposition (to home, nursing home or rehabilitation
facility, etc.). Site investigators will assign the source of
original infection.

Postdischarge survival
• We are collecting 90-day mortality data, through a
National Death Index (NDI) search or, for more recently
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enrolled subjects, by direct contact with the patient or
their listed contacts.
• Survivors enrolled after the protocol modification
approved in May 2011 by the local IRB will be asked (by
direct contact) to complete the EuroQol-5D10 and questions about their return to work and usual activities at 90
days.
• We are collecting long-term survival status (through to 1
year after discharge) through the NDI. There is a 2-year
time lag before these data are available, so for patients
enrolled near the end of the trial, we will perform primary
analyses before their 1-year follow-up data are available,
and a shorter follow-up will be handled with censoring.

detect an absolute risk reduction of 6%–7%. After “spending” about 0.0005 α during the first interim analysis at 650
patients, and after resizing to 1350 (which removed the
requirement for a second interim analysis), the α required
for our hypothesis tests at the close of enrolment will be
0.0494.
For the Aim 2 hypotheses, group sample sizes of 400 and
200 for the combined protocolised arms and control arms,
respectively, allow 80% power to detect mean cytokine
differences in the range 0.12–2.5 units. This assumes an
exchangeable correlation structure, autocorrelation varying
from㻌 −0.8 to 0.8, an SD of a single measurement varying
from 1–10 units, four time points and a significance level of
0.05.

Data collection for Aim 2 and Aim 3
• Aim 2: we are collecting blood and urine samples to
analyse selected biomarkers. For blood sampling, we are
collecting 30–35 mL of blood at four times (Hour 0, Hour
6, Hour 24 and Hour 72) with maximum of 140 mL of
blood drawn over the study. For urine sampling, the
ProCESS biorepository is also collecting urine samples
from the ProCESS lab cohort at Hour 0, Hour 6, Hour 24
and Hour 72.
• Aim 3: we are collecting resource-use data to analyse
costs and cost-effectiveness. The primary source of this
information is the patient’s data collection form and, for a
subset of patients, the patient’s UB-04 form (the National
Uniform Billing Committee institutional provider bill).
Treatment allocation
Assuming entry criteria are met, each patient receives a
study identification number and treatment allocation at
enrolment. We randomise at a 1:1:1 ratio in variable blocks
at each institution.
Power and sample size
We initially designed the study to have 80% power to
detect an absolute risk reduction of 6%–7%, at a nominal
significance level of 0.05, based on an expected overall
event rate of 30%–46%. This required an equal allocation
of 650 patients into each of the three study arms for a total
sample size of 1950. We planned two interim analyses,
when one-third and two-thirds of total enrolment were
reached. We completed the first interim analysis with no
recommendations for change in data or safety monitoring.
During the trial, we observed an overall blinded event
rate of about 20%, the same as occurred in a recent trial
with a similar design.11 After consultation with the DSMB
and the federal funding agency in February 2013, we
resized the trial to a new total target of 1350 patients, to
account for the lower observed overall event rate. The
resizing retained the same pretrial targeted 80% power to
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Consent
All patients or their legally authorised representatives provided consent for trial participation, with each site following
the local regulations. We considered but did not use
alternative consent strategies, including an exception or
waiver process.
Permanent discontinuation
Patients who initially consent but later withdraw consent
will be asked to agree to allow current data to be used for
analysis. If they agree for their existing data to be used, they
will be included and analysed on an intention-to-treat basis.

Statistical analysis
Trial profile
We plan a Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
diagram to detail the movement of patients through the
study. This diagram will include total patients screened,
number who met inclusion and exclusion criteria, and
number included in the study.
Baseline comparisons and assessment of
randomisation
To assess randomisation success, we plan to tabulate the
distribution of baseline variables across the study arms, and
to summarise discrete variables by frequencies and percentages. We will report continuous variables as either means
with SDs or as medians with interquartile ranges.
Process measures and concomitant treatments

Process measures
We will assess adherence to the experimental protocols at
Hour 2, Hour 4 and Hour 6, based on prespecified actions
and goal achievements. Hour 6 will be used for overall
adherence analysis, but we will evaluate earlier and sus-
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tained adherence and the relationship to outcomes as a
secondary effort.

heterogeneity and to adjust for potential confounders as
described above.

Concomitant treatments

Secondary and tertiary outcomes analyses
We will test the hypothesis that protocolised care changes
long-term survival, compared with usual care. If this
hypothesis is affirmed, we will then test whether the EGDT
arm is different from the PSC arm. We will plot Kaplan–
Meier curves for aggregated and individual experimental
arms, testing the equality of survival curves using a log-rank
test with a P of 0.0494.Long-term survival data from the
NDI
We will also construct multivariable Cox proportional
hazards models,14 include treatment assignment as an
independent predictor, and adjust for baseline covariates
using selection models similar to those described under
Primary outcome: analysis of Hypothesis Ia and Hypothesis
Ib (above). We will assess the goodness of fit for this model
via residual analysis and tests of proportionality. If the
proportional hazards assumption is not met, we will use
Gray’s15 spline-based extension of the Cox model. This
provides time-varying estimates of regression coefficients,
allowing the hazard associated with a particular covariate to
vary during follow-up. Once we have selected the most
parsimonious model, the magnitude and significance of the
hazard associated with the treatment covariate will be our
estimate of treatment effect.

We will track ancillary care during Hour 0–Hour 72, including delivery and timing of antibiotics, activated protein C,
steroids and other vasoactive agents.

Treatment limitation
Only counts and percentages will be reported for patients
for whom there was a limitation or withholding of treatment. This refers to a bedside doctor withdrawing or
withholding treatment that might otherwise prolong life if
the treatment is no longer considered appropriate for that
patient.

Consent and discontinuation of study treatment
Only counts and percentages will be reported for patient
consent and permanent discontinuation of treatment.
Primary outcome: analysis of Hypothesis Ia and
Hypothesis Ib

Unadjusted test of treatment effect
We will test the hypothesis that protocolised resuscitation is
superior to usual care by comparing the difference in
mortality proportions in the combined EGDT and PSC arms
versus usual care. We will use an unadjusted two-sample
test of proportions with an interim analysis adjusted P of
0.0494. If the null hypothesis is rejected, we will test the
difference in mortality proportions between experimental
arms using the same method. We will test all other
treatment arm comparisons as secondary analyses. We also
plan exploratory subanalyses in which the first patients at
each site and arm are excluded to examine if a “warm-up”
effect exists.

Modelling to examine potentially confounding factors
We will also fit logistic regression models to adjust for
independent variables that were deemed to be imbalanced
after randomisation or of clinical importance. We will
explore the main effects and interaction models via stepwise selection or penalised regression approach to arrive at
the most parsimonious model with the best fit, as determined by the Hosmer–Lemeshow test.12 Treatment effect
will be expressed as an odds ratio with 95% confidence
intervals.

Modelling to adjust for potential institution effects
To address site variation, we will fit generalised linear mixed
models13 with a site-specific random effect to capture this

Non-mortal end points
We will examine non-mortal end points (eg, SOFA and
other scores) with descriptive statistics and generalised
linear or linear mixed models to account for the different
nature of the outcomes and possible repeated measures.
The descriptive statistics will include means and frequency
distributions, followed by corresponding statistical tests
(analysis of variance [ANOVA] for three-group tests, t tests
for two-group tests, and non-parametric exact tests for
categorical outcomes).

Markers of inflammation, oxidative stress, cellular
hypoxia, and coagulation and thrombosis
In a subset of 600 patients (200 per arm), we will analyse
markers of inflammation (tumour necrosis factor, interleukin [IL]-6, IL-10), oxidative stress (urine isoprostane),
cellular hypoxia (lactate), and coagulation and thrombosis (D-dimer and thrombin–antithrombin III complexes).
This subset will consist of 600 randomly chosen patients,
300 from the first half of the trial and 300 from the
second half of the trial. We will also study biomarkers
related to these mechanisms and to organ injury attributable to sepsis.
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Analysis of Hypothesis IIa
We plan a descriptive analysis, a primary analysis and
exploratory techniques to identify potential clusters of
interest within Aim 2.
• Descriptive analyses include computation of mean values
and SD at each time point. Correlation matrices of the
behaviour of each marker over time will be computed.
The validity of the sample will be examined through
comparisons of the three treatment arms using ANOVA
for continuous outcomes and χ2 tests for categorical
outcomes.
• Primary analysis consists of an application of statistical
methods for the analysis of repeated measures using a
mixed model or a generalised estimating equations16
approach. These models include the marker as the
outcome, and time, treatment group assignment, and a
time-by-treatment group assignment term in the model.
We will assume an exchangeable correlation structure for
the analyses of these data. The test of the significance of
the interaction terms in these models will provide a test
of differences across time for the three treatment arms.
Should missing data prove problematic, we will use
methods that address this issue directly, such as a pattern
mixture model17 approach.
• Exploratory techniques to identify potential clusters of
interest will be done by clustering trajectories into
groups. This method, implemented using PROC TRAJ
(SAS Institute), allows the number of desired clusters to
be user-selected or analysis-selected. This procedure is
quite general and includes continuous outcome data as
well as truncated outcome data. A common problem
when analysing changes in markers is truncation of
values at the lower limit of detection. However, methods
such as a normal model for truncated outcome data can
be applied using PROC QLIM) (SAS Institute). This
approach can be used for repeated-measures outcomes
and for trajectory analyses.

Analysis of Hypothesis IIb
The analysis plan for this hypothesis is similar to the
analysis plan for Hypothesis IIa, with one major difference:
modelling includes clinical outcome (mortality or morbidity, such as SOFA score) as a predictor. Initially, models will
include time, clinical outcome, and time-by-clinical outcome interactions. A test of the significance of the timeby-clinical outcome interaction term will indicate if the
behaviour of the marker differs by clinical outcome over
time. To explore how these changes occur with treatment,
a series of models will be fitted, including as potential
variables: time, treatment, clinical outcome, time-by-treatment interaction, clinical outcome-by-time interaction and
clinical outcome-by-treatment interaction. Terms will be
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retained based on statistical significance and validity. The
significance of the clinical outcome-by-treatment interaction term will indicate a difference in profiles across the
treatment and mortality groups. To test this effect over
time, a time-by-treatment-by-clinical outcome term can be
included in the model.

Secondary analyses and analytical issues related to Aim 2
For some analyses, we will treat the marker as a covariate.
For example, we can summarise the trajectory of a marker
through an estimated slope, a maximal value across time
points, a mean value across time points, or by growth curve
modelling. Using any of these approaches, the summary
variable can then be included in a linear, logistic or survival
regression model. As a further refinement, errors-in-variables models18 can be used to account for measurement
errors. Alternatively, a joint modelling approach can be
used.

Analyses and analytical issues related to Aim 3
We will conduct this analysis following the principles and
recommendations of the US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in
Health and Medicine19 and a position statement of the
American Thoracic Society.20 We will use methods developed as part of our prior cost-effectiveness assessments of
other interventions and monitoring tools for sepsis, shock
and organ dysfunction.21,22 We will measure “base case”
incremental cost–effectiveness ratios (ICERs), expressed as
hospital costs per hospital survivor, from the US hospital
perspective, and ICER from the US societal perspective
(“reference case”), expressed as lifetime costs per survivor,
costs per life-year and costs per quality-adjusted life-year.
Hospital costs will be determined by collecting information
on resource use in the data collection form, and multiplying
resources consumed by cost weights derived from a
detailed external cost database. Quality of life will be
determined, for a subset of patients, using 90-day EQ-5D
data. Estimates of longer term costs and quality of life will
be derived from published sources. These measures will be
incorporated in a simulation model to produce the reference case.

The effect of adherence on the estimates of treatment
effect
We will assess and report adherence measures that include
several approaches: intention-to-treat (ITT), as-treated (AT),
per-protocol (PP), and instrumental-variables approaches.23
The standard approach to assessing the treatment effect
in the presence of potential non-adherence is the ITT
approach, in which all patients are analysed as if they
received the treatment as intended. The limitation of this
approach is that the estimates of treatment effect are
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biased toward the null hypothesis, resulting in a potential
underestimation of the treatment effect.
The AT approach can provide an upper boundary on the
treatment effect when non-adherence is random. As it is
likely that non-adherence in our trial will not be random,
this approach will not be the focus of the analyses.24
The PP approach focuses on the analysis of patients who
received the treatment as specified in the protocol. These
estimates will be computed as a comparison with the
estimates obtained using the ITT approach. The instrumental-variables approach will also be considered when
estimating the treatment effect in the presence of potential non-adherence. This method is based on the computation of the complier-average causal effect, which
measures the causal effect of the intervention on the
patients who received it as intended by the original group
allocation.25,26

Subgroup analyses
We will conduct prespecified subgroup analyses to understand the treatment effect, and to identify subgroups of
patients for whom the treatment was particularly beneficial
and/or harmful. These also allow future hypothesis generation. The subgroups are predefined to limit biases after
unblinding.
We will first use descriptive testing for differences in
treatment effects across the groups, through ANOVA techniques and through testing of interaction terms in statistical
modelling. These interaction terms will consist of the
interaction between the subgroup and treatment assignment. The subgroups of interest include (but are not limited
to) the following variables: type of shock, source of infection, race, sex, age, anaemia status, timing of resuscitative
actions and goal achievement, and level of adherence.
We will also apply newer methods to address bias when
testing for treatment effects in subsets in clinical trials.
One of these approaches, subpopulation treatment effect
pattern plots, as outlined by Bonetti and Gelber,27 creates
plots of overlapping regions of potential covariates of
interest. These plots provide a visual picture of the
treatment effect over the full range of the covariate, and
are easy to interpret, since they rely on traditional analysis
methods for the plot presentation. Another approach is
that outlined by Tibshirani and colleagues,28,29 which relies
heavily on the use of the least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator for meaningful variable selection in
interaction models.
Missing data
Missing data (due to incomplete forms or withdrawal from
the study) are handled by the use of weighted estimating
equations (in which the weights are functions of the
probability of missing data) or by multiple imputation

methods.30-32 These are standard statistical approaches for
the handling of missing data, that can be readily implemented in statistical software packages.

Conclusion
We describe, before any data unblinding, our approach to
analysing the data from the ProCESS early resuscitation trial.
We anticipate that this framework will enhance the utility of
the reported result and allow readers to better judge the
impact.
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Appendix 1. Secondary clinical outcome definitions and rules for the Protocolised Care for Early Septic Shock study
Rules for resolution of shock

Rules for duration of mechanical ventilation (MV)

• Shock is resolved when all four criteria for resolution of
shock (below) are met for 72 hours. The following provisions
also apply:

• We define MV as invasive ventilation only; it does not include non-invasive
techniques such as continuous positive airway pressure or bi-level positive
airway pressure mask ventilation.

¾ Because of data collection limitations, eligibility for shock
resolution will be within the first 7 days of study
randomisation. Patients who do not meet shock
resolution criteria by Day 7 will be classified as unresolved
at Day 7.

• Duration of MV is the number of consecutive* days that a patient requires
invasive MV. *If a patient is free of MV for < 48 hours (or 2 days when
hours are not recorded), these days are counted as part of the duration of
MV.

¾ The assessment for the resolution of shock begins at the
first time point that the patient meets all four criteria
simultaneously. Assessment can also begin when data are
not obtained (see below).
¾ The resolution of shock is not achieved if the patient dies
within the 72-hour assessment period.
¾ If a patient was discharged alive from the hospital, having
met criteria for resolution but before completing the
entire 72-hour assessment period for resolution of shock,
the criterion is met at hospital discharge.
¾ Resetting the clock: if a patient, having met the criteria for
shock resolution, fails to meet criteria at any time during
the 72-hour assessment period, the clock (72-hour
assessment) will restart once the patient meets all four
criteria again.
1. Resolution of vasopressors, defined as:
• Dose of vasopressors is zero.
• No vasopressor information is entered (information is
missing).
• None of the following is administered: dopamine,
adrenaline, noradrenaline, vasopressin, phenylephrine.
• Dobutamine is not a vasopressor for this determination.
• Stand-alone analysis of resolution of vasopressors only (not
to be used within criteria for resolution of shock):
¾ Because of data collection limitations, eligibility for
vasopressor resolution will be within the first 7 days of
study randomisation. Patients who do not meet
vasopressor resolution criteria by Day 7 will be classified as
unresolved at Day 7.
¾ A patient must survive for at least 24 hours after
vasopressor use is not reported.
¾ If the patient is discharged from the intensive care unit
and survives ⭓ 24 hours, the patient is to be free from
vasopressor use.
2. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) ⭓ 90 mmHg.
¾ Defined as: all SBP values entered are ⭓ 90 mmHg, or no
SBP is entered (information is missing).
3. Serum lactate < 4 mmol/L, defined as: all recorded values
< 4 mmol/L or no values recorded.If SBP is < 90, the SBP
criteria will be considered met if the patient has been
discharged from the ICU (with no readmissions within 48
hours) and death has not occurred.
4. Patient has not received > 4 L intravenous (IV) fluid within a
24-hour period, defined as: total IV fluids received in a 24-hour
period is not > 4 L. Do not use multiplier (for colloids) and do
not use any blood product volumes for these criteria. IV fluid
totals are only recorded in the electronic data collection form
until Hour 72 only. Therefore, after the initial 72 hours, this
criterion is always presumed to be met.

• Patients known to require chronic invasive MV before hospital admission
are not included in this category.
• Duration of MV is calculated for patients who start invasive MV within the
first 7 days of study randomisation.
• To be considered free of MV, the patient must survive for at least 48 hours
(or 2 days when hours are not recorded) after the last recorded use of MV.
Rules for renal replacement therapy (RRT)
• Types of RRT in this measurement include peritoneal RRT, continuous renal
replacement therapy and haemodialysis.
• Duration of RRT is defined as the number of consecutive* days that a
patient requires RRT. *If a patient is free of RRT for < 72 hours (or 3 days
when hours are not recorded), these days are counted as part of the
duration of RRT.
• Patients with a history of chronic dialysis prior to hospital admission are not
to be included in this category.
• Duration of RRT is calculated for patients for whom RRT started within the
first 7 days of study randomisation.
• Manual adjudication of RRT duration will be used for all patients who:
¾ die in hospital after completing RRT therapy (ie, all patients who are free
of RRT but do not survive to hospital discharge)
¾ are discharged from the hospital alive within 72 hours (3 days) of last
recorded RRT.
Rules for acute kidney injury (AKI) recovery
• We define AKI as any of the following (see modified risk, injury, failure;
loss, end-stage renal disease [RIFLE] and Kidney Disease: Improving Global
Outcomes [KDIGO]? criteria for additional staging in Appendix B):
¾ increase in serum creatinine (SCr) level by > 0.3 mg/dL within any 48hour period
¾ increase in SCr level to > 1.5 times baseline level
¾ urine volume < 0.5 mL/kg/hour for any 6-hour period.
• Full AKI recovery: all AKI patients; return to < 1.5 times baseline SCr level
(no RIFLE criteria met)
• Partial AKI recovery: all AKI patients; return to a lower RIFLE criterion (eg,
3 to 2 or 1, or 2 to 1)
• Full AKI recovery after RRT, meets all of the following:
¾ independence from RRT for > 72 hours (or 3 days when hours are not
recorded)
¾ documentation of at least one estimated glomerular filtration rate
(eGFR) level > 30 mL/minute/1.73 m2 (or no less than baseline level if
baseline < 30 mL/minute/1.73 m2 and SCr no more than 1.5 times
baseline level within 7 days after RRT is discontinued.
¾ patient has not died within 7 days after RRT is discontinued; post-RRT
eGRF level not < 15 mL/minute/1.73 m2 within 7 days.
• Partial AKI recovery after RRT, meets all of the following:
¾ independence from RRT for > 72 hours (or 3 days when hours are not
recorded)
¾ last recorded SCr level > 1.5 times baseline level
¾ return to a lower level of RIFLE criterion (eg, 3 to 2 or 1, or 2 to 1)
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Appendix 2. Staging of acute kidney injury using modified RIFLE
(KDIGO)13 recommendations
Stage

Serum creatinine criteria

Urine output criteria

1

Serum creatinine  1.5
< 0.5 mL/kg/hr for 6 hrs
or serum creatinine rise of 0.3 mg/dL in 48 hrs

2

Serum creatinine  2

< 0.5 mL/kg/hr for 12 hrs

3

Serum creatinine  3
or serum creatinine ⭓ 4 mg/dL
or had renal replacement therapy

< 0.3 mL/kg/hr for 24 hrs
or anuria for 12 hrs

RIFLE = risk, injury, failure; loss, end-stage renal disease. KDIGO = Kidney Disease: Improving
Global Outcomes.

Appendix 3. Trial sites, investigators and coordinators for the Protocolized Care for
Early Septic Shock study
Advocate Christ Medical Center, Oak Lawn, Ill: E Kulstad, H Watts, K Hesse
Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa: A Venkat, M Marynowski, S Livingston
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Mass: P Hou, A Massaro, S Parmar
Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC: A Limkakeng, J Govert, W Drake
East Carolina University, Greenville, NC: T Delbridge, K Brewer, A Mainhart
George Washington University Medical Center, Washington, DC: A Dorfman, L Chawla, E Brasha-Mitchell
Intermountain Medical Center, Murray, Utah: C Grissom, T Allen, B Briggs
LAC+USC Medical Center, Los Angeles, Calif: H Belzberg, S Swadron, J Zhu
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center, Shreveport, La: T Arnold, S Conrad, K Hutchinson
Maricopa Medical Center, Phoenix, Ariz: F LoVecchio, R Carlson, M Mulrow
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass: M Filbin, A Waxman, B A Parry
Methodist Research Institute, Indianapolis, Ind: T Ellender, C Naum, C Lynn
North Shore University Hospital, Manhasset, NY: A Sama, T Slesinger, T Pastrana
Norwalk Hospital, Norwalk, Conn: J Fine, M Carius, C Belden
Penn State Hershey College of Medicine, Hershey, Pa: T Terndrup, M Wojnar, S Nafeei
Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, Calif: M Strehlow, R Pearl, V Ojha
Summa Health System, Akron, Ohio: S Wilber, B Martin, J Skruck
SUNY Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY: R Sinert, S Malhotra
Tampa General Hospital, Tampa, Fla: D Orban, R Paula, C Targal
Temple University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa: J Ufberg, J Travaline, A Wang
UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, Calif: E Panacek, T Albertson, L Jones
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Ala: H Wang, K Lai
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, Ark: J Palmer, T Holmes, E Sides
University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview, Minn: N Schmiechen, C Weinert, S Nagamatsu
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Presbyterian Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa: D Yealy, S Gunn, P Carey
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Shadyside Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa: R Wadas, V Okwiya
University of Utah Health Sciences Center, Salt Lake City, Utah: E Kimball, E Harris, R Preston Vanderbilt
University Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn: W Self, D Dubinski
Washington Hospital Center, Washington, DC: M Goyal, C Phillips, R Migues
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The Protocolised Management in Sepsis (ProMISe) trial
statistical analysis plan
G Sarah Power, David A Harrison, Paul R Mouncey,
Tiffany M Osborn, Sheila E Harvey and Kathryn M Rowan
The Protocolised Management in Sepsis (ProMISe) trial is an open,
multicentre, randomised controlled trial (RCT) evaluating the clinical
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of early, goal-directed, protocolised resuscitation (EGDPR) for early signs of septic shock in the
United Kingdom National Health Service (NHS). The rationale for the
ProMISe trial derives from an RCT in a single United States hospital
by Rivers and colleagues,1 which compared 6 hours’ of EGDPR with
usual resuscitation in patients presenting to the emergency department (ED) with early signs of septic shock. Protocolised resuscitation
significantly reduced hospital mortality (from 46.5% to 30.5%). We
describe our proposed statistical analysis plan for the evaluation of
clinical effectiveness in the ProMISe trial. It is important to complete
this plan before inspecting the data, and before completion of two
related international studies, so that post-hoc, data-derived deciCrit Care Resusc ISSN: 1441-2772 1 Decemsions are avoided.2
ber 2013 15 4 311-317
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Aim
Our aim is to evaluate the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of EGDPR compared with usual resuscitation for patients
presenting with early signs of severe sepsis or septic shock.
Trial sites and patients
UK NHS hospitals are eligible to participate, and our target is to
recruit a minimum of 48 sites. Patients who present at an ED with
early signs of severe sepsis or septic shock and meet all inclusion
criteria and no exclusion criteria are recruited to the trial.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The ProMISe trial aims to recruit patients as soon as possible after ED
presentation. All inclusion criteria must be met within the ED and
within 6 hours of ED presentation. Consent procedures and randomisation must occur within 2 hours of meeting the inclusion
criteria. The inclusion criteria are:
• refractory hypotension or hypoperfusion:
¾ refractory hypotension confirmed by the presence of a systolic
blood pressure (SBP) < 90 mmHg or a mean arterial pressure
(MAP) < 65 mmHg, despite a minimum intravenous (IV) fluid
challenge of 1 L fixed bolus within a 60-minute period (including IV fluids administered by prehospital personnel)
¾ hypoperfusion confirmed by a blood lactate concentration
⭓ 4 mmol/L;

ABSTRACT
Background: The Protocolised Management in
Sepsis (ProMISe) trial is an open, multicentre,
randomised controlled trial (RCT) of the clinical
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of early, goaldirected, protocolised resuscitation compared
with usual resuscitation for patients presenting to
emergency departments (EDs) in the United
Kingdom with early signs of severe sepsis or septic
shock. The rationale for the ProMISe trial derives
from a single-centre United States RCT that
reported a reduction in hospital mortality from
46.5% to 30.5%.
Objective: To describe the proposed statistical
analyses for the evaluation of clinical effectiveness
for the ProMISe trial. It is important to complete
this plan before inspecting the data, and before
completion of two related international studies, so
that post-hoc, data-derived decisions are avoided.
Methods: The primary and secondary outcomes
were defined precisely, and the approach to safety
monitoring and data collection summarised, with
a description of the planned statistical analyses
including prespecified subgroup and secondary
analyses.
Results: The primary outcome is all-cause
mortality at 90 days. The primary analysis will be
reported as a relative risk and absolute risk
reduction and tested with the Fisher exact test.
Prespecified subgroup analyses will be based on
age, baseline Medical Emergency Department
Sepsis score, baseline Sequential Organ Failure
Assessment score, and time from ED presentation
to randomisation. Secondary analyses include
adjustment for baseline covariates, estimation of
learning curve effects and adjustment for noncompliance.
Conclusion: In keeping with best practice, we
have developed a statistical analysis plan for the
ProMISe trial and place it in the public domain
before inspecting data from the trial.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 311–317
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Figure 1. Early, goal-directed resuscitation protocol
Supplemental oxygen for
SpO2 ⭓ 93%

Based on patient requirements, each element in the
resuscitation protocol should be:

Insertion of CVC with SCVO2 monitoring capability
Insertion of arterial line

CVP
⭓ 8 mmHg?

•

performed in series or simultaneously;

•

initiated when there are no potential
contraindication(s);

•

delivered at the discretion of the treating clinician(s).

500 mL ﬂuid bolus
every 30 mins until
CVP ⭓ 8 mmHg*

No

Yes

MAP > 65 mmHg?†
SBP > 90 mmHg?

Vasopressor agents

No

Yes

SCVO2
⭓ 70%?

No

SCVO2
Hb < 10 g/dL < 70%
 PRBC‡

⭓ 70%

Yes

Hb ⭓ 10 g/dL
Dobutamine§

SCVO2
< 70%

Consider
mechanical
ventilation,
sedation and
paralysis

⭓ 70%

⭓ 70%

Goals achieved?

No

Yes

Reassess goals
every 30 minutes for 6 hours

SpO2 = oxygen saturation measured by pulse oximetry. CVC = central venous catheter. ScvO2 = central venous oxygen saturation. CVP = central venous
pressure. MAP = mean arterial pressure. SBP = systolic blood pressure. Hb = haemoglobin. PRBC = packed red blood cells. * Crystalloid or colloid equivalent
as standard practice. † If MAP > 90 mmHg, consider vasodilator. ‡ Hb after intravenous fluid administration. § 2.5 μg/kg/min over 30 minutes initially, then
increased by 2.5 μg/kg/min every 30 minutes; maximum dose 20 μg/kg/min: reduce or discontinue if concerned about drug-induced tachycardia.

• known or presumed infection; and
• two or more systemic inflammatory response syndrome
(SIRS) criteria.3
The first dose of IV antimicrobial therapy must be initiated
before randomisation. Exclusion criteria are detailed in the
ProMISe trial protocol.4
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Randomisation and treatment allocation
Eligible patients are allocated 1:1 to one of two treatment groups, by randomised permuted blocks (with
variable block lengths) stratified by recruiting site, via a
dedicated 24 hour, 7 days per week telephone randomisation service.
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Intervention
Patients randomised to EGDPR will be treated according to
the early, goal-directed resuscitation protocol (Figure 1).
Outcomes

Primary outcome
The primary outcome for the clinical evaluation is all-cause
mortality at 90 days.

Secondary outcomes
The secondary outcomes for the clinical evaluation are:
• Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score5 at 6
hours and 72 hours after randomisation (adjusted for
baseline value)
• receipt of advanced cardiovascular, advanced respiratory
and renal support (as defined by the UK Department of
Health Critical Care Minimum Dataset6)
• days alive and days free from advanced cardiovascular,
advanced respiratory and renal support
• lengths of stay:
¾ length of stay (LOS) in the ED, defined as the duration
in hours from randomisation to the first change in
location of care or death in the ED
¾ LOS in critical care, defined as the sum over all admissions to critical care of the duration in days from critical
care admission to discharge or death in critical care
¾ LOS in an “acute hospital”, defined as the duration in
days from randomisation to acute hospital discharge
or death in acute hospital (we define “acute hospital”
as a hospital providing a range of services to diagnose, treat and care for seriously ill or injured patients;
some acute hospitals provide only specialist services
and others provide general services)
• duration of survival
• mortality at 28 days after randomisation, at discharge
from acute hospital and at 1 year after randomisation.
Safety monitoring
Patients are monitored for adverse events within 30 days
after randomisation, by the principal investigator and authorised site staff. Severity of adverse events is graded using
standard definitions.7 Any serious adverse event should be
reported to the Intensive Care National Audit and Research
Centre (ICNARC) Clinical Trials Unit (CTU) within 24 hours,
regardless of whether it is related to participation in the trial.
Data collection and follow-up
Sites are responsible for collecting data from ED presentation to acute hospital discharge. All patients surviving to
discharge from acute hospital are checked against death
registrations on the NHS Health and Social Care Information

Centre Data Linkage and Extract Service (DLES) for subsequent reporting of mortality at 90 days and 1 year.
In addition, as part of the integrated economic evaluation, patients recorded on the DLES as being alive at 90
days and at 1 year are sent postal questionnaires by the
ICNARC CTU to record their health-related quality of life,
subsequent hospital admissions and use of personal health
services. Non-responders are followed up with a further
postal questionnaire and then by telephone.
Sample size
Estimates for baseline mortality for the usual resuscitation
group were based on the ICNARC Case Mix Programme
Database. Acute hospital mortality for patients who met
criteria similar4 to the inclusion criteria was 35%. To allow for
additional deaths after discharge from hospital and before
Day 90, sample size calculations were based on an anticipated
90-day mortality of 40% in the usual resuscitation group.
To achieve 80% power to detect a reduction in 90-day
mortality from 40% to 32% associated with EGDPR compared with usual resuscitation (P < 0.05, two-sided) requires
a sample size of 589 patients per treatment group (1178 in
total). Allowing for 6% of patients refusing consent to
follow-up (in the PAC-Man trial, 2% of patients refused
consent after randomisation8) or being lost to follow-up
before 90 days, our aim is to recruit 630 patients per group
(1260 in total). This sample size provides > 99% power to
detect an absolute risk reduction of the magnitude
observed in the trial of Rivers and colleagues (16%).1
Interim analysis
Unblinded comparative data on recruitment, withdrawal,
compliance with the trial protocol and serious adverse
events are regularly reviewed by an independent data
monitoring and ethics committee (DMEC), chaired by an
experienced trialist.
Without specific analysis of the primary outcome, the
DMEC reviewed data from the first 50 trial participants and
continue to review data at least 6 monthly to assess
potential safety issues and to review compliance with the
study protocol. A single, planned formal interim analysis
was performed once 90-day outcome data from the first
500 patients enrolled were available. A Haybittle–Peto
stopping rule (P < 0.001) was used to guide recommendations for early termination due to harm.

Statistical analysis
Analysis principles
All analyses will be based on the intention-to-treat principle.
Patients will be analysed according to the treatment group
they were randomised to, irrespective of whether the
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allocated treatment was received (ie, regardless of whether
they have or have not complied with the early, goal-directed
resuscitation protocol).
All tests will be two-sided with significance levels set at
P < 0.05 and with no adjustment for multiplicity. All a-priori
subgroup analyses will be carried out irrespective of
whether there is strong evidence of a treatment effect
associated with the primary outcome.
As missing data are anticipated to be minimal, a sensitivity approach will be taken when the primary outcome is
missing. The primary analysis will be repeated once, assuming that all patients allocated to EGDPR with missing
primary outcome survived, and all patients allocated to
usual resuscitation with missing primary outcome did not
survive. The analysis will then be repeated again with the
opposite assumptions. This will give the absolute range of
how much the results could change if the primary outcome
were complete. In adjusted analyses, missing baseline data
will be handled by multiple imputation.
Trial profile
The flow of patients through the trial will be displayed in a
modified Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) diagram.9 The number of screened patients who met
the trial inclusion criteria will be reported. The number of
these patients who were included in the trial will be
reported as well as the reasons for exclusion for those who
were not included.
Baseline characteristics
Baseline demographic and clinical data will be presented by
treatment group but not subjected to statistical testing.
Discrete variables will be summarised as numbers and
percentages, which will be calculated according to the
number for whom data are available; where values are
missing, the denominator will be stated in the table.
Continuous variables will be summarised by standard measures of central tendency and dispersion, either mean and
standard deviation and/or median and interquartile range
(IQR) as specified below:
• Inclusion criteria:
¾ hypotension, n (%)
¾ SBP or MAP value at which criteria for hypotension
were met, mean (SD)
¾ hypoperfusion, n (%)
¾ lactate value at which criteria for hypoperfusion were
met, mean (SD)
• Age, mean (SD) and median (IQR)
• Sex, n (%)
• Severe comorbidity (as defined by Acute Physiology and
Chronic Health Evaluation [APACHE] II past medical history [PMH] definitions10), n (%):
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¾ severe liver condition present in PMH
¾ severe renal condition present in PMH
¾ severe respiratory condition present in PMH
¾ severe cardiovascular condition present in PMH
¾ immunocompromised in PMH
• Prerandomisation treatment, n received (%) and median
volume (IQR) of:
¾ IV fluids (total before admission to hospital and total
from ED presentation to randomisation)
¾ blood products (total from ED presentation to randomisation)
• Acute severity of illness:
¾ SOFA score,5 mean (SD) and median (IQR)
¾ individual SOFA score components, median (IQR)
¾ Mortality in Emergency Department Sepsis (MEDS)
score,11 mean (SD) and median (IQR)
¾ APACHE II score,10 mean (SD) and median (IQR)
• Time from ED presentation to randomisation, mean (SD)
and median (IQR)
• Patient likely to be admitted directly to critical care from
ED if not enrolled into the ProMISe trial, n (%)
• Infection, n (%):
¾ site
¾ organism
¾ antimicrobial change since ED presentation.

Clinical management
Clinical management of patients will be presented by
treatment group but not subjected to statistical testing. As
with baseline characteristics, discrete variables will be summarised as numbers and percentages. Percentages will be
calculated according to the number of patients for whom
data are available; where values are missing, the denominator will be stated in the table. Continuous variables will be
summarised by mean (SD) and/or median (IQR).
Clinical management data will be summarised as the total
over the 6-hour intervention period (T0–T6); the total from
the end of the 6-hour intervention period to the end of the
first 24 hours (T6–T24); the total from the end of the first 24
hours to the end of the first 72 hours (T24–T72) and from
randomisation to the end of the first 72 hours (T0–T72).
Fluids, vasoactive agents and dobutamine will also be
reported hourly for the duration of the 6-hour intervention
period. Line insertion details will be included in the T0–T6
table:
• Line insertion, time from randomisation to insertion: n
(%), mean (SD) and median (IQR)
¾ arterial line
¾ central venous catheter (CVC) line
• Interventions received: n (%)
¾ supplemental oxygen
¾ mechanical ventilation
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• Fluids: number receiving, n (%); and volume received:
median (IQR)
¾ IV colloid
¾ IV crystalloid
¾ packed red blood cells (PRBC)
¾ platelets
¾ fresh frozen plasma
• Drugs: n (%) received
¾ vasoactive agents
¾ dobutamine
¾ sedatives
Compliance with allocated treatment
Non-compliance with the allocated treatment will be
reported as:
• Insertion of a CVC with superior vena caval oxygen
saturation (ScvO2) monitoring capability to a patient
allocated to usual resuscitation
• Failure to insert a CVC with ScvO2 monitoring capability
to a patient allocated to EGDPR
• Failure to act on a goal in the early, goal-directed
algorithm for a patient allocated to EGDPR, defined as:
¾ no fluid resuscitation when central venous pressure
(CVP) is < 8 mmHg
¾ no administration of vasopressors when MAP is
< 65 mmHg or SBP is < 90 mmHg and the CVP goal
was met
¾ no administration of PRBC when ScvO2 is < 70% and
haemoglobin concentration is < 10 g/dL and the prior
two goals were met, or no dobutamine administered
when ScvO2 is < 70% and haemoglobin concentration
is ⭓ 10 g/dL and the CVP and MAP/SBP goals were
met
• Early (< 6 hours) termination of EGDPR in a patient
allocated to EGDPR (other than due to death).
Description of analysis

Primary outcome
The number and percentage of deaths by 90 days after
randomisation will be reported for each treatment group.
The primary-effect estimate will be the relative risk of 90day mortality, reported with a 95% CI. The absolute risk
reduction and 95% CI will also be reported. Deaths by 90
days after randomisation will be compared between the
treatment groups, unadjusted, using the Fisher exact test.
A secondary analysis of the primary outcome, adjusted
for baseline variables, will also be conducted, using multilevel logistic regression. Baseline variables adjusted for in
the multilevel logistic regression model will be the components of the MEDS score (age, metastatic cancer, nursing
home residence, altered mental status, septic shock, respiratory difficulty, low platelet count and low neutrophil

count) and a site-level random effect. Baseline variables
were selected for inclusion in the adjusted analysis according to anticipated relationship with outcome. The results of
the multilevel logistic regression model will be reported as
an adjusted odds ratio with 95% CI. The unadjusted odds
ratio will be presented for comparison.

Secondary outcomes
The mean SOFA score at 6 hours and 72 hours after
randomisation, adjusted for baseline SOFA score, will be
reported for each treatment group. Differences in the mean
SOFA score at 6 hours and 72 hours after randomisation
will be compared using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).
The mean score for each of the six SOFA components
(respiratory, neurological, cardiovascular, coagulation,
hepatic and renal) will be reported but not subjected to
statistical testing.
The number and percentage of patients receiving
advanced cardiovascular, advanced respiratory and renal
support will be reported for each treatment group. Differences in receipt of advanced cardiovascular, advanced
respiratory and renal support will be compared, unadjusted,
using the Fisher exact test.
The mean and SD of number of days alive and free from
advanced cardiovascular, advanced respiratory and renal
support, up to 28 days, within each treatment group will be
reported. Differences between the treatment groups will be
tested using the t test, using bootstrapping to account for
anticipated non-normality in the distributions.12
The median and IQR of the LOS in the ED, in critical care
and in acute hospital will be reported for each treatment
group. Differences in LOS between the treatment groups
will be tested using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, stratified
by survival at end of ED stay, critical care discharge and
acute hospital discharge, respectively.
Kaplan–Meier curves by treatment group will be plotted
up to 90 days and 1 year after randomisation and compared using the log-rank test. An adjusted comparison will
be performed using a Cox proportional hazards model
adjusted for the same baseline variables as the primary
outcome. The number and percentage of deaths at acute
hospital discharge and by 28 days, 90 days and 1 year after
randomisation will be reported for the treatment groups.
Differences in mortality will be compared, unadjusted, using
the Fisher exact test and adjusted using multilevel logistic
regression; ie, adjusted for the same baseline variables as
the primary outcome.

Serious adverse events
The number and percentage of serious adverse events occurring between randomisation and 30 days will be reported for
each treatment group. Serious adverse events will be compared between treatment groups using the Fisher exact test.
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Subgroup analysis
These analyses will test for an interaction between the
subgroup categories and the treatment group in a multilevel logistic regression model, adjusted for the same
baseline variables as the analysis of the primary outcome.
The primary outcome (90-day mortality) will be analysed by
degree of protocolised care for patients randomised to
usual resuscitation (completeness of hourly measurements
with reference to known sepsis resuscitation and management bundles13-15), age (quartiles), MEDS score (quartiles),
SOFA score (quartiles) and time from ED presentation to
randomisation (quartiles).

Learning curve analysis
The delivery of a complex intervention may improve with
time as those delivering the intervention gain experience and
familiarity. Typically, such improvements will be more rapid at
first and then tail off over time to reach a steady state;
termed a “learning curve”. Modelling the learning curve
enables estimation of the treatment effect for an experienced
team. A site-level learning curve for patients randomly
allocated to EGDPR will be modelled by repeating the
multilevel logistic regression on the primary outcome and
including a power curve (aX-b) for the sequential observation
number (X) for each EGDPR patient within each site.16

Planned tables include:
• baseline characteristics by treatment group
• clinical management by treatment group
• non-compliance with allocated treatment by treatment
group
• primary and secondary outcomes by treatment group
• serious adverse events until 30 days after randomisation
by treatment group
• results of subgroup and secondary analyses.

Funding, registration and ethics approval
The ProMISe trial is funded by the National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology Assessment Programme (07/37/47) and is registered on the NIHR Clinical
Research Network (CRN) portfolio (9820) and the International Standard Randomised Controlled Trials Number register (ISRCTN36307479). The trial is endorsed by the NIHR
CRN Injuries and Emergencies Specialty Group and the
Critical Care Specialty Group, sponsored by the ICNARC
and coordinated by the ICNARC CTU (UK Clinical Research
Collaboration CTU registration 42). Approval for the trial
was received from the North West London Research Ethics
Committee (approval 10/H0722/42). The trial results will be
published in full in Health Technology Assessment.

Compliance-adjusted analysis

Competing interests

While the intention-to-treat analysis gives the best estimate of
the clinical effectiveness of EGDPR as delivered, it is also of
interest to estimate what the efficacy of this intervention may
be if all elements of the protocol were delivered as intended.
In an RCT, the allocated treatment can be used as an
“instrumental variable”, ie, a variable associated with receipt
of the intervention and only associated with the outcome
through its association with the intervention.17 This relationship enables us to estimate what the treatment effect would
be for patients who are compliant with all elements of the
protocol. The primary analysis will be repeated, adjusting for
compliance using a structural mean model with an instrumental variable of allocated treatment, assuming a linear relationship between the degree of compliance (proportion of the 6
hours that the patient is compliant with the early, goaldirected resuscitation protocol) and treatment effect.18,19

None declared. The views and opinions expressed are ours and do
not necessarily reflect those of the Health Technology Assessment
Programme, NIHR, NHS or the Department of Health.

Figures and tables
Planned figures include:
• a CONSORT-style diagram illustrating the flow of patients
through the trial
• a line graph showing the mean cumulative IV fluids
received by treatment group
• a Kaplan–Meier curve showing survival to 90 days after
randomisation by treatment group.
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Intensive care unit occupancy after introduction of the
emergency department 4-hour discharge rule at a tertiary
referral hospital in Western Australia
Peter V van Heerden, John A Blott, Mary Pinder, Peter D Cameron,
Brigit L Roberts, Anne Brinkworth, Ilana Stav and Sigal Sviri
A recent study reported on some benefits of the introduction
of the 4-hour rule in metropolitan hospitals in Western
Australia.1 This rule means that patients in the emergency
department (ED) must be admitted to hospital or discharged
from the ED within 4 hours of presentation. Geelhoed and de
Klerk showed less ED crowding and a reduction in overall
hospital
mortality
after
introduction
the 4-hour rule.1 The
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to a ward within 4 hours of presentation to the ED. So far,
the implementation of the 4-hour rule has been very successful by these measures in WA metropolitan hospitals. Compliance has improved, ED overcrowding has been reduced and
overall hospital mortality has reportedly been reduced.1
In a hospital system which runs at high capacity (over
85% occupancy), the changing of a policy in one area may
affect other acute care areas. In particular, prioritising
movement of patients from the ED into ward beds (for
patients admitted to hospital) might limit or impede the
discharge of patients from the intensive care unit to the
wards. Also, early transfer of patients from the ED to
general wards may result in placement of acutely unwell
patients to less well staffed areas and put them at risk. This
could increase the need for medical emergency team (MET)
interventions,3-8 even when new observation charts have
been implemented or early warning systems are in place in
the ED, or ICU liaison services are provided.9-11
To assess whether the introduction of the 4-hour rule was
associated with changes in exit block from the ICU, overall
hospital mortality and the number of MET calls, we conducted a retrospective observational study using hospitalwide databases.

ABSTRACT
Background: The 4-hour rule has been introduced in
Western Australia, requiring that emergency department
(ED) patients be admitted to hospital or discharged from the
ED within 4 hours of presentation. We hypothesised that
this rule might have been associated with changes in
medical emergency team (MET) calls and intensive care unit
exit bed block.
Methods: Hospital databases were examined to determine
compliance with the 4-hour rule, the effect on ICU exit bed
block, and the number of MET calls, in 2008 (before
introduction of the 4-hour rule) and 2011 (after
introduction of the 4-hour rule). We also measured
background ICU and hospital activity in 2008 and 2011.
Results: Monthly compliance with the 4-hour rule
ranged from 35%–46% in 2008 to 64%–75% in 2011
(P < 0.0001). There was a marked increase in bed blockdays for patients in the ICU between 2008 (before
introduction of the 4-hour rule) and 2011 (after
introduction of the 4-hour rule) (P = 0.05). The increase in
ICU bed block-days could not be explained by a difference
in ICU occupancy, as there was a reduction in ICU bed-days
between 2008 and 2011 (P = 0.014). There was a reduction
in hospital mortality rate between 2008 and 2011 (P
< 0.001). There was no significant increase in the number of
MET calls from 2008 to 2011 (P = 0.221). Hospital activity
(separations) increased from 2008 to 2011 (P < 0.0001).
Discussion: The introduction of the 4-hour rule was
associated with increased exit block from the ICU, but not
with increased MET calls to attend to unstable or
deteriorating ward patients. Introduction of the 4-hour rule
was associated with a small reduction in hospital mortality.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 318–321

Methods
Data were collected from existing hospital databases in a
tertiary referral hospital in Perth, WA. Ethics committee
approval was waived due to the use of de-identified patient
data only. The study was registered as an institutional
quality improvement initiative. The study hospital is a
metropolitan hospital of about 600 beds and provides all
services except paediatrics, obstetrics and burns.
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Exit block from the ICU was defined as bed-days of
patients in the ICU who were deemed ready (by the
attending intensivist) for discharge from the ICU, but for
whom there was no ward bed available. This was decided
and documented at each morning ICU handover round.
Data were collected prospectively each day by the consult-
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Figure 1. Total patients admitted to a ward or discharged from
the emergency department (ED), and percentages admitted to a
ward or discharged from the ED within 4 hours, 2008 and 2011
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Figure 2. Intensive care unit bed block-days, 2008 and 2011
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Figure 3. Intensive care unit bed-days, 2008 and 2011
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ant on duty, verified by the ICU data manager
and entered into the unit database. The ICU has
23 beds and handles about 1400 admissions per
year.
Overall hospital mortality rate was defined as
the number of deaths per year in 2008 (before
implementation of the 4-hour rule) and 2011
(after implementation of the 4-hour rule),
divided by total inpatient separations during the
same period. The number of MET calls was
monitored monthly during the same two study
periods (calls per month in 2008 and 2011) as a
surrogate marker for urgent attendances to
ward patients before and after introduction of
the 4-hour rule.
The data collected were data routinely
recorded in standard electronic hospital databases. Comparisons were made using t tests and
χ2 tests as appropriate.
The 2 years chosen for comparison were 2008,
the year immediately before the introduction of
the 4-hour rule, and 2011, the most recent year
for which hospital data were complete.
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Figure 1 shows compliance with the 4-hour rule,
ie, the percentage of ED patients admitted or
discharged from the ED within 4 hours. The
improved compliance is evident from the ranges
of compliance in 2008 (35%–46%) and 2011
(64%–75%) (P < 0.0001).
Figure 2 shows the ICU bed block-days per
1000 hospital separations per month, in which
there was a statistically significant increase
between 2008 (mean, 4.94 bed block-days/
month) and 2011 (mean, 6.98 bed block-days/
month) (P < 0.05).
There was a small decrease in ICU occupancy
between 2008 (mean, 79.86 ICU bed-days/
month) and 2011 (mean, 77.26 ICU bed-days/
month), as measured by bed-days per 1000
hospital separations (Figure 3) (P = 0.01). There
was an increase between 2008 and 2011 in
overall hospital activity (number of separations)
(Figure 4), P < 0.0001.
Overall hospital mortality is shown in Figure 5;
there was a decrease between 2008 (1.37%) and
2011 (1.19%), P < 0.001. Figure 6 shows annual
MET calls from 1999 to 2011; there was no
significant increase in calls from 2008 to 2011 (P
= 0.221), Figure 7.
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Discussion
Figure 4. Hospital activity (separations), 2008 and 2011
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Figure 5. Hospital mortality, 2008 and 2011
MET calls per thousand hospital separations
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Figure 6. Medical emergency team (MET) calls, 1999–2011
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Our data show that introduction of the 4hour rule, previously shown to reduce ED
occupancy and overall hospital mortality,1,2
was associated with increased exit block
from the ICU. This is not unexpected, as the
hospital we studied has a finite capacity and
runs at high occupancy rates. Therefore,
preferentially discharging patients from the
ED to regular wards must necessarily result in
strain in the system elsewhere. This is
reflected in the reduced ability to discharge
patients from the ICU to the general wards.
The cost of caring for these dischargeable
patients in the ICU should be a consideration
when assessing the benefits to the institution
that can be attributed to the 4-hour rule.
The increase in ICU exit block was not
reflected by an increase in total ICU bed-days.
There was a decrease in ICU activity (defined
by ICU bed-days per thousand hospital separations) between the two years studied. The
number of ICU refusals during the two time
periods studied was not available.
It seems logical that ED patients admitted
sooner to wards, and therefore separated
from the greater staffing, monitoring and
diagnostic capacity of the ED, may be at
higher risk. However, admitting patients to
the general wards more rapidly did not have
an effect on the number of observed MET
calls to attend unstable or deteriorating
patients, nor did it increase hospital mortality.
Expeditious assessment, treatment and
disposition of patients in the ED are all
desirable goals. However, in a system running at high capacity, improving efficiency in
one area may have the unintended consequence of affecting another. In the case of
the 4-hour rule, we have shown that an
increased exit block from the ICU is a possible unintended and undesirable outcome,
associated with increased ICU length of stay
and its potential attendant extra costs and
morbidity (eg, nosocomial infections and
deep vein thrombosis). Generally, ICUs are
not set up for care of patients undergoing
rehabilitation; there are limited bathroom
facilities for ambulant patients and the units
are noisy, disrupting rest and sleep.
Health care systems are complex, and system changes in one area should be carefully
considered, as there may be unintended consequences in another area. Our data indicate
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Author details
Figure 7. Medical emergency team (MET) calls, 2008 and 2011
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References
that the 4-hour rule may have resulted in increased ICU exit
block, but not in increased MET call activity or hospital
mortality. It should be noted that there was also an increase
in overall hospital activity during the same period, but all
comparisons between 2008 and 2011 were corrected for
hospital activity.
Of interest is the fact that as the 4-hour rule was being
implemented in WA, there were already changes being
made in the system in the United Kingdom, such as
reducing the target (the percentage compliance with the 4hour rule) and adding quality indicators.12,13 There have
even been calls for the abolition of the policy in the UK, on
the grounds that the policy may improve patient flow
through the ED, but not necessarily improve the quality of
patient care.14 Anstey and colleagues13 state that the
principal cause of ED overcrowding is the lack of available
inpatient beds; this is our contention too. Pushing patients
through the ED into an already crowded inpatient environment must have consequences. We have tried to assess
some of these consequences (the effects on MET calls,
hospital mortality and ICU exit block). While not conclusive,
our results do show an associated effect on ICU exit block,
with no measurable change in hospital mortality.
Study limitations include that our data were derived from
existing databases, not collected in a dedicated way to test
a hypothesis.
We conclude that carefully directed prospective data
should be captured and analysed to measure the effect of a
fundamental change such as the 4-hour rule. It may
improve patient flow greatly in the ED, a worthy goal, but
may also affect other acute care areas. A visible, politically
advantageous improvement in one area of the health care
system may be a hidden burden elsewhere.
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Near-infrared spectroscopy of the thenar eminence to
estimate forearm blood flow
Nicholas CZ Woinarski, Satoshi Suzuki, Miklos Lipcsey, Natalie Lumsden, Jaye Chin-Dusting,
Antoine G Schneider, Michael Bailey and Rinaldo Bellomo
Near-infrared spectroscopy of the thenar eminence (NIRSth)
can estimate tissue oxygenation (StO2) and the microvascuCrit Care to
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in THI during short-lived venous occlusion (reprewww.jficm.anzca.edu.au/aaccm/journal/publications.htm
sentative
of the speed at which blood pooling occurs) can
Original articles
theoretically be used to estimate forearm blood flow (FBF).3
Thus, NIRSth may provide a non-invasive bedside technique
to assess the forearm circulation.
Strain gauge plethysmography (SGP) studies have shown
that near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) of the forearm can
estimate FBF using changes in the THI (ΔTHI),3-6 but NIRSth
in now preferred in the intensive care unit.7,8 No studies
have confirmed or refuted whether NIRS of the thenar
eminence can be used to estimate FBF.9,10 Additionally, as
the THI changes represent blood pooling, which should
occur in the most dependent segment of the arm,11
elevation of the arm performed in previous SGP might
influence the ability of NIRSth to detect these changes in
THI.
We hypothesised that changes in THI would correlate
with FBF measured by SGP, that both NIRSth and SGP would
be able to detect higher rates of FBF during hyperaemia,
and that arm position would have an effect on NIRSth
measurements.

Methods
We performed a comparative crossover study in nine
healthy volunteers, simultaneously assessing FBF as measured by SGP and NIRSth-derived ΔTHI/minute in both arms.
The Monash University ethics committee approved our
study (approval 2012001205).
The participants fasted and abstained from caffeine for 6
hours.12 We placed a venous cuff on the upper arm (E20
rapid cuff inflator, Hokanson). Immediately distal to the
venous cuff, we placed a manual blood pressure cuff to
induce arterial occlusion. The strain gauge plethysmograph
(EC6 strain gauge and photo plethysmograph, Hokanson)
was placed at the midpoint of the forearm, and the nearinfrared spectrometer (InSpectra 325, Hutchinson Technology) was placed on the thenar eminence (Figure 1). A
purpose-built apparatus was used to produce forearm
elevation when required. We made four measurements at

ABSTRACT
Background: Near-infrared spectroscopy of the thenar
eminence (NIRSth) can be used at the bedside to assess
tissue oxygenation (StO2), the reperfusion response to
ischaemia and the tissue haemoglobin index (THI). Its ability
to estimate forearm blood flow (FBF) has not previously
been assessed.
Objectives: We aimed to test whether short-lived venous
occlusion-induced changes in NIRSth-derived THI (ΔTHI/
minute) correlate with strain gauge plethysmography (SGP)
measurements.
Methods: We measured FBF in nine volunteers with SGP
by venous occlusion, while estimating ΔTHI. Measurements
were obtained in two forearm positions (elevated and
horizontal) at baseline and during induced hyperaemia.
Results: We performed 246 paired measurements at rest
and after occlusion-induced hyperaemia. At rest, mean
SGP-estimated FBF was 3.5–3.6 mL/dL/minute at baseline,
compared with 12.9–13.6 mL/dL/minute during
hyperaemia. At rest, ΔTHI was 6.1–8.2/minute, compared
with 29.7–32.5/minute during hyperaemia. ΔTHI was a
significant predictor of SGP FBF (P < 0.01), with stronger
correlation during hyperaemia (P < 0.01). An equation was
developed to convert ΔTHI/minute into FBF at mL/dL/minute
(FBF = 0.362  ΔTHI/minute + 0.864).
Conclusions: NIRSth can be used to estimate FBF. Given its
portability and its ability to also measure StO2 and vascular
reactivity, NIRSth can assist in providing a comprehensive
bedside assessment of the forearm circulation in critically ill
patients.
Crit Care Resusc 2013; 15: 323–326

baseline, and three measurements during induced reactive
hyperaemia, using 30-second venous occlusions (at
40 mmHg) and 30-second recovery periods. Reactive hyperaemia was induced by a 3-minute, 200 mmHg venous
occlusion.2 FBF was estimated in each arm in the horizontal
and elevated positions.
Analysis of SGP recordings was performed using PowerLab 2005 (ADInstruments). The average slope for the
steepest segment of the curve was determined for a period
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up, normal arm
position*

* Arm pronated, venous cuff placed as proximal as possible on the
upper arm and connected to a rapid cuff inflator (40 mmHg). Manually
controlled blood pressure cuff placed distal to the venous cuff to induce
arterial occlusion (200 mmHg). Strain gauge plethysmograph placed at
midpoint of forearm. Near-infrared spectroscopy sensor placed on
thenar eminence.

after initial cuff inflation and extrapolated for 1 minute to
give a flow in mL/dL/minute. THI was recorded every
5 seconds during venous occlusion. The greatest THI
increase for any 5-second period during a venous occlusion
was used as the estimate of FBF for that occlusion cycle,
and extrapolated to 1 minute, using the equation:
FBF (THI/minute) = [maximum (THIx − THIx–5)]/5  60
in which FBF is forearm blood flow, THI is tissue haemoglobin index, and x and x–5 represent two time points 5
seconds apart (used to determine the THI increase for each
5-second period). The maximum function is then used to
determine the greatest THI change for any 5-second
period (excluding the first 5 seconds). This maximum ΔTHI
in 5 seconds is divided by five to produce THI/second,
which is multiplied by 60 to produce THI/minute.

variables: logNIRSth; age; sex; arm side (left or right); phase
(baseline or hyperaemia); and interaction between arm
position (horizontal or elevated) and phase. Interaction
terms were fitted between logNIRSth and phase, and
between logNIRSth and arm position. Linear regression was
used to determine a simplified equation to enable conversion from NIRSth-derived THI changes into a unit of flow.
To determine if arm position had an effect, paired t tests
and Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank tests were used.
Baseline and hyperaemia were considered as one group set,
and then baseline and hyperaemia were analysed as separate groups.

Results
The nine volunteers (including five men) had a median age
of 23 years (range, 22–32 years) and median body mass
index of 22.7 kg/m2 (range, 19.3–26.8 kg/m2).
Horizontal-arm mean SGP-derived FBF was 3.5 mL/dL/
minute (SD,1.5 mL/dL/minute) at baseline and 13.6 mL/dL/
minute (SD, 3.7 mL/dL/minute) during hyperaemia. Elevated-arm mean FBF was 3.6 mL/dL/minute (SD, 1.6 mL/dL/
minute) at baseline, and 12.9 mL/dL/minute (SD, 3.4 mL/dL/
minute) during hyperaemia.
Horizontal NIRSth-derived mean ΔTHI was 8.2/minute
(SD, 3.1/minute) at baseline, and 29.7/minute (SD, 10.2/
minute) during hyperaemia. Elevated ΔTHI was 6.1/minute
(SD, 3.2/minute) at baseline, and 32.5/minute (SD, 13/
minute) during hyperaemia. At baseline, there was no
significant difference in measurements obtained in the
horizontal position compared with the elevated position. In
all combinations of device positions, the first hyperaemic

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS, version 11 (IBM Corporation) and SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute). Some
data were transformed using logarithmic transformation. Non-transformed
non-parametric data were used, they
are presented with the median and
range or interquartile range. Repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
were used to assess similarity at baseline and to determine if hyperaemia
induced a detectable change in FBF. A
mixed linear model was applied to
establish the relationship between logNIRSth and logSGP. This mixed linear
model was defined with logSGP as the
outcome and the following prediction
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Figure 2. Hyperaemia estimated by a baseline recording and three
hyperaemic recordings, using SGP and NIRSth

SGP = strain guage plethysmography. NIRSth = near-infrared spectroscopy of thenar eminence.
THI = tissue haemoglobin index. H1 = first hyperaemic recording. H2 = second hyperaemic recording.
H3 = third hyperaemic recording.
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Table 1. Effect of forearm position on FBF estimates
FBF

FBF affected for NIRSth

FBF affected for SGP

Combined

Yes (P < 0.01)

No effect detected (P = 0.2)

Baseline

Yes (P < 0.01)

No effect detected (P > 0.9)

Bmean

Yes (P = 0.03)

No effect detected (P > 0.9)

FBF = forearm blood flow. NIRSth = near-infrared spectroscopy of thenar
eminence. SGP = strain gauge plethysmography. Bmean = mean baseline
recording.

recording of FBF (H1) was significantly different from the
mean baseline recording (Bmean) (P < 0.001) (Figure 2).
LogNIRSth (P < 0.01), arm position (P < 0.01) and phase
(P < 0.01) were independent predictors of logSGP (Figure 3).
There was a significant interaction between logNIRSth, and
phase (P < 0.01), indicating that the strength of the relationship between logNIRSth and logSGP was significantly
greater in the hyperaemic phase than at baseline (P < 0.01).
There was a trend towards an interaction between logNIRSth and arm position (P = 0.07).
The regression equation to convert ΔTHI/minute to mL/
dL/minute was:
FBF (mL/dL/minute) = 0.362 (±0.044) ΔTHI/minute + 0.864
(±0.642) (P < 0.01)

Although our SGP-derived FBF values are consistent with
previous studies, we are unable to compare NIRSth estimations with previous studies due to a proprietary algorithm.3,15 Previous studies also assessed the effect of wrist
occlusion and found no difference between FBF estimation
with or without wrist occlusion.10 This is important, as
estimation of ΔTHI with NIRSth would not have been
possible with wrist occlusion.
Additionally, the impact of elevation of the arm to
promote venous drainage during SGP has not been rigorously tested. We hypothesised that elevation of the arm
would result in blood pooling in the area of tissue adjacent
to the collecting cuff under the influence of gravity. As the
SGP was placed proximal to the NIRSth probe, this proximal
pooling could influence results. In contrast, we proposed
that with the arm in the horizontal position, blood would
collect evenly throughout the arm and this pooling effect
would be eliminated. As we intend to apply this technique
in critically ill patients, for whom the horizontal arm
position is preferred, we aimed to show that elevation of
the arm would influence the result but would not be
necessary to develop a predictive equation.
We found that the arm position did influence estimations
of THI, as predicted, but did not influence SGP, and that we
could derive a conversion equation for the horizontal
position.

in which FBF is forearm blood flow and ΔTHI/minute is the
NIRSth-derived THI change. Table 1 indicates whether arm
position influenced FBF estimates.

Discussion
We performed a comparative crossover study in healthy
volunteers to test whether NIRSth can estimate SGPderived FBF. We also aimed to determine the effect of
arm position on the relationship between NIRSth and
SGP, and on the results obtained with each method. We
found that NIRSth-derived changes in THI were independent predictors of SGP-derived FBF, and their correlation was stronger during hyperaemia. We developed an
equation to convert ΔTHI changes into SGP-FBF measurements with an acceptable degree of accuracy. Additionally, we found that arm position had an effect on the
estimation of ΔTHI.
Previous studies
The value of NIRS of the forearm to estimate FBF and SGP
has been previously assessed,3-6 and some studies have
used NIRS as the primary means of assessing blood
flow.13,14 However, no studies have compared the new
technology of NIRS of the thenar eminence to SGP.

Figure 3. Relationship between forearm blood flow
(elevated forearm) measured by strain gauge
plethysmography and NIRSth-derived THI changes*

*No correlation coefficients presented; repeated-measures statistics
were applied to data assessment. NIRSth = near-infrared spectroscopy of
thenar eminence. THI = tissue haemoglobin index.
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Strengths and limitations
Our study was performed in a controlled environment using
the same simultaneous and bilateral procedures and equipment for every participant. We studied participants who
were different from ICU patients, our final target population; however, this was an initial exploratory proof-ofconcept study. We were unable to calculate a measurement
of flow to directly compare with SGP, and these results can
only be applied to similar NIRSth models, but the underlying
physiology should be independent of the NIRSth device.
Additionally, the NIRSth device we used had limited sensitivity in that it only reported the THI to one decimal place.
Increased sensitivity may improve the accuracy of FBF
NIRSth estimation.
Further research in this area will involve validation studies
in critically ill patients, perhaps using Doppler ultrasound to
estimate FBF and comparing it to NIRSth-derived equations.
Conclusions
We describe a relationship between NIRSth-derived THI and
FBF in healthy volunteers that allows estimation of FBF in
different operative conditions. Our findings justify further
investigation of these estimates in critically ill patients.
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Assessment of the distribution and professional roles of the
new Fellows of the College of Intensive Care Medicine of
Australia and New Zealand
Bala Venkatesh and Ross Freebairn
In recent years, there have been rapid changes to and
expansion of the intensive care specialist’s role in Australia
and New Zealand. Many intensivists are currently active in
work outside the intensive care unit, such as rapid response
teams, telemedicine, transport and retrievals. This has
changed the demand for workforce numbers.
To assess the job status of new Fellows who have recently
completed their Fellowship of the College of Intensive Care
Medicine (FCICM), the College of Intensive Care Medicine
(CICM) undertook an electronic survey of all new Fellows
who obtained the FCICM between 2010 and 2012.
The
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nations,
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Briefor
Report
is the sole credentialled training pathway to specialist or
vocational registrations in intensive care medicine in Australia and New Zealand.
The aim of this survey was to describe the geographic
distribution and professional roles of the new Fellows in
the workforce. The new Fellows were identified from
the CICM database. An anonymous user survey was
conducted with the online survey software and questionnaire tool SurveyMonkey. An email with a covering
letter and a link to the survey web page was sent to all
eligible participants. The survey was open to the

Results
One hundred and eighty Fellows were eligible for the
survey, of whom 133 responded (response rate of 74%).
The results for each of the questions are outlined in Table 1.

Discussion
These data represent a snapshot of the geographic distribution and professional roles of the new Fellows. The
response rate of the survey was acceptable. The data
suggest that of those who responded, about 80% are
employed as intensivists, and 70% of these are practising
full-time intensive care. About 75% of those employed as
intensivists obtained a job within 6 months of completing
the FCICM. About 65% of these are in metropolitan ICUs
and an increasing proportion (about 25%) are in regional
and rural ICUs. The greater spread of Fellows to rural and
regional centres will have significant implications for
accreditation of regional units for training, for management of patients within the region and for minimising
transfer to metropolitan ICUs. The data also suggest an
increasing global spread of the Fellows of the CICM
outside Australia and New Zealand. This will have implications for accreditation of units outside Australia and New
Zealand for training and examinations. The CICM plans to

Figure 2. Distribution of Fellows’ employment
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Figure 1. Proportion of Fellows employed as
intensivists, in a full-time or part-time capacity
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Table 1. Results of survey of distribution and professional roles of the new Fellows of the College of Intensive
Care Medicine
Questions

Responses
(percentage or no. of Fellows selecting response)

1. Which year did you obtain FCICM? (n* = 132)

2010 (31%), 2011 (30%), 2012 (39%)

2. Did you pursue any other specialty training or research after obtaining FCICM?
(n = 132)

Yes (24%), no (76%)

3. If yes, which specialty training or research did you pursue? (n = 16)

FRACP (37.5%), FACEM (12.5%), FANZCA (44%), PhD
(13%). Nineteen free text responses were received,
indicating that a large number were also undertaking
echocardiography training

4. In which country is your primary employment? (n = 118)

Australia (88%), New Zealand (12%). Fourteen free text
responses were received: Singapore (two), United States
(two), Hong Kong (two), United Kingdom (two) and one
each in India, Canada, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland and
South Africa

5. Are you currently employed as an intensivist? (n = 129)

See Figure 1

6. Is your intensivist employment full-time or part-time? (n = 103)

See Figure 1

7. If part-time, what fraction FTE? (n = 31)

Responses were as free texts: 24 Fellows worked > 0.5 FTE,
seven worked < 0.5 FTE

8. Please state why you are not working full-time in intensive care, eg, personal
choice, unable to obtain full-time position, etc. (n = 30)

Unable to get full-time ICU employment (nine), personal
choice (11), dual appointments (anaesthesia or respiratory
medicine) (10)

9. If working part-time in intensive care, where are you employed for the remainder Anaesthesia (47%), physician (16%), emergency medicine
of your FTE? (n = 19)
(5%), university (11%), locum (32%)
10. Please describe your current intensive care employment and the FTE at each.
See Figure 2
Eg, “metropolitan tertiary ICU, 1.0 FTE” or “metropolitan non-tertiary ICU, 0.8 FTE,
and private metropolitan ICU, 0.2 FTE”, etc. (n = 103)
11. What was the time interval between obtaining your FCICM and commencing
your first consultant position as an intensivist? (n = 101)

0–3 months (57%), 3–6 months (17%), 6–9 months (11%),
9–12 months (6%), > 12 months (9%)

12. If greater than 6 months, can you please state what jobs you carried out in that Worked as Fellow or locum consultant (20), undertook
period and what was the cause of the delay. Eg, no job available, waiting for a
additional training in research or ECMO (six)
specific position to come up, chose to work elsewhere, etc. (n = 26)
13. If you are not currently employed as an intensivist, please give details on why not. Unable to obtain position of choice (12), miscellaneous
Eg, currently undertaking other training, dual-qualified and working in the other
reasons (maternity leave, overseas training, dual training,
specialty, unable to obtain an intensivist position, etc. (n = 29)
locum work, etc) (17)
14. If you have been unable to obtain an intensivist position, how many jobs have
you applied for? (n = 19)

< 3 jobs (nine), 3–6 jobs (three), > 6 jobs (seven)

* n indicates the number of respondents for that particular question. ECMO = extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. FACEM = Fellowship of the
Australasian College for Emergency Medicine. FANZCA = Fellowship of the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists. FCICM = Fellowship of the
College of Intensive Care Medicine. FRACP = Fellowship of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians. FTE = full-time equivalent.

repeat this survey at regular intervals to better understand
the professional roles, geographic distribution and workforce needs of Fellows.
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Patient comfort in the intensive care unit: a multicentre, binational point
prevalence study of analgesia, sedation and delirium management
John V Green

TO THE EDITOR: Elliot and colleagues are to be congratulated for their study on managing analgesia, sedation and
delirium in the intensive care unit.1 It is a step towards
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hypoxia)
after measuring it is well accepted in the ICU.
www.jficm.anzca.edu.au/aaccm/journal/publications.htm
Following
many previous studies showing benefits in measLetters
urements related to the management of pain, agitation
and delirium,2,3 Elliot and colleagues have shown that there
is room for improvement in our management of these
common problems. It is striking that, 13 years after the
publication of the article by Kress et al showing benefit
from interruption of sedative infusions,4 there is still such a
high rate of sedation and analgesia used without monitoring or without planned interruption.
Pronovost and colleagues observed that “The greatest
opportunity to improve patient outcomes ... will probably
come not from discovering new treatments but from
learning how to deliver existing effective therapies”.5 This is
a large challenge facing Australasian ICUs — how to
convert the findings of basic research into improved quality
of care.
Two important steps have been taken towards improving
the quality of care relating to delirium, analgesia and

sedation. The first step was to show benefit from measurement. The second was to audit performance. We now need
to change our practices to improve performance, then
maintain the improvement, with repeated measurement to
demonstrate these improvements.6
John V Green, Clinical Director, Intensive Care Unit
The Northern Hospital, Melbourne, VIC, Australia.
John.green@nh.org.au
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